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THE ORIGINS OF THE STUDY : STATEMENT OF AIMS 
ORIGINS OF THE STUDY 
This thesis had its origins in 1971 when the writer was appointed 
Lecturer in History at Mount Gravatt Teachers' College (now Mount Gravatt 
College of Advanced Education). There, a considerable portion of his 
teaching programme was (and is) in the field of Curriculum Studies in 
History. In this subject, student teachers who have chosen History as a 
future teaching subject are introduced into the pedagogics of History 
teaching. A thorough study of the methodology of History teaching is 
therefore undertaken. The subject then is a practical one as students 
examine the ways by which History might be taught in the classroom. 
A growing source of interest to the writer was the possible effect 
of exposure to a subject like History on the value systems of high school 
students. As a consequence, an investigation into Queensland History 
Syllabuses and textbooks which would have been used by school students 
was carried out.^ The study encompassed the period from 1910 to 19^7 at 
the secondary level, and from 191^ to 1970 at the primary. This analysis 
of syllabuses and textbooks showed that some considerable emphasis was 
placed on certain themes. Support for the British Empire and later the 
Commonwealth, an idealistic picture of Australian democracy, the Anzac 
Legend and pride in the Australian soldier, a condemnation of the 
Communist system of government, the Yellow Peril, and respect for 
authority were themes which ran through Queensland History courses to the 
G.J. Shipstone, The Queensland View of History - A Study of Some 
Major Themes in Queensland School History Textbooks and Syllabuses3 
B.A. (Hons.) Thesis, University of Queensland, 1973. 
Grade X level. Many of the textbooks were also, by the standards of the 
1970's, peppered with racialist comments. 
It was obvious, however, that the propagation of certain views in 
textbooks did not mean that they were necessarily internalized by the 
students. To establish this, some form of field work was necessary, 
either by way of personal interview of students, or through the administer-
ing of a questionnaire. Either of these methods would have given some 
idea of the influence which the syllabuses and the texts might have 
exerted on the attitudes of students. In the field of History, however, 
it was not possible to pursue this line. In 1970, the external Junior 
Public Examination was abolished in Queensland, and was followed in 1972 
by the abolition of the Senior Public Examination. The demise of the 
external examination in Queensland marked the end also of a History 
Syllabus and hence a course common to all Grade IX and Grade X students.^ 
Whereas this previous standardized course of study would have facilitated 
the selection of a statistically valid sample, by contrast, each of the 
new History Syllabuses from Grade VI I I through to Grade XII are devoid 
of a common core of content. Teachers are at liberty to select from a 
wide range of topics,^ and thus at any one grade level this would have 
led to the selection of a sample which would not necessarily have been a 
representative one. It would have been chosen only from those students 
who had studied specific parts of the course. Because of this, it would 
2 
3 
At the secondary level, a survey seeking to establish the impact of 
a History course on Grade VI I I students could not be considered. 
For reasons to be discussed in Chapter Two it would have been 
difficult to obtain a 'Before' and 'After' Group. Also, because 
all students in Grade VIII study History, a Control Group of non-
History students would not have been available. There were 
problems, too, at the Grade XII level. Even before 1972, teachers 
were free to select from a wide range of topics. In primary schools 
in Queensland, History disappeared as far back as 1952, and was 
replaced by a combined History-Geography course called Social Studies. 
For example, in the second semester of Grade VIII of the new syllabus, 
of the nine topics suggested, teachers are required to select only 
three for study. 
have been difficult to ascertain from a restricted sample of History 
students the possible influence of a study of History on the attitudes of 
the total school population. 
It should also be added that serious consideration was not given to 
an examination of the effect of a Syllabus in Citizenship education. 
This course has been offered in Queensland Secondary Schools at the Grades 
IX and X levels since 1965, and is taken by a considerable number of 
students. However, the content of Citizenship Education does not lend 
itself to any survey aimed at assessing the impact on student attitudes. 
Citizenship Education is really a course in Civics** which, in a purely 
factual way, looks at the three tiered structure of government in 
Australia, the legislative and executive components of each of the three 
levels, the forms of revenue and expenditure of each, and the services 
which each provides. Any survey undertaken in this kind of course could 
ascertain only whether a student's factual knowledge of government has 
increased. 
In the early 1960's, a few prominent educationists began to urge 
for the introduction into secondary schools of courses which would 
provide students with a knowledge of the social world they would inhabit 
as adults, and in which they would be able to participate responsibly 
and knowledgeably as citizens.^ The traditional disciplines of History, 
Geography and Economics, it was argued, were not adequate for this task. 
They were regarded by some schools as a preparation for more advanced 
academic study, and, moreover, as they were taught discretely, they did 
not provide for a complete overview of society. What was needed was a 
** A new syllabus in Citizenship Education is to be trial led in Queens-
land Secondary schools in 1978. It is a fact/value oriented course. 
^ For a full account of this development, see A. Barcan, Social Science^ 
History and the New Curriculum, Sydney, Hicks Smith and Sons, 1971, 
Passim. 
general education^ which would assist in preparing students for life in 
what had fast become a highly complex society. This Social Science 
Movement gathered momentum and was to culminate in the Australian UNESCO 
Seminar on the Teaching of the Social Sciences at the Secondxxry Level 
which was held at Burwood Teachers' College in Victoria from the 28th 
August to the 7th September, 1967. 
The seminar, which was attended by delegates from all State 
Education Departments, and from Teachers' Colleges and Universities 
throughout Australia aimed to discuss the way in which the social science 
disciplines could contribute to a broad social education for adolescents, 
and to a more systematic and coherent understanding of how a society is 
constructed, how it works, and how it changes.'' It therefore addressed 
itself to the objective of introducing into the secondary schools a 
course directed towards the study of contemporary society, and also to 
the argument that the traditional social science disciplines of History, 
Geography and Economics were not sufficient for this proposed course. 
The basic contention was that, if children are to leave school with an 
understanding of the world that surrounds them, then a study of 
contemporary society through an interdisciplinary social science course 
which would include not only the traditional disciplines but also the 
newer ones, of Political Science, Sociology^ and Anthropology, was 
"A general education as defined by the Harvard Committee (1952) 
refers to that part of a student's education which looks at his life 
as a responsible human being and citizen.'"' See, G.J. Spring, 
"Innovation in the Social Sciences", Queensland Teachers' Journal^ 
Vol. 77, No. 4, May, 1972, pp. U4-151. 
"The Social Sciences in Secondary Education", Education News, 
Vol. 11, No. 6, December, 1967. This edition provides an account of 
the Burwood Conference. See also P.H. Partridge et al.. Social 
Science for the Secondary School, Sydney, Novak, 1969, for a 
summary of the proceedings at Burwood. 
essential.^ 
Following the Burwood Conference, Social Science courses were 
introduced into secondary schools in a number of states. In Queensland, 
the State Education Department commissioned a State Working Party to draw 
up an interdisciplinary Social Science course. The result was that in 
1972 Study of Society'^ was introduced on a trial basis in a small number 
of schools at the Grade VIM level, it being proposed that it would 
extend over a three year period from Grade VIII through to Grade X.^" 
In 1973, a course in Curriculum Studies in Social Science which was 
taken by all future History teachers and therefore by those who were 
doing Curriculvm Studies in History was introduced at Mount Gravatt 
College. It also became part of the writer's teaching responsibilities. 
For a number of reasons it was felt that a study of the attitudinal 
impact of Study of Society on those high school students who would be 
doing it would be both appropriate and significant. There was the 
writer's continuing interest in the possible role of school syllabuses 
as agents of socialization, and therefore the extent to which they 
8 
10 
In an interdisciplinary social science course the social science 
disciplines are still, in fact, taught discretely. What is really 
important is that both the old and newer disciplines are 
incorporated into the course in order to give a complete societal 
overview. If, for example, students were considering a topic. Our 
City, they would approach it historically to see how it was 
established and grew, geographically to find out the reason for its 
location, sociologically to note how groups in the city interact. 
Economics would play a part through an examination of how goods and 
services are produced and distributed, whilst Political Science 
would be introduced by considering how the city is governed. 
Perhaps, the relevant point is, that no mention of the disciplines 
is made to the students, and as far as they are concerned, they are 
studying Social Science. 
The Broad Framework of the "Study of Society" Syllabus prepared by 
the Sta:te forking Party for the Teaching of Social Sciences in 
Secondary Schools (Hereafter called Study of Society). 
An interdisciplinary Syllabus in Social Studies for Primary Schools 
was introduced in 1970. 
contributed '... to the learning or acquisition of values, beliefs, 
attitudes and other elements of a culture and its pattern for living.^^ 
In broad terms. Study of Society aims, over a three year period, to 
introduce students to a study of Australian and other societies. By this 
means, it attempts to examine some of those political, social and racial 
issues which could be considered relevant to this kind of course. In 
effect. Study of Society, as some advocates of Social Science courses have 
pointed out, would, by its very nature, be value laden. '... it is not 
impossible to study Social Studies without becoming involved in questions 
about values. What is true is that since values are embodied in 
institutions, it is easy to make the transition from the study of 
institutions to the critical examination of the values they embody or are 
supposed to embody-'^^^ Thus, Study of Society seemed to be a most 
suitable course in which to assess the attitudinal impact of a school 
syllabus in the History-Social Science fields. 
Additionally, the National Committee for Social Science Teaching 
(NCSST) and the National Information Centre for Social Science Education 
(NICSSE) were set up. NICSSE was created under the auspices of the 
Australian Council for Educational Research in 1969, and, in October 1970, 
the Commonwealth Department of Education announced the establishment of 
NCSST. The movement of this department into the field suggested that 
Social Science was being regarded as a high priority subject. 
Furthermore, an extension of Study of Society into the upper 
secondary school is projected. A Social Science sub-committee, which is 
^^  F.J. Hunt, "The Process of Socialisation", in F.J. Hunt (ed.). 
Socialisation in Australia, Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1972, 
p. 3. 
12 P.H. Partridge, in Education News, op. cit., p. 15. 
an arm of the Queensland Board of Secondary Studies, has met on a 
number of occasions, and unconfirmed reports indicate that such a course 
may be introduced in a few schools on a trial basis in 1978. 
In sum, it appeared that Study of Society would come to assume a 
position of some importance in the secondary school. It was felt 
therefore that any survey which could show the extent to which contact 
with the course had resulted in the formation/transformation of student 
attitudes would be of value to the Queensland Research and Curriculum 
Branch of the State Education Department, the Social Science sub-committee 
in its deliberations, and perhaps on a National level, to NCSST and 
NICSSE. 
At the time of the beginning of this present study it was envisaged 
that the survey would attempt to assess the extent to which the aims and 
objectives of Study of Society had been achieved. At this stage a 
discussion of the Study of Society syllabus would seem appropriate. 
STATEMENT OF AIMS 
Study of Society follows the recommended format for the presentation 
of syllabuses.^"* Hence it provides for a Rationale, a number of Aims and 
Objectives, a suggested Course Content from a study of which it is hoped 
the Aims and Objectives will be achieved, and recommended Teaching 
Strategies with their associated student Learning Experiences. 
13 
\h 
The Queensland Board of Secondary Studies which was created after 
external examinations were abolished in Queensland, is, in general, 
responsible for the overview of secondary education. 
The Presentation of Syllabuses. This is a document prepared by the 
Research and Curriculum Branch of the State Education Department 
and forwarded to schools. 
8. 
A protracted discussion of the Rationale is not necessary. It is 
really a broad statement of content rather than a statement of the 
reasons for implementing the syllabus. Thus, '... this course is designed 
to enable students to undertake a detailed study of society. While the 
focus of the course is Australian society, other societies are also 
studied so that both the nature of societies in general is understood and 
the similarities between Australian society and other societies can be 
examined.'^^ 
The recommended Teaching Strategies are in line with those now 
associated with the New Social Studies.^^ Although the Narrative Lesson 
or the Oral Exposition Approach is still regarded as having an important 
place in Social Science teaching, there is also a concern to develop in 
students the skills of research and enquiry. Considerable emphasis 
therefore is placed on the Student-Centred Approach. 
It soon became apparent that the focus of the study could not centre 
on the question of whether the Aims and Objectives of the course were 
being achieved. The overall aims of the course are: 
i) to promote a comprehensive understanding of man in 
society; 
ii) to encourage the application of knowledge principles, 
and methods derived from the social sciences to the 
study of contemporary problems; 
iii) to develop an appreciation of the scope and limitations 
of social sciences; 
15 
16 
Study of Society, p. 1. 
See, for example, E. Fenton, Teaching the New Social Studies in 
Secondary Schools, New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 
1966. 
iv) to develop the student's capacity to contribute 
effectively to society. ^' 
However, in the preparation of syllabuses, a clear distinction is 
made between Aims and Objectives. 'A statement of aims is concerned with 
what should happen and what can happen. These are the 'ultimate' level 
of objectives which are not evaluated by the school.'^° The achievement 
of the aims, therefore, is an on-going process. 'They are behaviours 
which will remain with the student during adulthood.'^^ The aims of the 
course, then, are long-term goals and extend beyond the area of school 
evaluation. By contrast, the objectives are regarded as short-term and 
more immediate goals, and can be evaluated at the school level, either at 
the end of a unit of work or at the conclusion of a course.^" 
With respect to Study of Society the following objectives are 
suggested. '... the course helps students to understand: 
i) the structure and functioning of their own and 
other societies; 
ii) the dynamic nature of society; 
iii) the nature and significance of processes of social 
change; 
iv) value conflicts within and among societies; 






Study of Society, p. 3. 
The Presentation of Syllabuses, p. 3. 
ibid., p. 2. 
ibid., p. k. 
Study of Society, p . 3. 
10. 
Other objectives which are implicit in the aims of the course 
are: 
vi) encouraging tolerance of other people, their values 
and cultures; 
vii) encouraging empathy for people; 
viii) developing a capacity to identify value components 
in problem situations; 
ix) developing a capacity to relate one's own attitudes 
and values to specific issues; 
x) developing a capacity to make rational assessments 
of alternative courses of action; 
xi) developing social skills. ^^ 
These objectives can be identified either as cognitive or affective. 
Cognitive objectives relate to the acquisition of knowledge in terms of 
a conceptual grasp of the content matter of the course. This is to be 
achieved through the development of a number of intellectual ski lis.^^ 
Affective objectives emphasize '... a feeling, an emotion, or a degree 
of acceptance or rejection'^"^ and are directed towards the students' 
attitudinal development. According to this dichotomy, it would seem that 





These skills are based on Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives, 
and as set out in Study of Society, pp. 5"6, relate to the skills 
of recall, interpretation, application, analysis, synthesis and 
evaluation. 
Fenton, op. cit., p. ^0. 
11. 
objectives (iv), (vi), (vii), (viii), (ix) and (x)^^ fall into the 
affective domain. Since this research was concerned with attitudinal 
ends, rather than with an evaluation of the extent of student cognitive 
development, it was these affective objectives which were of immediate 
interest. 
It is possible to distinguish four main schools of thought 
concerning the part attitudes and values should play in the Social 
Science curriculum. The Values Analysis School holds that the proper 
role for the Social Science teacher is training his pupils in the 
examination and critical analysis of attitudes, values and value 
conflicts as they affect the study of society. The Values Clarification 
School holds that the proper role for the Social Science teacher is in 
helping his pupils to clarify, and critically evaluate, their own 
attitudes and values. The Values Encouragement School holds that certain 
attitudes and values should be encouraged by the Social Science teacher, 
but not actively taught by him. The Values Development School holds 
that the Social Sciences have a highly ethical content, that we cannot 
just stand on the sidelines on such issues, and that it is the business 
of the Social Science teacher actively to promote desirable social 
attitudes.^^ 
Within this exhaustive categorization only objectives (vi) and (vii) 
of Study of Society can be said to be associated with the encouragement 
25 
26 
Objectives (iv) and (viii) have been included in the Affective 
Category. Although they are concerned with an analysis of problem 
situations, this is the Receiving stage in the development of 
individual attitudes. See Study of Society, p. 6. Since objective 
(xi) is directed towards encouraging co-operative group work and 
developing a capacity to communicate orally, an assessment of its 
success or otherwise is not relevant to this study. 
K. Piper, Evaluation in the Social Sciences^ Canberra, Australian 
Government Publishing Service, 1976, p. 72. 
12. 
and development of certain attitudes. The other affective objectives 
call for clarification and analysis, but do not, however, spell out the 
issues on which attitudes should be clarified and analysed. With the 
exception then of those two objectives which set out explicitly to break 
down racial prejudice and discrimination, the objectives of Study of 
Society are such as to preclude an assessment of their impact on students' 
personal attitudes. However, because of the nature of some of the units 
which were taught, it seemed valid to assess whether exposure to them 
had had an influence on attitude formation, and/or attitude modification. 
The content of Study of Society is set within the framework of the 
sociological model developed by Talcott Parsons.^^ Parsons suggested 
four functional imperatives which must exist in any society if social 
stability is to be maintained and the society is to survive. These are 
Pattern Maintenance, Adaptation, Integration and Goal Attainment. The 
State Working Party felt that, through the employment of this model, 
students would gain an overall perspective of any given society. This 
was to be achieved by the teacher's use, in preparing each unit, of a 
series of Planning Questions, the answers to which would help to give 
students a conceptual grasp of each functional imperative.^° 
In the Grade VIII year of the course it is recommended that each 
unit of work should incorporate the four Parsonian societal elements. 
The suggested units in Grade VIII are A Traditional Small Scale Society^ 
A Small Scale Society Undergoing Rapid Changes Early Australian Society3 
27 
28 
T. Parsons and N.J. Smelser, Economy and Society, London, Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, 1957, Passim. 
For example, the teaching of the Goal Attainment element of the 
unit Early Australian Society is based on two Planning Questions: 
1. Who made decisions about the Colony? What kinds of decisions 
had to be made? 
2. Were there any new goals in the new Colony? 
13. 
Covmunities and Families. By Grade IX the model is both narrowed and 
broadened in its focus. As regards the former, it is used as a basis for 
the study of Contemporary Australian Society vih\ch covers almost the 
whole of the teaching year. In the broad sense, each unit of work is, in 
itself, a study of a particular sub-system, either the polity, or society, 
or the Australian economy. The unit Socialization in Our Society is 
identified with the values of Australian society, and hence with Pattern 
Maintenance. The Australian Environment and the Individual and The 
Consumer Society and the Individual examine the process of economic 
adaptation to the physical environment, whilst The Consumer Society and 
the Individual looks also at the socio-economic effects arising from the 
successful adaptation. Decision Making in Australia and Integrating 
Australian Society bear on the polity. The former considers the goals of 
Australian society and who determines them, whilst the latter is clearly 
concerned with social control. An introductory unit. Introducing 
Australian Society, is also suggested, and towards the end of the Grade 
IX year provision is made for a study of You and the Future. 
In the final year of Grade X, the course moves into the international 
sphere, where the model is to be employed for comparative purposes in a 
Comparative Study of Australian Society and Other Societies. The last 
two units depart from the model where a study of World Problems and Social 
Issues is suggested. 
A survey of those teaching Study of Society in the south-eastern 
region of Queensland, conducted by the writer in mid-1975, showed that 
students in studying the suggested units of the course were undoubtedly 
exposed to a wide range of political, social and racial issues. Through 
their study of A Traditional Small Scale Society and A Small Scale Society 
Undergoing Rapid Change, which focussed on Papua New Guinea, the question 
of student attitudes towards non-European peoples was raised. 
14, 
The issue of European migrants in Australia was handled within the 
context of the unit on Communities. In Grade IX they discussed, through 
the unit Socialization in Our Society, which values and beliefs did in 
fact form part of the Australian culture. The unit The Consumer Society 
and the Individual examined the question of the relationship between 
occupation and status and provided for a discussion of the work role of 
women. The unit You and the Future considered the issue of the meaning 
of the Quality of Life, and one of the Planning Questions asked whether 
'change' and 'modern' can be equated with 'progress'.^^ The teaching of 
Decision Making in Australia gave students an opportunity to see where 
they stood in the decision-making process, and to what extent it was 
possible to influence decision-making at various levels, for example, in 
the school situation and at the governmental level. 
In the Grade X unit i4 Comparative Study of Australian Society and 
Other Societies , teachers had taken either the Soviet Union or the 
People's Republic of China for comparative purposes, and, as a result, 
the advantages and disadvantages of Communist systems of government were 
discussed. In Social Issues which was covered in schools after the 
survey had been conducted,teachers indicated that they would be consider-
ing such issues as poverty, Asian migration to Australia, and censorship. 
Furthermore, for a course aimed at reducing racial prejudice and 
discrimination the question of attitudes to Aborigines loomed large. 
In relation to the Aboriginal issue, teachers made use of a special unit 
prepared by NCSST, Should Aborigines Live in White Residential Areas?3^^ 
29 Study of Society, p. 36. 
^^  NCSST National Workshop Papers, No. 1, G.J. Spring and D.G. Tulloch 
(eds.). Handling Controversial Social Issues in Secondary Schools3 
Canberra, Australian Government Publishing Service, 1973. 
15. 
and distributed to schools. 
It appeared, on the basis of this teacher survey, which sought which 
issues had been taught that "... there is general agreement among 
teachers that the social sciences are vitally concerned with attitudes 
and values, and that it is neither possible nor desirable to avoid them.'^^ 
This is not to suggest that teachers necessarily attempt to promote their 
own viewpoints but simply to reiterate that students of Study of Society 
had come into contact with a value-oriented course. 
It seemed appropriate therefore to examine not if the objectives of 
Study of Society had been achieved, but whether a study of those 
political and social and racial issues considered in the course had had 
an attitudinal influence on the students. More precisely, it was decided 
to examine the impact of Study of Society on students' attitudes towards 
decision making in Australia, the class nature of Australian society, 
Communism, The Quality of Life, poverty, the role of women, censorship, 
and also their attitudes towards non-European peoples, European migrants, 
and the make-up of the Australian character. 
It needs, however, to be pointed out that the Syllabus is cast in 
broad terms. Only broad content areas which are to be covered through 
a consideration of the Planning Questions are specified.^^ Moreover, 
teachers in response to the survey named only topics they had taught and 
did not elaborate beyond this. For these two reasons the writer was not 
able to tell what precisely went on in the classroom. 
31 
32 
Piper, op. cit., p. 72. 
For example, the content area of the unit Socialization in Our 
Society is "the process of socialization in our society through 
agencies such as family, schools, churches, and the media." That 
of the unit Communities is simply "a community". Study of Society, 
pp. 31 and 26. 
16. 
Thus, in addition to those issues outlined above, it is possible that, 
in the unit The Consumer Society and the Individual, students moved from 
looking at the class structure in Australia to an examination of their 
own class position. The positions taken by the political parties towards 
some of the issues in the course might well have been considered. This 
in turn might have induced some of the Social Science students to think 
about which political party they would ultimately vote for. Snippets of 
factual political knowledge might have filtered through into classroom 
teaching and discussion. 
Of these, nothing can be said with certainty. If they did arise in 
the classroom, any effect of the course on students' attitudes is a 
direct one. If they did not, then any impact on attitudes must be 
regarded as an indirect one. In essence, the line between the possible 
influences of Study of Society, whether direct or indirect, is a murky 
one. 
Nonetheless, a probing of the students' perceptions of their own 
class positions, their party choices, the extent of their factual 
political knowledge and, indeed, their degree of interest in politics 
was considered to be a legitimate one. Certainly it would give an added 
political dimension to the study, the results of which could be related 
to those of previous research. But perhaps more important it would 
allow for an assessment of both the direct and indirect effects of Study 
of Society on the attitudes of those who had studied it for three years. 
This, arguably, would result in a more comprehensive investigation, and, 





In 1975, Study of Society received official approval from the Board 
of Secondary Studies.^ By then, it was being offered by thirty-four 
state high schools, eleven state secondary departments attached to 
primary schools, and ten private schools. Some of these schools, however, 
had just introduced the course that year, and it was therefore being 
taught only at the Grade VIII level. Other schools, having begun the 
course in 197^, were teaching it to Grade VIII and Grade IX students. 
In eighteen state high schools, four secondary departments, and two 
private schools it was taught at the three levels. Grade VIII through to 
Grade X. This meant that in twenty-four schools throughout Queensland 
the Grade X students were in the final year of the three year course.^ 
Thus, it was only in those schools that students had, by the end of 1975, 
been exposed to those political, social and racial issues which permeate 
the course at all grade levels. Since this study was concerned with the 
assessment of the impact of a three year contact with the course on 
student attitudes, it was only in those schools where the course had been 
operating for that period of time that any survey could validly be 
conducted. 
^ Subjects taught in Queensland secondary schools are designated 
either as School Subjects or Board Subjects. A School Subject is 
one which teachers in a school may draw up and introduce only into 
that school without seeking approval from an outside body. A Board 
Subject is one which receives the stamp of approval from the Board 
of Secondary Studies and is then available to all schools. In the 
hierarchy of subjects, a Board Subject carries greater status. 
^ Information provided by the Research and Curriculum Branch, State 
Education Department. 
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It was not possible, however, to survey the students of Study of 
Society on a state-wide basis. The necessary finance, and indeed time, 
were simply not available. With the resultant limitation on travel, it 
was necessary to restrict the study to Brisbane metropolitan schools, and 
to those situated in regions within relatively easy access of the capital. 
The most suitable of these non-metropolitan localities were the Darling 
Downs and the Gold Coast. 
Within these three areas, twelve state high schools and two private 
schools had, by the end of 1975, been teaching the course for three years. 
Of these, one, a special school, which caters for the mentally retarded, 
was not considered. Two state high schools failed to respond to initial 
requests seeking information as to the precise nature of the content 
covered during the three years of the course. This kind of detail was 
essential, as the teaching units set out in the syllabus are couched in 
general terms. As has been noted,^ the last unit in the Grade X year 
considers Social Issues, and more specific information was needed from 
the schools to see which social issues had, in fact, been taught and 
discussed in class. With no real certainty that the students had studied 
the issues around which any questions would be based, it would have been 
questionable to have included this school in a survey. Finally, although 
the State Education Department was approached for permission to conduct 
the research study in the other nine state high schools, and although 
approval was granted,"* it was made quite clear by Departmental officers 
that such approval in no way obligated school principals, and two schools 
did in fact withhold permission.^ The principals of the two private 
^ See above, p. 13. 
"* Letter of Approval from the State Education Department, dated 10th 
February, 1976. 
^ In one school the principal refused permission. In the other, the 
staff were not prepared to give up their classes. 
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schools, one in Brisbane, the other on the Gold Coast, quite readily 
approved of the study-
In effect, then, with five metropolitan and two rural state high 
schools, and two private schools available, the survey which was 
conducted was, within the constraints which lay beyond the control of the 
writer, an exhaustive one. 
A decision had next to be made as to the most appropriate method to 
adopt for conducting the survey. Personal interviews of students which 
might have allowed for a more intensive probing of attitudes could not, 
unfortunately, be seriously considered. The principals who gave approval 
for the survey to be carried out in their schools intimated, perhaps 
understandably, that they were not really prepared to accept any major 
disruption of daily school routine, and that students therefore would be 
available only for a normal school period of fifty minutes. The most 
suitable method, therefore, was to administer a questionnaire to a 
representative sample of students in the schools. 
Reference was made to two standard texts in constructing the 
questionnaire^ which was designed with the needs of the Study of Society 
students in mind, although care was taken to ensure its applicability to 
those who had not done the course.' Of necessity, the piloting of the 
questionnaire had to be in one of the metropolitan schools offering Study 
of Society. This pilot questionnaire was administered to sixty students, 
thirty of whom had done the course over three years, and thirty non-Study 
^ C.A. Moser and G. Kalton, Survey Methods in Social Investigation, 
London, Heinemann, 1973. 
A.N. Oppenheim, Questionnaire Design and Attitude Measurement, 
London, Heinemann, 1973. 
' The questionnaire constitutes Appendix A. 
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of Society students. 
The results of the pilot study indicated that the questionnaire 
could be considered a satisfactory one. The students had no trouble 
following the instructions, the vocabulary level was within their 
comprehension, the employment of the forced choice questions with the 
restricted use of the open-ended ones presented no problems. The feeling 
of the writer was that the options available within the forced choice 
questions were valid, exhaustive and mutually exclusive. As a result, it 
was felt that any doubt in the students' minds as to the appropriate 
response to make, was due to a feeling of uncertainty as to how they felt 
towards a particular issue and not to any ambiguities in the question. 
It was also found that students could complete the questionnaire quite 
comfortably within a school period of fifty minutes.^ 
Within the schools eventually surveyed it was the intention to 
obtain a representative sample of students. Further, it was vital that 
the sample should contain both students who had done Study of Society for 
three years and a similar number who had never taken the subject. A 
table of random numbers and school rolls were used to obtain from each 
school the required number of students such that the percentage of Social 
Science students drawn from each school was the same. These students 
constituted the Experimental Group. Each school was asked also to 
provide from the rest of its Grade XI population a number of students 
equal to that which had been determined by the percentage of Study of 
Society students. The adoption of this method revealed no obvious bias. 
Those students who had never done Study of Society, and who became the 
The rationale for the inclusion of each question in the 
questionnaire is discussed in detail in the relevant chapters. It 
is felt that the adoption of this format will facilitate continuity 
of analysis. 
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Control Group, were drawn from the academic, technical and commercial 
streams in the school. An even distribution of sex was also obtained. 
In effect, the aim was, in each of the nine schools surveyed, to have 
equal numbers of students who had done and who had not done Study of 
Society. 
A number of external and internal controls were also introduced to 
give further credibility to the sample. As stated, the purpose of the 
survey was to examine the impact of the course on student attitudes at 
the end of a three year period of study, 1973-1975. It was necessary 
therefore to wait until the end of the last semester of 1975 before the 
questionnaire could be administered. However, the end of what might be 
called the teaching/class contact period of the semester was followed by 
end of semester examinations and by mid-November, 1975 the Grade X 
students had left school. Because of these events the pilot study had 
to be administered at the beginning of February, 1976. Towards the end 
of February, the questionnaire was administered to the Experimental and 
Control Group students drawn from those who had chosen to continue 
through to Grade XI. The survey, therefore, had to be carried out some 
three months after the students had completed the course. 
Despite this delay it was still possible to control for two 
important variables. It was desirable that those doing the questionnaire 
were of the same age. By the beginning of the Grade XI year, almost the 
total Grade XI population in Queensland schools is 15 to 16 years old, 
and hence it can be safely assumed that nearly all the respondents in the 
sample fell into this age group. 
Some degree of control over the intelligence level of the 
respondents was also introduced. In Grade X, the intelligence range of 
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the students extends from the outstanding to the below average. Now, 
under normal economic conditions it would be difficult in Grade XI to 
select a sample from former Grade X students which covered a wide range 
of intellectual abilities. Usually, the level of intelligence and/or 
school performance are the major determinants in the decision to continue 
through into the upper grades of the secondary school. But in the 
prevailing adverse economic climate, there is a tendency for some of the 
less able students to return to school after Grade X. Consequently a 
wider range of intellectual levels is probably to be found in Grade XI, 
although the distribution, given that not all poor achievers return 
after Grade X, is somewhat skewed. It would seem then that the Grade XI 
population for 1976, from which the Experimental and Control Groups were 
finally drawn was, in terms of intellectual capacity, fairly represent-
ative of the 1975 Grade X population. 
Within the questionnaire the respondents from the two groups were 
asked to name the party choice of both their parents and to state their 
father's occupation.^ The results showed majority support for the 
Liberal/National Parties and a minority allegiance to the Australian 
Labor Party, although the responses from the Social Science students 
revealed a greater parental support for the A.L.P. There was, however, 
no difference between the two groups at the .05 level of significance.^" 
There was also no difference in the range of occupations and the type of 
occupation between the two groups. These internal checks ensured that 
the political background and, viewed objectively, the socio-economic 
position of the respondents from both groups were the same. 
^ The tables for the Experimental and Control Groups' Father's Party 
Choice, Mother's Party Choice and Father's Occupation are to be 
found in Appendix B. 
^° For further explanation, see below, pp. 27-28. 
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It should, perhaps, be noted that the use of the Experimental and 
Control Groups does have weaknesses. The aggregate data derived there-
from do, not, for example, indicate a situation where the attitudes of 
individual respondents towards an issue might have been changed as a 
result of the course, but where this influence is cancelled out by the 
responses of other students whose attitudes towards the same issue might 
have been altered in a different direction. In other words, attitudinal 
differences or similarities within the two groups are revealed only in 
overall terms. 
Further, although the political and socio-economic variables are 
held constant, as are those of intelligence and age, the employment of 
these two groups provides only for a static-group comparison. As such 
their use does not incorporate any measurement of the students' 
attitudes before taking the course. It should be stressed, therefore, 
that, since the research design is not, in fact, an experimental design, 
the terms Experimental Group and Control Group are not used in a 
technical sense. The students in each group are simply representative 
of those who have done Study of Society for three years and those who 
have not done the course, respectively. 
An experimental design, such as 'Before' and 'After' samples of 
Social Science students, would have perhaps been better in that it would 
have provided greater control over all the extraneous variables that 
could have had an effect on student responses. This approach was in 
fact considered, but rejected. 
Clearly, there would have been a time lag of three years before any 
impact could be measured. Some students participating in the first 
stage of the survey might not have been available three years hence. 
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There was, too, the real concern that permission to re-enter schools at 
the end of three years might not be forthcoming. In the circumstances, 
the design of the research, despite some l i m i t a t i o n s , seemed adequate 
fo r the task. An analysis o f the data drawn from the responses of the 
Experimental and Control Groups does permit a conclusion that there are, 
or are no t , a t t i t u d i n a l d i f ferences between Social Science and non-
Social Science students on issues raised e i t he r d i r e c t l y or i n d i r e c t l y 
in the course. 
A to ta l of 580 students pa r t i c ipa ted in the survey. In the 
administer ing of the quest ionnaire i t was not poss ib le , of course, to 
check whether the student responses were a completely accurate re f l ec t i on 
of how they f e l t on a p a r t i c u l a r issue. I t is perhaps s u f f i c i e n t to 
state that the respondents were assured of anonymity and t h a t , from 
personal observat ion, they responded favourably to the questionnaire. '^^ 
Only 32 were re jec ted. Of these, a considerable number of questions was 
not answered, w h i l s t a very few were excluded as the responses to the 
open-ended questions were patent ly absurd and there was therefore some 
reason to doubt the v a l i d i t y of the other responses. 
U l t imate ly then, the questionnaires were completed by 278 students 
of Study of Society and 270 non-Social Science students. The two groups 
are matched on the basis of age, i n t e l l i g e n c e , and p o l i t i c a l and socio-
economic background. A lso, since the sample is drawn from three regions 
and from both State and Pr ivate schools, i t is representat ive of a 
f a i r l y wide cross-sect ion o f student op in ion. I t is the responses of 
these 5kS students which form the basis of t h i s present study. 
^^ One g i r l wrote at the end of her quest ionnai re , " I t ' s a pleasure to 
be involved in such a bene f i c ia l survey. I would also l i k e to say 
I enjoyed th i s course immensely." 
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CODING PROCEDURES 
The responses were then coded on the basis of the underlying level 
of data which the variables were assumed to have. Nominal, ordinal, or 
interval levels of measurement were used. Thus, where the values were 
merely labels or names in the category of responses, the nominal level of 
measurement was applied. Hence, all responses relating to party choice, 
social class, father's occupation, were judged to be nominal and coded in 
this way. When it was felt that the values could be ranked according to 
some criterion of order an ordinal level of measurement was used. For 
instance, the responses to those questions which were designed to measure 
the degree to which a respondent felt about a particular issue were coded 
ordinally. This level of measurement ensured that possible differences 
in degree of feeling towards a certain issue could be discerned without 
necessarily showing what the precise difference might be. The response 
to a question might simply indicate that a student felt strongly, or more 
strongly, or less strongly on an issue.^^ The interval level of 
measurement was used with those questions which sought the extent of the 
students' factual political knowledge. Here it was possible to measure 
the exact differences in the responses of the students. 
At times other coding procedures were adopted to ensure a 
comprehensive analysis of the responses. Because some of the questions 
contained a considerable number of different response items it would have 
been extremely difficult to obtain a statistically significant result. 
When this situation existed, and where it was appropriate to combine 
several values in one, the tables were collapsed by Recoding. For 
example, the responses to some questions ranged over five categories. 
^^  Again to allow for continuity of analysis the rationale underlying 
the coding of the responses is provided in the appropriate chapters, 
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from 'strongly agree', 'agree', 'not certain', to 'disagree' and 
'strongly disagree'. The categories indicating support and opposition 
were each combined into one, and a five point scale was thereby reduced 
to a three point scale for subsequent computer analysis. 
Other modifications were also, on occasions, introduced into the 
coding scheme. Missing Values were specified where it was considered 
that a value was inappropriate or undesirable for use in the statistical 
analysis. For example, one question asked students which social class 
they belonged to. The 'not applicable' responses of those who in a 
previous question had stated they did not believe there were any social 
classes in Australia was coded as a Missing Value, and was then ignored 
by the computer in the ensuing calculation. 
A number of questions, too, was based on an underlying theme. In 
these, ordinal coding was adopted. The respondents' scores for each 
question were then added to obtain an overall global attitude towards 
the particular issue. For instance, a Global Racial Attitude which 
incorporated attitudes towards peoples of traditional and modernizing 
societies. Aborigines, Asian migration and European migrants extended 
over a range of zero to 2k. It was considered inappropriate to retain 
the variable with this wide range of possible scores and, therefore, the 
total range was placed along a high, medium, low continuum with each of 
these categories representing a differing strength of feeling on an 
issue. This method was adopted to make the results more conducive to 
data analysis and to avoid giving the differences in the score an 
unwarranted, assumed precision. 
The results then lent themselves to ready analysis by computer 
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using some of the SPSS programmes.^^ In order to analyse whether the 
course in Study of Society had had any impact on student attitudes. Cross 
Tabulation analyses were performed employing the chi-square as the main 
test of statistical significance. 
DATA ANALYSIS 
In interpreting the data it was decided to adopt the following 
method. 
The tables derived from the coding of all the responses of both 
Social Science and non-Social Science students, and from the subsequent 
computer analysis, will be described. A description of these tables 
before recoding will show the overall distribution of responses. When 
recoding has been deemed necessary the resultant tables are at times 
also described. This is followed by the formulation of two hypotheses: 
Ho Null Hypothesis 
Hi Alternative Hypothesis 
there is no difference between the 
Experimental and Control Groups 
with regard to the variable under 
consideration. 
there is a difference between the 
Experimental and Control Groups 
with regard to the variable under 
consideration. 
The setting up of these two hypotheses and testing them at the .05 
13 N.H. Nie, et al. , Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, 
New York, McGraw Hill, 1975. 
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level using the appropriate test of significance will allow certain 
inferences to be drawn. With the rejection of Hg, and thus an 
acceptance of Hi, the conclusion will be that there is an attitudinal 
difference between the two groups. 
The possible reasons for this will be analysed. If the results 
are such that HQ cannot be rejected, and that, therefore, there is no 
difference in the attitudes of the Experimental and Control Groups, the 
following discussion will seek to explain why this is so. Also, in 
order to ensure a full analysis of the data, when there are noticeable 
differences in the responses of the Social Science and non-Social 
Science students who actually answered the questionnaire, even though 
no difference for the population has been proven, some speculative 
comment will be offered as to why there are differences. It should be 
emphasized that such a discussion when the probability level is greater 
than .05, will be applicable only to those particular students. These 
results cannot be viewed as being representative of the population. 
Finally, throughout the analysis of the tables, reference will be 
made to related studies. This will be useful both for comparative 
purposes and for assisting in locating the sources of the attitudes of 
the students. Such comparative analyses will be relevant, of course, 
only to the Experimental Group. The sole but vital function of the 
non-Social Science students in the sample is that of a Control Group. 
A comprehensive description and analysis of this nature should 
allow the aim of this thesis to be achieved. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE SCHOOL AS AN AGENT OF SOCIALIZATION 
A study such as this should not proceed in a vacuum. Clearly, it 
focusses on the school curriculum as an agent of socialization, and for 
two related reasons it needs to be set within the context of previous 
empirical research in this field. This approach will not only give 
increased substance to the present research by allowing for a comparison 
with the findings of those previous studies, but will also help to 
ensure that it is located within a rigorous, systematic framework. In 
other words the conclusions which will be drawn from this preliminary 
analysis of past work, may permit the setting up of an hypothesis, 
namely, that Study of Society students can be expected to hold different 
political and social attitudes from those who have not done the course, 
or alternatively there will be no significant differences between these 
two groups of students in these areas. 
Initially then, for the above two reasons, a review of the role of 
the school, and more specifically, that of school curricula will be 
undertaken. 
THE SCHOOL AS AN AGENT OF SOCIALIZATION 
At the outset it should be stressed that any values formulated by 
children must have their origins in sources external to them. 'Attitudes 
are learnt through contact with attitude holders and not through contact 
with the objects of the attitude.'^ Attitudes are made, and not born. 
^ L. Lippmann, The Aim is Understanding^ Sydney, Australia and New 
Zealand Book Company, 1973, p. 7-
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They are not innate. The child's social world is bounded by the home, 
the peer group, the school, the mass media, and by what Dawson and 
Prewitt call Social Groups and Secondary Groups.^ It is these social 
units which in varying degrees of influence contribute to the development 
of the child's value system. This, then, raises the key question. How 
effective is the school in communicating the attitudes which are absorbed 
by students? 
It might be argued that any discussion of the role of the school as 
an attitudinal transmission belt really entails a consideration of the 
socialization process in toto, that a discrete breakdown into types of 
attitudes is really an artificial one. There is some truth in this 
viewpoint. Political, racial and social attitudes may be inter-related. 
A study at the time of the 1952 US Presidential election found a 
predominance in Republican voters of authoritarian personalities. These 
people were extroverted, brutal and convention-^ridden. ^  In Australia, 
supporters of the Liberal-Country Party Coalition are significantly less 
likely to have favourable images of Aborigines than those who have no 
party affiliation.'* Connell has identified a correlation between support 
for protest radicalism and greater 1ibertarianism (attitudes to censorship. 
^ R.E. Dawson and K. Prewitt, Political Socialization, Boston, Little 
Brown and Company, 1969, pp. 181-200. The Social Groups in which 
a young person moves may be determined by his parents' social class, 
income level, occupation, race, religious affiliation. The 
Secondary Groups of which an adolescent might be a member include 
youth groups, church groups, sporting clubs. 
^ American Political Science Review, 1955, pp. 173-190, cited by 
A.F. Davies, Australian Democracy, Croydon, Longmans, 1966, p. I38. 
** J.S. Western, "The Attitudes of Whi te-Austral ians to Australian 
Aborigines - Some Survey Results", in D. Tugby (ed.). Aboriginal 
Identity in Contemporary Australian Society, Brisbane, The 
Jacaranda Press, 1973, P- 70. 
drugs and car speeds) ^ Adorno found some association between anti-
semitism, ethnocentrism and authoritarianism, and political and economic 
conservatism.^ 
Nonetheless, within the school situation, teaching is by and large 
compartmentalized. Very little Intermeshing of political, racial and 
social issues takes place. Even so-called interdisciplinary social 
science courses like Study of Society are in no way fused. Each 
discipline retains its integrity.^ It seems therefore that it is both 
convenient and valid to pursue the analysis by maintaining the separate 
categories. 
THE SCHOOL AND POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION 
'Narrowly conceived political socialization is the deliberate 
inculcation of political information, values, and practices by institu-
tional agencies who have been formally charged with this responsibility. 
A broader conception would encompass all political learning, formal and 





R.W. Connel l , "Pat te rns of Social and P o l i t i c a l Opinion Among 
Sydney You th" , Australian Journal of Politics and History, Vo l . XX, 
No. 2 , August, 197^, PP. 175-184. But see h is comments in W.F. 
Conne l l , et al. , 12 to 20 : Studies of City Youth, H icks , Smith 
and Sons, Sydney, 1973, p. 279. Here he suggests tha t p o t e n t i a l 
p ro tes te rs are more in te res ted in personal freedom than rad i ca l i sm. 
T.W. Adorno et al. , The Authoritarian Personality, New York, 1950, 
c i t ed by David Milner, Children and Race, London, Penguin, 1975, 
p. 28. 
In Study of Society, the Planning Questions are based on a s i ng le 
d i s c i p l i n e . For example, in Decision Making in Australia, one such 
quest ion is "How can an i nd i v i dua l in f luence decis ion-making at 
var ious leve ls?" See above, p. 5, foo tnote 8. 
F- Greenste in , " P o l i t i c a l S o c i a l i z a t i o n " , in D. S i l l s ( e d . ) , The 
International Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, New York, The 
MacMillan Company and the Free Press, Vo l . 13, 1972, p. 551 
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It is the second of these two perspectives which is of more immediate 
concern. This is so for a number of reasons. In broad terms the syllabus 
in Study of Society is such that any attitudinal reinforcement or change 
towards a particular political issue which might have stemmed from a study 
of the course would have been the result of 'informal, unplanned' political 
learning. Viewed more particularly, none of the objectives of the course, 
as noted above,^ is directed, either explicitly or implicitly, towards the 
inculcation of specific political values. The emphasis is on Values 
Analysis and not Values Encouragement. The units provide only broad bases 
of content which are to be approached through a series of Planning 
Questions. Clearly, no systematic attempt at a deliberate imparting of 
political values is envisaged. There is, too, no prescribed textbook for 
the course which might have taken a particular stance, and which might 
have led to the adoption of a similar attitudinal position by students. 
It might, however, be argued that in the absence of a text and a 
comprehensively laid-down syllabus, and, indeed, a wide range of resource 
material, the teacher is ideally placed to attempt to impose his/her own 
values on the students, and that the opportunity may therefore exist for 
a deliberate inculcation of values. Now,the proper, professional role of 
the teacher in this sensitive field of values is a source of controversy. 
Fenton,^° for example, distinguishes three types of values. He argues 
that teachers have the right to teach two of them. These are behavioural 
and procedural values. Fenton, in other words, maintains that the 
teacher has the right to enforce certain rules of behaviour in the class-
room. If he does not, his effectiveness as a teacher is reduced. He 
See above, pp. 8-10. 
^^  Fenton, op. cit., pp. 41-45. Fenton's procedural values correspond 
with Values Analysis and Values Clarification. His views on 
substantive values clearly reject the idea of Values Encouragement 
and Values Development. See above, p. 11. 
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further asserts that teachers have a professional responsibility to 
ensure that attitudes which students may hold towards certain issues are 
the result of a critical examination of those issues and not an uncritical 
one. Teachers need to ensure that students investigate a wide range of 
conflicting evidence on an issue before taking a stand on a particular 
issue. Teachers therefore have a right to teach about values. They do 
not, however, have a right to teach substantive values. By contrast with 
teaching the correct analytical procedures which should precede the 
adoption of a particular value, teachers do not have the right to teach 
their own personal values to students. On the other hand, David Dufty^^ 
claims that values cannot be left out of the classroom. Teachers are not 
and cannot be neutral, or teach value-free lessons. They, too, are people 
of passion. 
But the question may well be asked - does it matter whether the 
teacher teaches values or about them? Findings from studies conducted 
in the USA suggest that on issues which lack consensus in society, for 
example, the choice of political parties, the influence of the teacher on 
his students is slight.^^ Their values, apparently, on these sorts of 
issues are acquired outside the classroom. If this is so, then it would 
appear that a similar situation would prevail with the teaching of Study 
of Society, for the kinds of political issues arising out of the course, 
the question of who runs Australia, the right to demonstrate, the issue 
of government responsiveness, the nature of democracy, are those on which 
there Is no unanimity of opinion. There is, of course, widespread 
11 
12 
David Dufty, The Slipperiest Species : Values in Social Science 
Education, Written version of an address to the Social Science 
Teachers' Association of Queensland, 24th February, 1973, p. 9. 
Dufty, of course, is an advocate of the Values Encouragement 
School. 
R.D. Hess and J.V. Torney, The Development of Political Attitudes 
in Children, Aldine, Chicago, 1967, pp. 110-115. 
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opposition to Communism and it is possible therefore that a teacher who 
adopts an anti-communist stance on this issue could strengthen already 
existing hostile attitudes. But at the same time, this would not 
necessarily be the case for a teacher sympathetic to Communism. A study 
carried out in the USA by Edgar Litt^^ reveals that students are 
receptive to the viewpoint on a particular issue conveyed by a textbook 
when it is in harmony with those put forward by other socialization 
determinants. Their findings showed that the textbooks reinforced 
support for the democratic creed, the rights of citizens and minorities 
to influence governments through non-tyrannical procedures. This 
principle reflected the prevailing sentiment and political climate of the 
community. When, however, the textbook values departed too much from the 
norm then its impact was slight. It seems logical to conclude that a 
teacher who also drifted too much from the mainstream of accepted thought 
would, similarly, have little success. 
In effect, then, it would appear that with the possible exception 
of the issue of Communism, a course like Study of Society, which in its 
political aspects emphasizes Values Analysis rather than Values 
Encouragement, and where the teacher's possible influence is constrained 
by the impact of extra-curricular agents, would have only a minimal 
attitudinal influence. Moreover, it seems that even when a programme of 
deliberate fostering of values is embarked upon there is some doubt as 
to its success. Certainly the results derived from studies in this area 
are inconsistent. 
In the USA, in courses which are euphemistically called civic 
13 E. Litt, "Civic Education, Community Norms, and Political 
Indoctrination", American Sociological Review, Vol. XXVIII, I963, 
pp. 69-75. 
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training,^** Hess and Torney, in their survey of 17,000 elementary school 
children, concluded that 'the school apparently plays the largest part in 
teaching attitudes, conceptions and beliefs about the operation of the 
political system.^^ They do concede that the family, initially, 
contributes to the socialization that goes into basic loyalty to the 
nation, but stress that it is the school which strengthens these early 
feelings of attachment. The daily ritual of honouring the flag and 
singing or playing the national anthem reinforces feelings of patriotism 
and loyalty.^^ In Australia, primary school pupils are exposed to 
similar patriotic observances. They are taught to honour their Queen and 
their country, ' and with apparently some success. The one common 
political attitude to be found among five and six year olds is a 
reverence and liking for the Queen and a liking for the national flag.^® 
In courses which are regarded as being explicitly geared to political 
indoctrination'^^ similar results have been reported. Since the USSR is 
generally viewed as a nation which makes extensive use of school curricula 
for this purpose it seems appropriate to analyse briefly some aspects of 






Civic training is concerned with acquainting the student with the 
nature and functioning of his own polity and how as a good citizen 
he participates in it. See J.S. Coleman in J.S. Coleman (ed.). 
Education and Political Development, Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 1965, p. 226. 
Hess and Torney, op. cit., p. 217. 
ibid., pp. 106-108. 
R.W. Connell , "Propaganda and Education : P o l i t i c a l Training in the 
Schools", in S. D'Urso (ed . ) , Counterpoints : Critical Writings on 
Australian Education, Sydney, John Wiley and Sons, 1972, p. 195. 
R.W. Connell , The Child's Construction of Politics, Melbourne, 
Melbourne Univers i ty Press, 1971, p. 17. 
^^ P o l i t i c a l indoct r ina t ion is concerned w i th the teaching of a spec i f i c 
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a pa r t i cu la r regime, and to inculcate loya l t y to the nat ion . 
Coleman op. c i t . , p. 226. 
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A curriculum drawn up by the Bureau of Moral Education of the 
Institute of the Theory and History of Pedagogy ensures that students are 
exposed to the socialization process. A programme which considers the 
Beginnings of Communist Character, the Fundamentals of Communist Character 
and the Basis of a Scientific World Outlook, and which proceeds in three 
parts through the junior, intermediate and senior levels of pre-tertiary 
institutions, attempts first to develop the loyalties of the students to 
their 'native locale' and later to the USSR, the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, and the ideology of Marxism-Leninism. So important are these 
subjects rated in arousing feelings of Soviet patriotism that the history 
component of the course is taught only by members of the Communist 
party.^° 
Some observers of the Soviet scene claim that Soviet education 
authorities have achieved considerable success in evoking a commitment to 
Communism. Soviet citizens believe that the government is their 
government, the revolution is their revolution, and that Communism is the 
Russian way of doing things.^^ Certainly there seems to be little 
support for dissidents in the Soviet Union.^^ 




D. F i n l ayson , Political Socialization and the Soviet School, B.A. 
(Hons.) Thes i s , School o f Soc ia l Sc iences, F l i nde rs U n i v e r s i t y , 1969, 
pp. 19-25. 
G.Z.F- Bereday et al. , ( e d s . ) . The Changing Soviet School, London, 
Constable and Company, I960 , p. 13. 
See "The People Echo the K r e m l i n " , Newsweek, October 8 t h , 1972. 
Newsweek's Moscow correspondent in a se r i es o f man-on- the -s t ree t 
i n te r v i ews concluded t h a t many Russians accept the o f f i c i a l 
denunc ia t ions o f the d i s s i d e n t s a t face va lue . 
On a b r i e f v i s i t to the Sov ie t Union a few years ago, the w r i t e r , 
a f t e r a b r i e f d i scuss ion w i t h the I n t o u r i s t guide on the mer i t s o f 
the USSR, was f i r m l y in fo rmed, " I love my c o u n t r y " . 
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Politics,^^ has argued that children do not simply reproduce adult ideas; 
nor are they processed by the agents of socialization. He contends that 
the development of political beliefs in children is due basically to the 
conscious creative activity of children themselves. The production line 
approach to Political Socialization is not operating. Yet, at the same 
time, children clearly do not exist in a political vacuum and, although 
they are capable of formulating their own political outlooks, for two 
reasons, these are really a reflection of societal attitudes. First, the 
present generation of youth are products of history and consequently 
'(their) beliefs are linked with the political and social history of 
their communities.'^'* They are, it seems, 'enculturated'.^^ Second, it 
is Connell's contention that children are subjected to a form of social 
control, and within the classroom this takes the form of propaganda which 
may produce '... uniform opinions and shared commitments'.^^ He 
maintains that there are three values which are adopted by most children 
'... in a form which appears to be permanent.' ^' These are conservative 
nationalism, anti-communism and the threat scheme "... a combination 
springing from a powerful tradition, conmunicated by several institutions, 
backed by influential political groups.'^° In the Queensland context, an 
analysis of the syllabus and textbooks for the period 1910 to I967 








Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, pp. 228-240. 
i b i d . , p. 236. 
A term sometimes used in preference to socialization, in that it 
relates more specifically to "... a deep acceptance of the value 
systems and personality styles blessed by one's tradition and one's 
fellows, and a clear willingness to reject alternatives ..." 
See A.F. Davies in Hunt, op. cit., p. 236. 
Connell in D'Urso, op. cit., p. 200. 
Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p . 239. 
ibid. 
See above, pp. 1-2. 
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Thus it may well be, as Dawson and Prewitt claim, that, particularly in 
the field of civic education and political indoctrination, 'The curriculum 
is potentially one of the major instruments of political socialization.'^" 
Still, the issue is not a clear one. The conclusions of Hess and 
Torney, for example, have been criticized on the grounds that they are too 
sweeping. '... their conclusions go far beyond what their data suggests.'^^ 
Furthermore, the findings of Langton and Jennings illustrate further that 
there is no unanimity on the socialization effects of curricula. Their 
survey of Grade XII American high school students who took courses in 
Government as opposed to those who had not, revealed little support for 
the impact of the curriculum.'^^ More specifically, they found little 
increase in the students' political knowledge, their interest in politics, 
their feeling of political effectiveness and their desire to participate 
in political life as a result of taking these courses. Their findings, 
however, were not applicable to negro students. The material presented 
to those ghetto-raised students was new and outside their previous 
socialization experience. The courses, therefore, did have some effect 
on their political views. But for the white students the courses were 
redundant, as those who undertook them had already been previously 
exposed through extra-curricula forces to the themes of the course. So 
saturated were they, that nothing further was absorbed. 




Dawson and P r e w i t t , op . c i t . , p. 147. 
D.O. Sears, review of The Development of Political Attitude in 
Children, in the Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 38, No. 3, Summer, 
1968, p. 571. 
K.P. Langton and M.K. Jenn ings , " P o l i t i c a l S o c i a l i z a t i o n and the 
High School C i v i cs Cur r icu lum in the Uni ted S t a t e s " , American 
Political Science Review, September, 1968, pp. 852-867. 
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'... knowing that a school's curriculum includes a certain type of lesson 
tells us little about its influence. The articulation of a particular 
value in a classroom is not presumptive evidence that the value is 
internalized by the student.'^^ Indeed, anyone who has taught primary 
and/or secondary students would know that they have the uncanny ability 
simply to 'turn off. This facility is apparently not confined to the 
Queensland situation. The Soviet education programme, also, may suffer 
from certain shortcomings. The values expounded by the Soviet curricula 
may not necessarily be absorbed by students whilst at school. '(The) 
sheer overwhelming boredom caused by the dogmatism and repetitiveness of 
all political communication sponsored by the regime, whether in the 
classroom, the Komsomol journal, or the mass media produces political 
apathy among Soviet students.'^"* 
Consequently, it would appear that even where courses are designed 
with the objectives of transmitting what are considered to be the proper 
attitudes they are not necessarily successful, and that certainly on 
partisan issues their effect may be no more than marginal. The major 
influence on children lies outside the control of the school. 
Other studies reinforce this viewpoint. They have concluded that 
forces beyond the influence of the school are the most crucial. Connell, 
in his survey,^^ found that only on technical points which arose in 
History or Economics lessons did high school students make any reference 
to their schools as a source of Ideas about politics. By far the most 
important source of the children's information and ideas was the mass 
media, and in particular the T.V. News. Similar findings have been 
^^  Dawson and Prewitt, op. cit., p. 155. 
'^* J.R. Azrael, in Coleman, op. cit., p. 256. 
^^  Connell, in D'Urso, op. cit., p. 199. 
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reported by Lenore Cox.^^ Hyman, in his 1959 study in the United States,^' 
placed major emphasis on the family as a powerful and persistent influence 
on attitudinal development. This is what Connell refers to as the 
Mother's Milk theory of Political Socialization^^ and, in fact, in 
relation to the war in Vietnam and the children's support for an 
Australian military commitment, he regards The Fear of Their Fathers^^ as 
a key factor influencing this stance. Connell's findings reveal that T.V-
provided the basic information on the war to students, but it was the 
parents who supplied an interpretation of the war; and this interpretation 
was, to a considerable degree, a product of the Australian traditional 
fear of the Yellow Peril. To parents 'The Vietnam war is associated ... 
with previous wars and previous threats'**" and 'The threat in Vietnam 
manages to combine this historic fear of Communism with the even older 
fear of Asia.'**^ Finally, Levin has shown in a survey in New Jersey 
schools that the rates of defection from parental political opinions were 
high for Republicans in Democrat-majority schools, and higher for 
Democrats in Republ lean-majority schools."*^ What he calls the high school 
community climate is responsible for this. It impinges upon the students 
to hold attitudes which accord with the majority opinion. Certainly the 
family is a transmitter of political values, but apparently, within the 
^^  L. Cox, A Political Framework of Adolescent Students, M.A. Thesis, 
University of Queesland, 1971, p. 98. 
H.H. Hyman, Political Socialization, Glencoe, The Free Press, 1959, 
p. 69. 
R.W. Connell, "The Origins of Political Attitudes : An Introduction", 
Politics, Vol. II, No. 2, November, 1967, pp. 141-156. 
^^  Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, pp. 94-115. 
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school, the students' peer group also performs this role. 
It is plain therefore that many political attitudes are developed 
before adulthood, and that these attitudes are derived from sources 
external to the child. It is difficult to say which of the socializing 
agents is the most powerful. There is obviously a lack of unanimity 
amongst researchers in this field. What seems fairly clear, however, is 
that, in terms of impact, the school and associated curricula do not loom 
very large. Perhaps, somewhat cautiously, it may be postulated that the 
political attitudes of students will not be affected by a three year 
course in Study of Society. 
THE SCHOOL AND RACE RELATIONS 
The role of the schools in the area of race relations can really be 
a dual one. As a potential socializing force it may foster the 
development of racialist attitudes."*^ This, of course, is not to assert 
that school authorities and curricula planners deliberately set out to 
inculcate these kinds of attitudes. Rather, it is simply to say that the 
society in which the school functions may not accept that it is a 
racialist one, or it may not even be aware that prejudice and 
discrimination against other peoples pervade its institutions and social 
behaviour. As a consequence, the school curricula which mirror the 
prevailing values may unwittingly reflect these attitudes. 
Alternatively, curricula may be designed with the objective of 
breaking down racial prejudice and discrimination. Again the school is 
'*^  For a full discussion on the terminology to be employed in the 
discussion of race, see below. Chapter V, pp. 124-126. 
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viewed in its socializing capacity, but from a standpoint that there may 
now be an awareness that such attitudes exist, that they are judged to be 
undesirable, and that the school therefore has a responsibility to try 
to combat them. 'The school is simply one area of influence on the 
child which may be amenable to reform, among many others which are less 
so. ' 
It is upon this latter role of the school that this discussion will 
centre. In other words, it is necessary to establish first of all how 
successful schools, in initiating tolerance-teaching programmes, have 
been in reducing racial prejudice among students. This may enable some 
kind of prediction to be made as to the outcome of the Study of Society 
course, part of which is also directed specifically towards encouraging 
tolerance and empathy for peoples of other cultures. 
A number of surveys has been carried out on the racial attitudes of 
Australians, including young people of the same age as the respondents 
of the present study.'*^ None, however, has been concerned to test the 
effectiveness of school curricula in attacking racial prejudice. Some 
work has been done, however, in the United States and Great Britain, and 
in the absence of comparable research in Australia it is necessary that 
an examination of the results of these available studies be made. 
Further, it is essential that the teaching programmes adopted in these 
overseas courses be considered in some detail to allow for a comparison 
with those used in Study of Society. 
hk Milner, op. cit., p. 249. 
'*^  For example, D.G. Beswick and M.D. Hills, "A Survey of Ethnocentrism 
in Australia", Australian Journal of Psychology, Vol. 24, No. 2, 
August, 1972, pp. 153-163; Lorna Lippmann, Words or Blows, Blackburn, 
Pelican, 1973, Passim; Western in Tugby, op. cit., pp. 53-74; 
R.W. Connell, "Attitudes Towards Migrants Among Sydney Teenagers", 
Australian Psychologist, Vol. 8, No. 3, November, 1973, pp. 193-202. 
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One course**^  was conducted with Grade I pupils through the theme of 
the neighbourhood. The Experimental Group studied the neighbourhood 
through the use of a wide variety of teaching strategies. These included 
role playing,**' and the telling of stories with incidental Negro 
characters. These approaches were aimed at challenging the children's 
stereotypes of Negroes, Jews and Catholics and at teaching them to 
perceive and to accept the diversity of American society. There was 
therefore a deliberate attempt to change the prejudiced racial and 
religious attitudes which previous research had established already 
existed. By contrast, the group chosen for comparative purposes used 
traditional methods which were not directed towards breaking down 
prejudiced attitudes. The results of 'Before' and 'After' tests did not 
result in a large number of children totally accepting Negroes but the 
hostility towards them was reduced. 
A second study**^  also undertaken in the primary school at the Grade 
II level tested the effects of using multi-ethnic reading books on the 
attitudes of an Experimental Group of white children. Multi-ethnic 
readers are readers which contain characters from several different 
racial and ethnic groups and portray them in a way which is contrary to 
prevailing prejudices and stereotypes. The Dutch, for example, would 
not be shown as people who wear clogs, nor would there be illustrations 
of Eskimos living in igloos. In the readers used in the US study, 
Negroes were set within an integrated situation and displayed middle 




H.G. Trager and M.R. Yarrow, They Lea:m What They Live : Prejudice 
in Young Children, New York, Harper, 1952, cited by Milner, 
op. cit., pp. lk\-2kk. 
For a full discussion of this teaching strategy, see below, p. 49. 
J.H. Litcher and D.W. Johnson, "Changes in Attitudes Towards 
Negroes of White Elementary Students After Use of Multi-Ethnic 
Readers", Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. 60, No. ii, 1969, 
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dressing neatly- The Control Group used traditional readers. The racial 
attitudes of the children were tested before and after a four month period 
of exposure to these books. The results showed that the children using 
the multi-ethnic readers responded significantly more favourably towards 
Negroes than the children using the regular readers. They suggested, 
then, that, when white children realize that the only real difference 
between them and black people is skin colour, a less prejudiced attitude 
is adopted. 
Yet another study in the United States'*^ took place on an inter-
racial basis with a small group of six to seven year old elementary 
school girls at a summer camp. One half participated as the Experimental 
Group, the other half acted as a basis for comparison. In the first 
week of a two week course the girls of the Experimental Group were 
introduced to Black American history through the themes of independence 
and freedom. Teaching strategies which made use of stories, dance, song 
and discussion emphasized the struggle of blacks for freedom. In the 
second week, under the theme of great Americans, the girls explored the 
contribution that blacks like Martin Luther King and John Henry had made 
to American society. By contrast, over this same period, the Control 
Group dealt more generally with the themes of freedom of speech and 
American heroes. The results revealed only a minimal favourable change 
in the racial attitudes of the Control Group, but amongst the Experimental 
Group there was a significant increase in cross cultural contact and 
friendship. 
Finally, a study in Great Britain^" made use of that part of the 
'*^  B. Likover, "The Effect of Black History on an Inter-racial Group 
of Children", Children, Vol. 17, No. 5, 1970, cited by Milner, 
op. cit., pp. 247-248. 
^^  G.K. Verma and B. McDonald, "Teaching Race in Schools : Some Effects 
on the Attitudinal and Sociometric Patterns of Adolescents", Race, 
Vol. 13, 1971, pp. 187-202. 
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Schools Council - Nuffield Humanities Project (SCNHP) which was directed 
towards an examination of the effects of classroom discussion of race on 
the racial attitudes and friendship choices of adolescents. A sample of 
226 boys and girls from six secondary schools took part in the programme 
which made use of a wide variety of materials. These included a speech 
by Enoch Powell, photographs of a lynching, segregated seats in South 
Africa, and non-white immigrants in Britain looking at a 'No Coloureds' 
notice. Films such as Guess Who's Coming to Dinner? were shown, and tapes 
of Martin Luther King's I have a Dream and an interview with an American 
Civil Rights' worker were played. Official Government publications and 
reports were analysed. Participant teachers who strove to remain as 
neutral as possible, and therefore did not attempt to promote their views, 
chaired the discussions. The results at the end of a six to eight week 
period which involved some twenty to thirty hours of involvement by the 
students indicated a slight Increase in inter-ethnic tolerance, both in 
expressed attitudes and in choices of friends. 
There is sufficient evidence, of course, to point to the presence of 
quite strong racialist attitudes in both the United States and Britain.^^ 
Hence these experiments were conducted in a racially-prejudiced climate 
of opinion. Of significance then for this discussion is that a course 
like Study of Society operates in an environment which has been permeated 
by similar attitudes. The students of Study of Society in various degrees 
of impact have, more than likely, been subjected to similar Influences as 
those in the overseas courses. Yet a detailed history of Australian 
racialism is probably not necessary. It has been amply documented else-
where.^^ What is important is that both its nature and its impact on 
^^ Milner, op. cit., Chapters Three and Five, Passim. 
^^ See, for example, F.S. Stevens (ed.), Racism : The Australian 
Experience, 3 Vols., Sydney, Australia and New Zealand Book Company, 
1971 C.D. Rowley, The Destruction of Aboriginal Society, Canberra, 
A.N.U. Press, 1970. 
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present day students be identified. Few would dispute Encel's assertion 
that there are three major aspects of racialism^^ in Australia. Two stem 
from the nineteenth century in the form of prejudice towards and 
discrimination against Aborigines, and hostility to Asian migration. In 
the post World War II period, discriminatory practices have been adopted 
also towards migrants from Europe. Many Australians, it has been claimed, 
'... are convinced of the uniqueness and superiority of the Australian 
way of life over all others.'^** The result is that they view with 
suspicion the retention by migrant groups of a separate, ethnic, cultural 
identity. 
Milner^^ has argued that once racism has taken root in the majority 
culture then it is the socialization process which becomes the most 
important determinant of prejudice. In Australia it seems that a number 
of societal elements have contributed to the transmission of this part 
of the cultural inheritance. 
The home, of course, is an important agent of cultural transmission 
and a number of studies have found a close correspondence between parents' 
and children's behaviour and attitudes.^^ These would include attitudes 
to other races. Now, the parents of the present respondents (as would 
indeed have been their parents) would undoubtedly have been exposed to 
other socializing forces so that a process, by which a contemporary 
racialism is built on pre-existing foundations, has developed. 
In the nineteenth century the Lambing Flat riot parody called for 
S. Encel, "The Nature of Race Prejudice in Australia", in Stevens, 
op. cit., Chapter 3. 
'^* C. McGregor, Profile of Australia, Blackburn, Penguin, 1966, p. 15. 
^^  Milner, op. cit., p. 62. 
^^  Ibid., pp. 68-69. 
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the exc lus ion of the Chinese from New South Wa les .^ ' The language 
included words which denigrated those whom they described.^® Some adver-
t i s i n g was (perhaps innocent ly) r a c i a l i s t in i t s approach.^^ Chi ldren 
from the 1930s to f a i r l y recent times were brought up on a d i e t of 
American f i lms where the Negro was always the wa i te r or the conductor 
on the t r a i n , and where the Indian was cons i s ten t l y por t rayed as a b r u t a l , 
u n c i v i l i z e d barbarous savage. Even qu i t e recent ly a popular TV show in 
A u s t r a l i a , Hogan's Heroes, depicted the Germans as bumbling i d i o t s . ^ " As 
has been observed, school t e x t books of previous years contained r a c i a l i s t 
comments.^^ I t can then be reasonably argued t h a t , despi te the s t i r r i n g 
o f the nat iona l conscience, (and t h i s seems to be the case given the 
resu l t s of recent surveys) ,^^ today 's adolescents, inc lud ing those who 
s tud ied Study of Society, l i v e in a soc ie ty which has not as yet renounced 
i t s r a c i a l i s t legacy. Can i t then be hypothesized that tak ing Study of 
Society w i l l r e s u l t in less pre jud iced a t t i t u d e s towards other peoples 
and cu l tures? 
At f i r s t glance the answer is yes, because of a number o f 
^^ "Rule, Britannia! 
Britannia rule the waves! 
No more Chinamen allowed 
in New South Wales!" 
See B. Hornadge, The Yellow Peril, Dubbo, Review Pub l i ca t i on , 1971, 
p. 46. 
^^ "The Old Australians with their hatred of Jews, Wops, Abos, Baits, 





For example, "Perhaps the most famous drawing of an aboriginal in 
my youth was the black man in the Pelaco shirt advertisement who 
said, 'Mine tinkit they fit'." 
Donald Home, Money Made Us, Ringwood, Penguin, 1976, p. 41. 
The writer can also recall buying Nigger Boy licorice. 
The West German Chancellor, Helmut Schmidt, has voiced his 
disapproval of this programme. Under the by-line "Schmidt slates 
'silly' Schultz", Mr Schmidt said that it was time to dispense with 
the 'ridiculously negative stereotypes' of Germans portrayed in US 
television programmes. 
See The Courier Mail, July l4th, 1977-
See above, p. 2. 
These are discussed in Chapter Five below. 
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similarities between the successful overseas programmes and Study of 
Society. In those overseas programmes the allotted time ranged from two 
weeks to four months. It is difficult to state precisely just how long 
teachers of Study of Society would have spent on each unit, but, if it 
can be assumed that each was given approximately the same time, then, at 
the Grade VIII level, where five units in all have to be covered, a period 
of some six to eight weeks could be set aside for each of the three 
relevant units.^^ In Grade X three units have to be covered. 
Consequently, the question as to whether Aborigines should live in white 
areas, which is only one of a number examined in Social Issues, could be 
given only about two to three weeks. 
Nevertheless, although no single unit extended over a period of four 
months, the time spent on each was not less than two weeks and, over a 
three year span, something like twenty weeks was devoted to a study of 
peoples of other races and cultures. Students of Study of Society, 
therefore, were exposed to the issue of race over a period which compares 
quite favourably with those overseas programmes which were regarded as 
successful ones. 
Also, students of Study of Society are of approximately the same age 
as those who participated in the SCNHP, and, moreover, the major teaching 
strategy adopted for the unit Should Aborigines Live in White Residential 
Areas? is similar to the one used in that successful programme. In both 
programmes arguments for and against are presented, with the teacher 
acting in an impartial capacity. It might then be thought that similarly 
successful results should be achieved, particularly so, with secondary 
students, who are of an age where they are more susceptible to a 
^^  These units are A Traditional Small Scale Society3 A Small Scale 
Society Undergoing Rapid Change, and Communities. See above, 
pp. 13-14. 
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broadening of attitudes towards other groups.^** 
Furthermore, one of the other strategies used in one of these 
experiments has been adopted in Queensland schools. Role playing or 
Sociodrama is used by teachers to recreate a wide variety of social 
situations. Within the context of race relations its purported advantage 
is that it can help children get into the shoes or skins of other people 
and thus begin to think and feel as they do. This strategy, it is argued, 
is based on firm psychological foundations. If a child is obliged to 
verbalize an opinion which is not his own, or to act out a problem which 
confronts, say, someone from a minority group, there is a tendency for 
him to change his attitude to bring it into line with what he has said 
and done. In other words, if the behavioural component of attitudes can 
be changed, then this can lead to a change in the affective or emotional 
attitudinal component.^^ 
Still, some doubts might be expressed as to the success of Study of 
Society. The students of the studies reviewed above were also exposed 
to story telling, multi-ethnic readers and, in the case of the Nuffield 
Project, a wide range of enrichment material. Teachers of Study of 
Society, presumably, could tell students stories about Aborigines or 
ethnic peoples. But on what previous reading would they have based 
these stories? The fact of the matter is, that at the time of the survey 
very few reference books and stimulating teaching aids were available. 
Multi-ethnic readers simply did not exist. This was a major complaint 




Lippmann, The Aim is Understanding, op. c i t . , p. 31. 
ib id . , p. 14. 
Progress Report for the Research and Curriculum Branch on the 
Implementation of Study of Society in Trial Secondary Schools, by 
loS. Down, Social Science Advisory Teacher. (Hereafter called 
Progress Report on Study of Society). This report noted that one 
of the constraints on the successful implementation of the course 
was the lack of suitable resource material 
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A Source List for Study of Society was compiled and issued to schools in 
1975, and on a national level following a survey of secondary school 
courses In the Social Sciences in Australia the Social Education Materials 
Project (SEMP) has set out to fill the need for appropriate materials in 
eight areas, one of which is Racial and Ethnic Relationships. These 
materials are being produced and trialled, and some are now filtering 
through into the schools. But up to 1975 teachers attempting to teach 
multi-cultural units were operating in a mono-cultural vacuum. 
Yet another factor must be considered. If children are to be 
educated towards positive race attitudes, it is desirable that teachers 
are properly qualified for the task. Their training should include a 
study of the cultural background of minority groups, their experiences 
in a white Anglo-Saxon world, the problems they face and a study of the 
theory of racism and how racial attitudes develop.^' In some of these 
areas, the qualifications of the vast majority of teachers of Study of 
Society are somewhat lacking. 
Mount Gravatt College of Advanced Education, the only former 
Teachers' College to offer pre-service professional training in Study of 
Society through the semester course Curriculum Studies in Social Science, 
graduated only a trickle of future Social Science teachers in 1973 and 
igy/j 68 Moreover, despite this professional training, none had studied 
Anthropology or had done courses in Aboriginal Studies. At the 
University of Queensland it was only in 1975 that Curriculum Studies in 
Social Science was offered by the University Department of Education as 
a distinct course of study to Diploma of Education students.^^ A survey 
^' Milner, op. cit., p. 235. 
^^ There were twenty - two H i s t o r y and Soc ia l Science graduates over two 
yea rs . 
^^ Correspondence w i t h the Lec turer in Soc ia l Sc ience, Department o f 
Educa t ion , dated 3rd September, 1975. 
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of Social Science teachers by the writer has shown that few Social Science 
teachers in the course of their University academic studies undertook 
units in Anthropology.'" Now, not all the teachers who took part in the 
overseas experiments had had intensive training in the field of race 
relations. They were, however, all familiarized with the aims and 
procedures of the programmes in which they participated. 
In Queensland, although In-Service Seminars were conducted by the 
Curriculum Branch of the State Education Department in a move to assist 
teachers who were involved with the course, no attention was given to 
the question of teaching race issues in schools. This was evident in a 
Study of Society Seminar held from the 19th to the 21st August, 1974, 
where none of the papers presented considered the teaching of race 
relations in the school. It was only in 1975 that The Social Science 
Teachers' Association of Queensland held a conference on Teaching About 
Minority Groups,''^ and here possibly, during the workshop sessions, some 
teachers obtained ideas on how to approach the issue in the classroom.'^ 
In the main, however, it appears that, in Queensland, this area has been 
rather neglected. Moreover, it should be mentioned that teachers, too, 
are the products of socialization. One of the underlying assumptions in 
tolerance-teaching programmes is that teachers themselves are people of 
enormous goodwill who have transcended the ethnic and racial prejudice 
which may exist in a community. Some of them, however, may have 
°^ In the three regions where this study was located, there were 
sixty-five teachers teaching Study of Society. Of these, twelve 
had studied Anthropology. None had done Aboriginal Studies. 
^^  "Conference on Teaching About Minority Groups", The Social Science 
Teachers' Association of Queensland Newsletter, Vol. 4, No, 1, 
June, 1975, Passim. 
72 "Workshop Reports for Teaching About Minority Groups Conference", 
The Social Science Teachers' Association of Queensland Newsletter, 
Vol. 4, No. 2, September, 1975, Passim. 
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racialist attitudes. Maranta, in his 1970 survey of high school and 
Teachers' College students in Brisbane,'^ found that the strongest 
opposition to having Aborigines as next door neighbours came from the 
college students. Many of these students had come from rural areas. It 
should be stated that these studentslater entered primary teaching and 
therefore have not been associated with Study of Society. Maranta's 
findings are nevertheless interesting. One possible inference is that 
some students from rural areas who later became secondary school teachers 
of Study of Society held similar views towards Aborigines. 
Milner concedes that not all race teaching programmes have been 
successful,"* and with the persistent doubts arising from a shortage of 
resources, a lack of comparatively well-trained and academically equipped 
teachers, some of whom have possibly absorbed the racialist component of 
Australia's heritage, it would seem that there is some doubt as to 
whether the two objectives of Study of Society which are directed towards 
encouraging tolerance and empathy towards peoples of other races and/or 
cultures can be achieved. 
THE SCHOOL AND CONTROVERSIAL SOCIAL ISSUES'^ 
It could be asserted immediately that a study of the Social Science 
course would not influence students' attitudes to what were selected by 
73 
7h 
B.D. Maranta, Attitudes of Students towards Asians and Aborigines, 
B.A. (Hons.) Thesis, University of Queensland, 1970, p . 104. 
M i l n e r , op . c i t . , p. 248. 
'^ The NCSST has defined a controversial social issue as one which 
divides individuals and groups within a community, involves a 
challenge to existing practices in the community, and is rooted in 
values perceived to be in conflict. 
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teachers as controversial social issues. After all, one of them, the 
question of Asian migration to Australia, which was discussed in the unit 
on Social Issues has been, quite logically, implicitly incorporated into 
the analysis of The School and Race Relations, and here, of course, in 
this area, the conclusion is that Study of Society would probably not 
influence students' racial attitudes. Similarly, the issue of the right 
to demonstrate, which can well be regarded as a controversial one, was not 
raised by teachers in their teaching of Social Issues. As an aspect of 
the unit Decision Making in Australia, it has the characteristics of a 
political issue, and accordingly, was subsumed under the heading of The 
School and Political Socialization. Here again, on the basis of previous 
empirical work on Political Socialization, it has been suggested that 
Study of Society would probably not influence students' political attitudes. 
Therefore, for two mutually supportive reasons, it could well be 
hypothesized that students who do Study of Society would experience no 
consolidation or change of attitudes towards these issues. With a 
discrete threefold division of attitudinal categories. It seems reasonable 
to anticipate that if the course is not expected to influence students in 
two of the attitudinal areas, in one of which there is a conscious effort 
to change attitudes,'^ then there is no reason why it should suddenly 
have an effect in the third. In addition, as has been noted, the real 
situation is that there is some overlap, and those issues which are social, 
but which at the same time are racial or political, fall into attitudinal 
areas where it has already been hypothesized, on the basis of the 
available evidence, that attitudes will be likely to be unaffected. 
It might of course be argued that some controversial social issues 
76 Objectives (vi) and (vii) of Study of Society , see above pp. 11-12. 
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are qualitatively different and that this kind of conclusion is a 
premature one. Controversial social issues. It might be asserted, are, 
relatively, of the moment. What is socially controversial one year may 
be socially acceptable the next. There Is, for example, these days, 
little opposition to Sunday sport. Hotels open on Sunday without a storm 
of protest being raised. By contrast, the development of attitudes 
towards people of other races and cultures constitute a long term process 
extending through childhood and adolescence into adulthood. An awareness 
of other races has been detected in three year old children, and even 
before a child starts school, racial prejudice may have developed. This 
prejudice tends to increase through childhood until adolescence when it 
appears to level off." Also, as discussed above, Connell has shown 
quite conclusively that children from their first years at school begin 
to develop a view of their political world.'® 
Yet the controversial social issues examined in this study are, in 
a sense, also long-term. The development of attitudes towards them may 
not have extended over almost the whole life of the students, but they 
are certainly not brand-new issues. Controversy over sand mining, 
censorship, the role of women, the construction of freeways, the issue 
of poverty, goes back some years, and it is probable that present-day 
high school students would have opinions on them. If this is so and if 
the Influence of the school and school curricula on political and racial 
attitudes is negligible, then it is probably also true to say that their 
effect on attitudes towards these controversial social issues would also 
be minimal. 
But again. It could be claimed that, in accordance with the course 
" Milner, op. cit., pp. 80-86. 
'® Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, pp. 9-18. 
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objectives of identifying value components in problem situations, and 
then developing a capacity to relate one's own attitudes and values to 
specific Issues, teachers would present what might be termed both sides 
of the argument. Possibly, therefore, information on those issues of 
which the students had not been previously aware, might now have been 
available to them. Consequently, this might have resulted in an attitude 
change. This kind of presentation, of course, would have been used also 
In the teaching of certain race and political questions, for example. 
Should Aborigines Live in White Residential Areas? and Deolsion Making 
in Australia, and that, arguably, in those areas too, the course would 
have had an impact. 
It has been shown, however, that a person's attitude on an issue 
may not necessarily change because new Information is made available. 
There is a tendency to ignore those facts which may contradict previously 
conceived views.'^ 
Since the imparting-of-new-information approach may not necessarily 
have any effect, and since political, racial and controversial social 
issues may not be rigidly compartmentalized, it may well be the case 
that there will similarly be no effect on students' attitudes on these 
controversial social issues. 
In sum, it would appear that the role of the school and the school 
curriculum as a socialization agent is not a significant one. Its 
possible impact therefore on the political and racial attitudes of Study 
of Society students, and their attitudes to social issues may at most be 
only slight. Whether such a tentative hypothesis can be substantiated 
is the concern of the rest of the thesis, and In Chapter Four the 
79 Lippmann, r?ze Aim is Understanding, op. c i t . , p . 11 
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possible influence of Study of Society on the political attitudes of 
Social Science students is examined. 
57. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
THE IMPACT OF STUDY OF SOCIETY ON STUDENTS' POLITICAL ATTITUDES 
INTRODUCTION 
In the field of those political issues raised in the course, students 
were asked, first, to answer a number of questions bearing on the unit 
Decision Making in Australia. One, an open-ended question, asked them 
to state who they thought has most power in Australia and therefore makes 
most of the decisions which affect Australians.^ It seemed appropriate 
then to examine whether students felt that, when they reached the voting 
age of eighteen, they could have any influence on decision-making.^ This 
question, in effect, explored the extent of student political cynicism. 
In addition, the respondents were asked which steps they would take to 
influence the government on some issue which concerned them, and also, 
whether people had the right to hold street demonstrations.^ These two 
questions attempted to probe the degree of student protest radicalism. 
Also, within the context of decision-making, the students' understanding 
of the concepts of democracy was obtained.*• R.W. Connell has asserted 
that children have little conception of popular sovereignty, but that 
this idea that the weight of authority is with the political elite, and 
not with the masses, begins to change in middle adolescence.^ The 
question therefore allowed for a testing of this theory amongst the 
Experimental Group respondents, who had covered the many facets of 
^ Question 36, Appendix A. 
2 Question 40, Appendix A. 
3 Questions 37 and 38, Appendix A. 
*• Question 20, Appendix A. 
5 Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p. 59. 
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decision-making. Finally, because the issue of decision-making in the 
course was considered at levels other than governmental, it was felt 
that a question seeking the respondents' views on student involvement in 
decision-making at school should be asked.^ 
DECISION-MAKING 
The question on decision-making in Australia produced a wide range 
of responses, which, after nominal coding, were placed in ten categories. 
Table 4:1. Locus of Decision-Making In Australia. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages).' 
Sources of Power Named 
by Respondents 
























































^ Question 39, Appendix A. 
' Raw totals are in brackets, 
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There is plainly no consensus amongst the respondents in either 
group as to the locus of power. No category reached even 20 per cent. 
Indeed, the largest percentage of responses was in the category which 
Included those who either could not, or would not, answer the question. 
(This category also Included the very few responses like 'the Army'). 
19.7 per cent of the Experimental Group and 17.0 per cent of the Control 
Group responded in this manner. 
The answers from those who responded positively can probably be 
classified as either general or specific. Thus, in a general sense, 4.3 
per cent of the Experimental Group and 7.8 per cent of the Control Group 
nominated 'Parliament', and 9.0 per cent of the Experimental Group and 
11.2 per cent of the Control Group named 'the People'. 'The Government' 
was regarded as the major decision-maker by 14.4 per cent of the 
Experimental Group and 17.0 per cent of the Control Group, although some 
greater specificity was introduced into this category by the Inclusion 
of the responses of a few students who named 'the Cabinet'. 
The other responses were more precise. Here, 18.7 per cent of the 
Experimental Group and 15.9 per cent of the Control Group named either 
the 'Prime Minister' or 'Malcolm Eraser'. Within the legislative and 
executive fields of government, the concept of Parliamentary rule was 
extended to a possibly more realistic appraisal of the dec is ion-making 
process by 5.8 per cent of the Experimental Group and 5-2 per cent of 
the Control Group who stated that power resided with 'the Party with a 
majority'. 2.5 per cent of the Experimental Group and 1.9 per cent of 
the Control Group named 'the Senate', and 7.6 per cent of the 
Experimental Group and 8.1 per cent of the Control Group placed most 
power with the 'Governor-General'. Extra-parliamentary institutions 
were not overlooked, and 16.2 per cent of the Experimental Group and 
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11.5 per cent of the Control Group gave 'Trade Unions'® as their answer, 
and a smaller 1.8 per cent of the Experimental Group and 4.4 per cent of 
the Control Group suggested that 'Big Business' ran Australia. No non-
Social Science student mentioned the Public Service, and surprisingly, 
from those who had studied Decision Making in Australia, there were also 
no responses naming the Bureaucracy as a possible source of power. For 
recoding purposes, the general responses of 'Parliament' and 'the People' 
were combined, as were 'Trade Unions' and 'Big Business', and 'the Senate' 
and 'Governor-General'. The small percentage who had named 'the Party 
with a majority' and who could not be combined elsewhere were placed 
within the 'no reply/other' category. 
The results, after recoding, were as follows: 
Table 4:2. Locus of Decision-Making in Australia (Recoded). 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Sources of Power Named Experimental Group Control Group 
by Respondents 
Parliament and The People 13.3 (37) 19.0 (51) 
Prime Minister 18.7 (52) 15.9 (43) 
The Government 14.4 (40) 17.0 (46) 
Trade Unions and Big Business 18.0 (50) 15.9 (43) 
The Senate and Governor-General 10.1 (28) 10.0 (27) 
No Reply/Other 25.5 (71) 22.2 (60) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
Both before and after recoding, there is no difference between the 
two groups. HQ cannot be rejected. The unit Decision Making in Australia 
® Some students specifically named Mr Hawke. 
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has not resulted in differing perceptions as to the source of power in 
Australia. 
A major reason for this is probably the influence of T.V.^ 
Certainly, for those who named the 'Prime Minister' or 'Mr Eraser', T.V. 
seems to have acted in a reinforcing capacity. Even in late childhood, 
the idea of decision-making appears among descriptions of the Prime 
Minister,^" and the notion of hierarchy Is familiar to most students.^' 
But furthermore, the Prime Minister receives a considerable amount of 
T.V. coverage. These influences have seemed to ensure that there was 
quite a solid percentage from each group naming the 'Prime Minister', 
but that the response rate of the Experimental Group is no higher than 
that of the Control Group. 
Furthermore, In his capacity as President of the ACTU, Mr Hawke 
makes numerous appearances on television, and here again, the influence 
of this medium appears to have been the vital factor determining the 
responses of those who named 'Trade Unions' or 'Mr Hawke'. At the same 
time, the comparative lack of exposure of 'Big Business' on T.V., or 
perhaps more precisely, the failure of young viewers to identify 
spokesmen for industry as representatives of the business world, probably 
accounts for the quite small percentage naming 'Big Business' as a 
decision-maker. 
Of significance also, are the responses from the two groups of those 
who named 'the Senate' or 'Governor-General'. They are extremely close. 
Now the unit on Decision Making in Australia would have been done in 
® See above, pp. 39-40. 
^° Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p. 47-
^^  i b i d . , p. 51. 
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Grade IX in 1974, and, presumably, the importance, and indeed the power 
of the Governor-General would not have loomed large in class teaching 
and class discussion. If it did, then it would have centred on the 
symbolic as opposed to the real power of the Governor-General.^^ It is 
possible that the role of the Senate preceding the Double Dissolution of 
May, 1974 might have been raised and its potential power examined. Its 
actions, however, did not then precipitate the dismissal of a government, 
and it is therefore most likely that both the Senate and the Governor-
General would have been discussed within the context of the decision-
making process, but not in the context of their role as decision-makers. 
Why then would 10 per cent of students from both groups have named 
either the Senate or Governor-General, when, for both Social Science and 
non-Social Science students, the real power of both would not have been 
taught? The relevant point is that the Questionnaire was administered 
in February, 1976 when the events of November, 1975 would still have 
been reasonably fresh in the minds of the Australian electorate. They 
certainly figured prominently on the T.V. news which, as has been 
postulated, is probably the major source of information, and, for quite 
a few students, the apparent reason for their choice. 
As indicated above,^^ the percentages of those from both groups who 
responded rather loosely by naming 'Parliament' or 'the People' are not 
insignificant. All that really can be said is that the concept of the 
12 
13 
Before the events of November, 1975, students would probably not 
have been aware of the real power of the Governor-General. For 
example, in the two standard textbooks used in Citizenship 
Education, the only course which looked at the structure of 
government, no mention of the Governor-General's actual power is 
made. 
See above, p. 59. 
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Class i ca l theory o f Democracy^"* appears t o be f i r m l y entrenched in the 
minds o f many s t u d e n t s , and t h a t a study o f Decision Making in Australia 
has n o t , o v e r a l l , b rought any change in an acceptance of t h i s concept. 
Even the reason f o r some s t u d e n t s ' naming ' t h e Government' as the 
dec is ion-maker might w e l l be a t t r i b u t e d to the ho ld t h a t the C lass i ca l 
theory has. There i s , o f cou rse , the p o s s i b i l i t y t h a t the answer, ' t h e 
Government' , i s s imply a r e f l e x response to the ques t ion 'Who makes most 
o f the d e c i s i o n s ? ' The term is c e r t a i n l y used on TV. However, one o f 
the quest ions in the p o l i t i c a l knowledge component o f t h i s survey^^ 
asked 'Which o f the f o l l o w i n g is a c t u a l l y the Government o f A u s t r a l i a ? ' ^ ^ 
From a choice o f P a r l i a m e n t , Cab ine t , High Court o f A u s t r a l i a , Not 
C e r t a i n , approx imate ly 70 per cent o f s tudents from both groups named 
' P a r l i a m e n t ' . At the p re -ado lescen t s tage , c h i l d r e n confuse p o l i t i c a l 
p a r t i e s w i t h Houses o f P a r l i a m e n t . ^ ' Moreover, from personal expe r ience , 
the w r i t e r i s q u i t e aware o f the d i f f i c u l t y t ha t even h igh school 
s tudents have in g rasp ing t h a t Par l iament is not the Government, The 
reason f o r t h i s con fus ion might be t h a t the re i s a r e c o g n i t i o n t ha t 
Par l iament is e l e c t e d by the peop le , and t ha t i f the s o c i e t y in which the 
students l i v e i s accepted as be ing a democrat ic one, t h e n , in t h e i r minds. 
I t is the r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s in Par l iament who have the r i g h t t o govern. 
There is a tendency, t h e n , to equate Par l iament w i t h the Government. 





The writer was, for some fifteen years, a teacher in Queensland 
State Primary and Secondary schools, and from personal observation, 
knows that the nature of democracy as expounded by Abraham Lincoln 
at Gettysburg in I863 holds sway amongst primary and secondary 
students. 
For a f u l l d i scuss ion on the s t u d e n t s ' concepts o f democracy, see 
below, pp. 8 9 - 9 1 . 
See be low, pp. 113-122. 
Quest ion 5 , Appendix A. 
Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p. 61. 
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decision-making are no d i f f e r e n t from those of the non-Social Science 
s t u d e n t s . Amongst those who a c t u a l l y answered the q u e s t i o n n a i r e , however, 
t he re are d i f fe rences in the responses of the two groups which ca l l for 
some di scuss ion . 
If, once aga in , the g e n e r a l - s p e c i f i c dichotomy is adopted, then 
c l e a r l y fewer of the Social Science s tuden ts accept the notion t ha t 
' Pa r l i amen t ' or ' t h e People ' are the decis ion-makers . If ' t h e Government' 
i s included in t h i s broad ca tegory , the same conclusion can be made. 
Poss ibly then , amongst those Social Science s tuden ts surveyed, the study 
of the uni t and subsequent cons idera t ion of o ther sources of power might 
have led them t o abandon the Class ica l concept of Democracy. 
Of g r e a t e r i n t e r e s t are the responses of those who named 'Trade 
Unions' or 'Big Business ' Connell has pointed out tha t 'An increas ing 
number of a d o l e s c e n t s , t oo , recognize something tha t very few indeed a t 
e a r l i e r ages have heard of, t ha t p a r t i e s are supported by i n t e r e s t 
g roups ! ' ^ ° One of the content areas of the un i t on Decision Making in 
Australia is "The workings of p ressure groups and spec ia l i n t e r e s t groups 
and t h e i r inf luence on government and business f i rms."^^ One of the 
ob j ec t i ve s of the u n i t , t h e r e f o r e , is to place p ressu re ( i n t e r e s t ) groups 
wi thin the decision-making framework. This o b j e c t i v e , seemingly, was 
achieved. There is c l e a r evidence to show t h a t s tuden t s of Study of 
Society a re more aware of the ex i s t ence of p ressu re ( i n t e r e s t ) groups 
and the ro l e they p lay , than are s tuden ts who have not done the course . 
The respondents were s p e c i f i c a l l y asked if they had heard of the term 
p res su re or i n t e r e s t group. ° 
®^ Connell , The Child's Construction of Politics, p . 62. 
^^ Study of Society Syllabus, p . 34. 
^^ Question 12 ( i ) , Appendix A. 
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Table 4:3. Existence of Pressure (interest) Groups. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Response Experimental Group Control Group 
Yes - have heard of pressure groups 63.9 (177) 40.4 (109) 
No - not heard of pressure groups 9.4 ( 26) 13.3 ( 36) 
Not certain/No reply 26.7 ( 74) 46.3 (125) 
Total 100.0 (277)^^ 100.0 (270)^^ 
A high 46.3 per cent of the Control Group were either uncertain or 
did not answer the question, and 26.7 per cent of the Experimental Group 
were also in this category. 13.3 per cent of the Control Group had not 
heard of pressure groups; nor had 9.4 per cent of the Experimental Group. 
40.4 per cent of the Control Group claimed to have heard of them, whilst 
a substantial 63.9 per cent of the Experimental Group were similarly 
aware of their existence. The Alternative Hypothesis Hi can be accepted, 
and there is a difference between the groups in their responses to this 
question. 
When the respondents were asked what the main function of a 
pressure or interest group is,^ ® the following results were obtained: 
^^  One missing case. 
22 p < .05 
2® Question 12 (ii). Appendix A. 
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Table 4:4. Function of a Pressure (Interest) Group. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Function Experimental Group Control Group 
To try to have some of its ideas 57.5 (160) 37.8 (102) 
adopted by political parties 
Other 5.4 ( 15) 3.0 ( 8) 
No Answer 37.1 (103) 59.2 (160) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) ^'* 
The 'no answer' figure is of course high because the table still 
contains those who were either uncertain of the existence of pressure 
groups or quite definitely had not heard of them. They have been 
retained to emphasize the fact that only 37.8 per cent of the Control 
Group were aware of the function of pressure groups while 57-5 per cent 
of the Experimental Group knew of the particular role they played. The 
'other' category includes the other two options presented to the students, 
namely, to help out at polling booths during an election, and to show an 
interest in how Parliament operates. 
Hi can again be accepted. Thus, for those Social Science students 
who were surveyed and who named potential pressure groups like Trade 
Unions and Big Business, it does seem that they are now more aware of 
the complexities of the decision-making process in Australia. 
However, because there is no difference between the two groups on 
the question of decision-making, it would appear that there has been no 
greater tendency, overall, on the part of those Social Science students, 
who are now more aware of the role and function of pressure groups, to 
2«t P < .05 
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extend t h e i r grasp o f the concept f u r t h e r and suggest , by naming Trade 
Unions and Big Bus iness, t h a t i t i s pressure groups w h i c h , in f a c t , make 
most o f the d e c i s i o n s . There i s , t h e r e f o r e , no evidence o f a t r a n s f e r 
o f l e a r n i n g . There is c e r t a i n l y a g rea te r number o f Soc ia l Science 
s tudents who have heard o f p ressure groups and the r o l e they p l a y , but 
these s t u d e n t s , when con f ron ted w i t h the ques t ion 'Who runs A u s t r a l i a ? ' , 
are appa ren t l y no more prepared than non-Soc ia l Science s tudents to 
i d e n t i f y them in a dec is ion -mak ing c a p a c i t y . 
The ques t i on on dec is ion -mak ing in A u s t r a l i a may not in i t s e l f 
n e c e s s a r i l y be t e s t i n g f o r s igns o f an a t t i t u d i n a l e f f e c t on s tuden ts . 
S t i l l , d i f f e r e n t ideas on where the source o f dec is ion-mak ing l i e s may 
r e s u l t in d i f f e r i n g a t t i t u d e s towards the p o l i t i c a l system, and in t ha t 
sense, the ques t i on i s a v i t a l one. 
The survey o f s tuden t p o l i t i c a l cyn ic ism was u n f o r t u n a t e l y a ra the r 
t h i n one, w i t h s tudents be ing g iven on ly the one ques t ion in t h i s f i e l d . 
They were asked t o s t a t e whether , a f t e r they had reached the v o t i n g age 
o f e i g h t e e n , they f e l t they would be ab le t o have any say in the 
dec is ions made by the government, once i t has been e l e c t e d . 
Table 4 : 5 , Ex tent o f P o l i t i c a l Cynic ism. 
Exper imenta l and Cont ro l Groups (Percentages) . 
Government Responsiveness Exper imenta l Group Cont ro l Group 
No - Government w i l l ignore o p i n i o n 26.3 ( 73) 32.6 ( 88) 
Yes - Government w i l l respond to 50 .4 ( l 40 ) 49.3 (133) 
p u b l i c o p i n i o n 
Not c e r t a i n / N o rep l y 23 .3 ( 65) 18.1 ( 49) 
T o t a l 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
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50.4 per cent of the Experimental Group and 49.3 per cent of the 
Control Group accepted that the government would respond to public 
opinion. A smaller percentage of the Experimental Group, compared with 
32.6 per cent of the Control Group, be1ieved that the government would 
disregard it. The percentage of respondents from both groups who were 
either not certain or who did not answer is quite high, with 23.3 per 
cent of the Experimental Group and 18.1 per cent of the Control Group 
falling into this category. 
Recoding was not possible and the Null Hypothesis cannot be 
rejected. There is no difference between the two groups in the extent 
of their political cynicism. 
Another survey by Connell, part of which was conducted in Sydney 
High Schools, also tested the degree of student political cynicism.^^ 
Connell's study was a more comprehensive one, but one of his questions 
bears a marked similarity to that given in this present study, and 
allows therefore for some comparison to be made. 
'Question: A. Politicians do not care what ordinary people 
think. 
B. Politicians do care what ordinary people 
think.' 
Connell asked the respondents to choose which statement was nearer 
to their own opinion. 47 per cent selected A and 53 per cent chose B. 
Because of the different structuring of the question in the two 
surveys, with the present one providing for a 'not certain' response, no 
^^ R.W. Connell, "Patterns of Social and Political Opinion Among 
Sydney Youth", pp. 175-184. 
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definitive comment can be made as to the comparative percentages of 
students who are politically cycnical. Still, in the questions in both 
studies there is a similar percentage of respondents who accept a kind 
of two-way communication link between government and people, and as such 
the Social Science students in South-east Queensland schools are not 
unlike their counterparts in New South Wales. Moreover, a detailed 
examination of what was taught in the unit on Decision Making in Australia 
suggests why their views are similar to non-Social Science students In 
Queensland. 
Connell has further observed that '... children trek around inside 
the boundaries of conventional politics; they will not move outside 
them without special stimulus.'^^ Arguably, the unit on decision-making 
does seem to have the potential for providing this stimulus, and in 
this respect it represents a radical departure from previous Queensland 
syllabuses. ^' It does provide students with an opportunity to carry 
out a critical examination of the decision-making process and their role 
in It. 
Although the content areas recommended for the unit state that 'the 
mechanics of decision-making, public and private, might also be relevant 
to this unit',^® they move beyond this basic Civics approach and suggest 
that in looking at pressure groups, 'one way of treating this would be 
to examine current issues as they arise to see which groups oppose, 
support, or suggest any line of action and to judge how effective this 
. . . j_ • • I 2 9 
a g i t a t i o n i s . ' 
^^ Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p. 240. 
^ ' See above, for previous comments on Citizenship Education, p . 3. 
®^ Study of Society Syllabus, p. 34. 
I b i d . 
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Any judgement on the effectiveness of pressure group agitation 
might have led some Social Science students to the conclusion that there 
has been no favourable response on the part of the government. Alter-
natively, some of them might have rejected this conclusion, and their 
belief in the responsiveness of government is reflected In their 
affirmative answer to the question on political cynicism, but as the data 
indicate, no more significantly than those who did not do the course. 
Indeed, one Planning Question in the unit is 'How can an individual 
Influence decision-making at various levels?' ^° A question, such as this, 
put in the affirmative might well have induced a like positive response; 
that is to say, there are ways by which the individual can Influence 
decision-making at various levels and, therefore, the government will be 
responsive. 
Amongst the actual respondents, it is possible that this kind of 
notion was accepted. A positive view of government responsiveness is in 
fact greater among Study of Society students than among non-Social 
Science students. At the same time, although fewer of the Social Science 
students have adopted a negative stance, the percentage of those who are 
not certain, or who did not reply is higher than that of the non-Study 
of Society group. Possibly then, exposure to the unit has produced doubt 
in some of those who were surveyed. 
The first question exploring the extent to which the course had had 
an impact on student protest radicalism was concerned with seeking what 
the students would do if they had some idea which they thought the 
30 ibid. 
7 1 . 
government should ac t on. 31 
Table 4:6. Extent of Protest Radicalism, 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Form of Protest 
Hold Demonstration 
Present Peti tion 
Write letter to paper 
Write to local MP 
Nothing/No reply/Not certain 
Experimental Group Control Group 
3.6 ( 10) 
36.5 (101) 
6.1 ( 17) 
39.7 (110) 
14.1 ( 39) 
1.9 ( 5) 
39.6 (107) 
6.3 ( 17) 
38.9 (105) 
13.3 ( 36) 
Total 100.0 (277)^^ 100.0 (270) 
Those who said they would do nothing, or who did not reply were 
regarded as being the least Interested, and therefore the least radical, 
and were coded as 4. A 'not certain' response was judged to be a sign 
of vacillation on the part of the respondent, that it showed evidence of 
a lack of commitment. Such responses were therefore placed In the same 
category as those who either said they would do nothing at all or who 
did not answer the question. Writing a letter to the local MP was deemed 
to be a fairly conservative method of approach in that one was not 
prepared to make the issue public, and was coded as 3. 
Writing a letter to the newspaper was regarded as bringing a matter 
to public attention and was coded as 2. Getting people to sign a 
petition was a sign that one was prepared both to make an issue public 
and to organize people to support it, and was placed just above the most 
^^  This question was used by Connell in his interviews with Sydney 
children. See The Child's Construction of Politics, p. 43. 
2^ One missing case. 
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radical of approaches and that was to hold a demonstration. 
3.6 per cent of the Experimental Group as compared with 1.9 per cent 
of the Control Group would be prepared to hold a street demonstration to 
try to get across their views on some particular issue. On the action 
which was considered to show some sign of radical Initiative, namely, 
asking people to sign a petition, and then presenting it to the local 
MP, 36.5 per cent of the Experimental Group and a slightly larger 39.6 
per cent of the Control Group responded in this manner. 6.1 per cent 
of the Experimental Group and 6.3 per cent of the Control Group said 
they would write a letter to the newspaper. With the most conservative 
method of protest, the writing of a letter to the local Member, the 
Experimental Group's 39.7 per cent barely outnumbered the Control Group's 
38.9 per cent. 
Recoding was carried out by grouping together those responses which 
supported non-direct methods of protest. It did not produce a 
significant result. There is no difference between the two groups in 
their attitudes on self protest radicalism. 
The percentage of students who would take part in a demonstration 
is much lower than that found by Connell in his survey of Sydney High 
School students.®^ 60 per cent of them stated that they would go in a 
peaceful demonstration. Connell's question, however, was different in 
that the respondents were asked on a 'yes-no-don't know' basis whether 
on an issue about which they felt strongly they would demonstrate. In 
this present study the students were made aware of a wider range of 
options which gave them more opportunity to plump for the more 
^^  Connell, "Patterns of Social and Political Opinion Among Sydney 
Youth", pp. 175-184. 
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respectable approaches. What is perhaps more significant is that 
although Connell found some correlation between a willingness to take 
part In a demonstration and Issues of personal freedom, in reality, 
'The potential protestors ... are libertarian rather than radical'.^"* 
Connell's respondents, it seems, are really no more radical than the 
present ones. 
Moreover, the intended course of action of the students in this 
study is close to that considered by adult respondents in a survey by 
Western and Wilson.^^ Only 6 per cent of their respondents had taken 
part in a demonstration and the nearest the sample members had got to 
being politically active was by signing petitions. Compared to these 
adults, the Social Science students seem to be similarly non-radical. 
In fact, on the basis of the responses to the question on political 
cynicism, the large percentage of non-radical students is to be expected. 
It might well be argued that students who do not evidence any political 
cynicism will also not adopt a radical posture. If they choose to act 
on any Issue, the conventional, legitimate channels which exist are 
sufficient for the purpose. Amongst those who did Study of Society this 
appears to be the case. A Cross Tabulation analysis of the Experimental 
Group's responses to the question on political cynicism and their 
answers to the question looking at the extent of their radicalism would 
seem to confirm this. 
'^* W.F. Connell et al.3 12 to 20 : Studies of City Youth, p. 279. 
A full account of R.W. Connell's study, cited immediately above, 
appears in this work. 
P.R. Wilson and J.S. Western, "Participation in Politics : A 
Preliminary Analysis", The Australian and New Zealand Journal of 
Sociology, Vol. 5, No. 2, October, 1969, pp. 98-108. 
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Table 4:7. Cross Tabulation of Political Cynicism 
by Self Protest Radicalism. 
Experimental Group (Percentages). 
Self Protest Radicalism 
Political 
Cynicism 























































There is a systematic relationship between views on protest radicalism 
and political cynicism. 
Of the total Experimental Group, a sizeable 45.8 per cent who 
advocated non-direct methods of protest also believed that the 
government would be responsive to public opinion. By contrast only 19.3 
per cent who supported conventional methods of protest felt that the 
government would ignore public opinion. When just the sub-sample of 
supporters of non-direct methods Is examined, it is seen that 23.2 per 
cent felt that the government would ignore them. However, a majority of 
55.7 per cent were of the opinion that the government would be responsive. 
By contrast, within the sub-sample of those few who would take part in 
a demonstration, there appears to be a lack of consistency. 40 per cent 
felt that the government would not be responsive to public opinion, but 
the same percentage did. 
36 
37 
One missing case, 
p < .05 
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Thus, the largest percentage bloc of the Experimental Group is of 
those who believe both in non-direct methods of protest and in government 
responsiveness. Moreover, the percentage of non-radical Study of Society 
students who accepted that the government would be responsive to public 
opinion is somewhat greater than the percentage of radical Social Science 
students who think that it is not. This, plus the fact that the Social 
Science course has not produced a greater number of politically cynical 
students than already exist in the school population, renders unlikely 
the emergence, after a three year course, of a crop of activists. 
Class discussion of the effectiveness of pressure group agitation 
might, of course, have led some students to the view that normal, proper 
channels are not particularly effective, and that the only successful 
way is through direct action. But again, as noted above,^® this number 
would be very small. It is, too, quite likely that teachers would not 
have promoted demonstrations as a means of protest. 
McMorrow In a survey of three hundred and fifty-seven teachers 
throughout Queensland found that 86.5 per cent had never taken part in 
a political demonstration. Of the remaining small minority, 9.6 per 
cent had marched in support of left-wing issues, for example, anti-
conscription and support for abortion, 2.2 per cent had participated in 
support of conservative causes like opposition to Communism, and 1.7 per 
cent had marched in support of other issues.^* 
This, of course, could well mean that some teaching might have taken 
38 See above, pp. 71-72. 
^^ J .F . McMorrow, An Investigation into the Effectiveness of the 
Queensland Teachers Union as a Pressure Group, M.Ed. Thesis, 
University of Queensland, 1976, p. 114. 
McMorrow does concede that his sample is probably over-representat ive 
of teachers in the non-metropolitan area, p. 35. 
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place which deliberately discouraged this kind of action, and the fact 
that a huge percentage of Social Science students chose other alternatives 
would add weight to this view. Nonetheless, it might also be said that 
no Social Science student in the two questions which sought explicitly 
to find out which opinions had been altered or strengthened by the course 
mentioned methods of protest.**" 
One other question remains to be resolved. It has been shown that, 
given the existence of a systematic relationship between political 
cynicism and self protest radicalism, the prospects of students taking 
direct action are remote. Why, however, is there a relative lack of 
political cynicism and a reluctance to take part in a demonstration, 
despite the kind of motivation hypothesized in the question on self 
protest radicalism? The answer is probably to be found in an area where, 
seemingly, a possible indirect influence of a Social Science course has 
been negligible. In short, the respondents evince a comparative lack of 
interest in politics. They were asked 'Do you talk about politics?''*^ 
The following results were obtained: 
Table 4:8. Degree of Interest in Politics. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Nominated Experimental Group Control Group 
A great deal 6.5 ( 18) 5.2 ( 14) 
A fair bit 21.9 ( 6l) 24.8 ( 67) 
Sometimes 39-9 (ill) 41.1 (ill) 
Not very often 25.9 (72) 24.1 ( ^ 5) 
Never/No reply 5.8 ( 16) 4.8 ( 13) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
'*'^  For a full discussion of these two questions, see below, pp. 86-88. 
41 Question 22, Appendix A. 
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Nominal coding was used. Again there is no difference between the 
two groups and Ho cannot be rejected. Only about one-third of the 
respondents in each group can be regarded as showing any considerable 
degree of interest in politics. Presumably, then, the majority of 
students simply accept the political order or perhaps more to the point 
rarely consider it. Their lack of political cynicism may be synonomous 
with political apathy, and, as such, they would certainly not be 
sufficiently motivated to take to the streets. 
Furthermore, Connell in another survey in Sydney of 15 to 20 year 
olds living with parents'*^ has also found a lack of involvement in 
political issues. His respondents also expressed a low level of interest 
in politics, and significantly, few of them had personally been in a 
demonstration. In addition, other findings from his survey probably 
provide a partial explanation for the kinds of responses obtained when 
students in this study were asked if people have the right to hold street 
demonstrations to put forward their point of view. 
Table 4:9. The Right to Demonstrate. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Nominated Experimental Group Control Group 
Yes - People have a democratic 46.0 (128) 44.1 (119) 
right 
Yes - It Is the only way of 9.4 ( 26) 11.1 ( 30) 
getting across a point of view 
No - See local MP 30.6 ( 85) 31-5 ( 85) 
No - D is rup ts business and 3.6 ( 10) 4 .4 ( 12) 
t r a f f i c 
Not ce r ta i n /No rep l y 10.4 ( 29) 8.9 ( 24) 
Tota l 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
^^ R.W. Conne l l , et al. 3 " I n s i d e the Generat ion Gap : A Survey o f 
Parents and C h i l d r e n " , Politics, V o l . V I I , No. 1 , 1972, pp. 31-36. 
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Using ordinal coding the responses which supported the right to 
demonstrate on democratic grounds were coded as zero. Those based on 
pragmatism were coded as 1. The responses which supported working 
through the 'correct' channels were coded as 3 and the ones which placed 
'business before people's rights' were coded as 4. A 'not certain/no 
reply' response was coded as 2. Although the responses were recoded by 
combining the 'yes' answers, and also the 'no' answers, this, too, 
failed to produce a significant result, and consequently with the 
rejection of HQ there is no difference between the two groups in their 
attitude to demonstrations. 
A similar majority in both groups supported the right to demonstrate, 
although 9.4 per cent of the Experimental Group and 11.1 per cent of the 
Control Group based their support on pragmatic grounds. But for 46.0 per 
cent of the Experimental Group and 44.1 per cent of the Control Group the 
reason why they have accepted that people have a democratic right to 
demonstrate could well be the same as that expressed by Connell's young 
respondents. 
Those teenagers supported demonstrations both as a general thing and 
on specific issues.**^ They were, too, well aware that most demonstrators 
are young. In essence, the reason why they supported them and thereby 
took a stand on an issue of freedom of assembly is that they identified 
with other young people taking part in demonstrations.'*'* With the 
present idealist students the reason for their opinion may also stem from 




The above analysis, however, is not an exhaustive one. In Connell's 
survey, 75 per cent of the respondents, when asked if they approved of a 
specific public demonstration, namely against the Vietnam War, answered 
in the affirmative.**^ In this study 34.2 per cent of the Experimental 
Group and 35.9 per cent of the Control Group stated their opposition to 
the right to demonstrate. All that can possibly be said is that they 
displayed a consistency in that not only would they not take part in a 
demonstration, but they would also deny this right to others. Their 
reason for this stance, however, does not flow from the course in Social 
Science. 
Finally, a global score of Protest Radicalism incorporating student 
responses to whether they personally would take part in a demonstration, 
and whether they would accord other people this right was obtained. The 
scale ranged from zero to 8, the highest possible score over the two 
questions. The maximum score for a respondent who would both take part 
in a street demonstration himself and supported the right of others to 
do so, either on idealistic or pragmatic grounds, was 1. For this 
reason when the scale was broken into three levels, 'Radical', 'Mild' 
and 'Conservative', zero to 1 was judged to be 'Radical'. A score of 6 
to 8 was indicative of a 'Conservative' stance as it allowed for the 
Inclusion of those respondents who personally would write to the local 
MP or do nothing, and who opposed demonstrations. Those who fell into 
the 2 to 5 range were categorized as 'Mild'. 
**= ibid. 
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Table 4 :10 . Global Score : P ro tes t Rad ica l i sm. 
Experimental and Contro l Groups (Percentages) . 
Category Experimental Group Contro l Group 
Radical (O- l ) 20.5 ( 57) 23.4 ( 63) 
M i l d (2-5) 54.3 (151) 48.5 (131) 
Conservat ive (6-8) 25.2 ( 70) 28.1 ( 76) 
Tota l 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
The bu lk o f the s tudents from the two groups can be regarded n e i t h e r 
as rad i ca l nor conse rva t i ve , a l though o f those in the survey , the Soc ia l 
Science s tudents seem to be s l i g h t l y less conserva t i ve and ye t a l i t t l e 
less rad i ca l than t h e i r non-Soc ia l Science coun te rpa r t s . The Nul l 
Hypothesis can, however, no t be r e j e c t e d and there is no d i f f e r e n c e 
between the two groups. 
David Dufty in h i s Teaching About Society'*^ has asked whether Socia l 
Science courses are taught In o rder t o produce embryonic s o c i a l s c i e n t i s t s , 
or wa lk ing compendiums o f knowledge, or bearded p o l i t i c a l i c o n o c l a s t s . 
I t was never an o b j e c t i v e o f Study of Society t o produce the l a t t e r , and 
a three year exposure t o the course has not o v e r a l l done so. 
ATTITUDES TO COMMUNISM 
To f i n d ou t which ideas might have developed a f t e r a study o f the 
USSR and the Chinese People 's Republ ic an open-ended ques t ion was prov ided. 
Students were s imply asked ' I n your own words what do you t h i n k Is meant 
'»6 D. Dufty (ed.). Teaching About Society, Hong Kong, Rigby, 1970, p. 35. 
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by Commun i sm?' **' 
A nominal system of coding was used and a careful examination of the 
responses was made to ensure an accurate categorization. Those who 
stated that under such a system the people benefited materially, and 
offered no criticism, either explicitly or implicitly, were regarded as 
being 'benign' in their attitude. When the material gains of Communism 
were acknowledged, but loss of freedom was also emphasized, a 'harsh/ 
benign' category was used. Those students, who simply described Communism 
In terms of government ownership of the means of production, and who did 
so, as far as could be detected, in a non-perjorative way, were coded as 
'neutral' in their outlook. An unqualified condemnation of Communism was 
coded as 'harsh' and when the criticism was extremely severe and bordered 
on the vitriolic, a separate category representing 'repugnance of 
Communism' was adopted. A few students who equated Communism with the 
ALP were placed in the category of 'link with ALP', whilst those who 
could not be categorized elsewhere were coded as 'other'. Provision was 
made for those respondents who did not answer the question or who stated 
that they were uncertain, by coding them together. 
«t7 Question 21, Appendix A. 
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Table 4:11. Views on Communism. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
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10.1 per cent of the Experimental Group and 10.8 per cent of the 
Control Group either failed to respond or stated quite explicitly that 
they were not too certain of what was meant by Communism. A small 
percentage from each group, .4 per cent of the Experimental and 1.7 per 
cent from the Control Group claimed to identify a link between the ALP 
and Communism, and .7 per cent of the Experimental Group and 2.2 per 
cent of the Control Group by describing Communism in terms of Army Rule 
fell into the 'other' category. 4.7 per cent of the Experimental Group 
and 1.9 per cent of the Control Group viewed Communism in a favourable, 
benign light. 13.7 per cent of the Experimental Group as compared with 
10.4 per cent of the Control Group provided answers which were deemed to 
be purely descriptive in their nature, and therefore non-partisan and 
neutral. They were placed in the 'neutral' category. Of those who saw 
both good and bad in Communism 7.6 per cent came from the Experimental 
Group and 8.6 per cent from the Control Group. 
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The majority of students are opposed to Communism. 62.8 per cent 
of the Experimental Group of whom 2.2 per cent were extremely bitter in 
their comments and 64.3 per cent of the Control Group, including .7 per 
cent who were quite violent in their opposition, condemned the Communist 
system. 
The responses were recoded by placing together the 'benign' and 
'neutral' categories, by combining those responses which had been coded 
as 'harsh' or 'repugnance of Communism' and, by introducing Missing 
Values into the Computer Programme, deleting the categories of 'link with 
the ALP' and 'other' where the responses were quite low. 
Table 4:12. Views on Communism (Recoded). 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Aspect Nominated Experimental Group Control Group 
Benign and Neutral 18.5 ( 51) 12.8 ( 33) 
Harsh/Benign 7.6 ( 21) 8.9 ( 23) 
Harsh and Contempt 63.6 (175) 67.1 (173) 
Not certain/No reply 10.3 (28) 11.2 ( 29) 
Total 100.0 (275) 100.0 (258) 
In both instances, before and after recoding, there is no difference 
between the two groups in their views on Communism and Ho cannot be 
rejected. Moreover, the heavy bias in the direction of a hostile 
attitude towards Communism is probably a predictable one. 
The school is, of course, only one of a number of potential social-
ization agencies. Now Connell has shown that the children of his 1968 
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survey were similarly antagonistic.'*° He argued that this fear and 
hostility are the result of the transmission of values from parents. 
The parents of the Sydney children absorbed from their elders a set of 
attitudes which included a hatred of Communism, and. In turn, passed 
them on to the present high school generation. Thus this abhorrence of 
Communism has historical roots. In this study students were asked 
explicitly 'Which of the following has influenced you most in your 
general attitudes to life?'**^ The following results were obtained: 
Table 4:13. Major Socializing Influence. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 









































Clearly the majority of students see their parents as having the 
greatest influence on their attitudes, with 54.0 per cent of the 
Experimental Group and 63.7 per cent of the Control Group having this 
opinion. Only 2.2 per cent of the Experimental Group and a bare .4 per 
cent of the Control Group felt that the teacher's influence was paramount. 
'*® Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, pp. 111-112. 
'*^  Question 44, Appendix A. 
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The parents of these present students would have been growing to 
adulthood in the 1940s and the 1950s. It may therefore be possible to 
substantiate the claim that, in the main, as in Connell's study, the 
home also is the source of this hostility. 
The period, particularly from the late 1940s, was marked by the 
atmosphere of the Cold War with the associated hostility towards the 
Soviet Union and China. In Australia, in the early 1950s, there were 
attempts by the Government of the day to ban the Communist Party and the 
Petrov Affair. There was, too, the potential influence of the mass media 
to which young people were exposed, in particular, the movies of the 
1950s. The writer, in fact, can recall the impact which films, made 
during the McCarthy period in the USA, and which pointed to the Communist 
threat, had on him and his teenage peers. Movies like 'Big Jim McLain', 
'The Red Menace', 'My Brother John', 'Assignment in Paris', are some 
which come to mind. Admittedly, the school History syllabuses in Queens-
land schools in the 1940s and 1950s were not used as a medium to promote a 
fear of and a contempt for Communism. It was not until the 1960s that 
History texts adopted a hostile attitude towards Communism.^" In 
general, however, there was an all pervading hostility which existed, 
and which, it seems, has been passed on by the youth of that period, and 
internalized by the young people of today. 
At the same time, it is possible to discern a fairly consistent trend 
towards a more favourable or less hostile stand on Communism amongst the 
Social Science students surveyed. As has been noted above,^^ a slightly 
smaller percentage of the Experimental Group than of the Control Group 
regarded Communism in a harsh light. Also, as is indicated after 
recoding, 18.5 per cent of the Experimental Group and a smaller 12.8 per 
Shipstone, op. cit., pp. 91-96. 
See above, p. 83. 
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cent of the Control Group were either neutrally disposed or were 
positively benign. Why are some of these Social Science students less 
implacably opposed to Communism? 
At first glance, the Parsonian Model which is recommended as the 
societal framework within which the units of Study of Society are to be 
taught, could explain this apparently more favourable stance taken by 
the Study of Society students in the survey; for 'When this same model is 
used with each society, a comparison of the societies is then more easily 
and meaningfully accomplished.'^^ Furthermore, research has shown that a 
conceptual grasp of the Parsonian Model is not beyond fifteen to sixteen 
year old students,^^ and it seems possible that, through the application 
of this model to the unit, A Comparative Study of Australian Society and 
Other Societies, an idea that there are perceptible similarities might 
have been accepted by a small number of Study of Society students. 
Unfortunately, however, this theory remains to be tested. The Social 
Science Advisory Teacher in a report to the Research and Curriculum 
Branch advised that because teachers were uncertain about the role the 
model should play, very few incorporated it into their teaching.^** The 
reason then is difficult to ascertain. 
There is some evidence also which specifically shows that some 




Study of Society Syllabus, p. 11. 
This research into 'Students Ability to use Functional Imperatives 
as Strategies of Inquiry' was conducted by V.C. Frasier of Columbia 
University in 1968. The construct used was Parson's functional 
imperatives. Frasier found that even elementary school students 
can be taught to use a construct to analyse social situations. A 
photocopy of his findings is held by the writer. 
Progress Report on Study of Society, p. 4. 
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questions^^ required the students to state whether they had been 
influenced by the course. One of them asked 'Has the Social Science 
course Study of Society altered in any way any opinions you might have 
had?' The other asked 'Has the Social Science course Study of Society 
helped to strengthen any opinions you have?' The following results were 
obtained: 
Table 4:14. Opinions Altered by Study of Society Course. 
Response Experimental Group (Percentages) 
Yes 39.6 (110) 
No 37.8 (105) 
Not Certain 22.6 ( 63) 
Total 100.0 (278) 
Table 4 :15 . Opinions Strengthened by Study of Society Course. 
Response Exper imental Group (Percentages) 
Yes 44.6 (124) 
No 28.8 ( 80) 
Not c e r t a i n 26.6 ( 74) 
To ta l 100.0 (278) 
The 39.6 per cent of the respondents who wrote that the course had 
altered an opinion were then asked to state which one. The 44.6 per cent 
of the respondents were similarly asked to Indicate which opinions had 
been strengthened. 
55 Questions 45 and 46, Appendix A. 
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Many of the answers unfortunately were cast in vague terms. Some 
students, for example, who had said that the course had influenced them, 
merely wrote 'political' when asked to specify which opinions had been 
altered or strengthened. But of those who did respond more exactly some 
claimed that their opinions of Communism had either changed or 
strengthened. One girl, as a result of the course, felt more favourably 
disposed towards Communism. 'My opinion on Communism, I can see now that 
it is quite a good form of government'. Another's opinion after doing 
Study of Society was a hostile one. 'I thought that Communism would not 
be a bad Idea for Australia but after learning the facts about it, I have 
now changed my mind.' Another girl felt that 'My opposition to the 
Communist Party has strengthened' and one boy whose opinion was 
strengthened said 'That Communist governments are more effective'. 
All told 4.7 per cent of the Social Science students felt their 
opinion had changed to a benevolent one after doing the course, and .7 
per cent stated they were now ill-disposed towards Communism. 1.1 per 
cent of the Experimental Group wrote that their benign attitude towards 
Communism had been increased, whilst 2.5 per cent stated that their harsh 
view of Communism had strengthened. 
In the course of his initial research into this study the writer had 
occasion to write to a number of organizations, which it was thought 
might be interested in a course which looks at contemporary society. One 
such organization was the right wing Citizens for Freedom. In its reply^^ 
it said that although the course did not have any left wing bias it was 
open to manipulation by left wing groups. The data show, however, that 
the only aggregate favourable attitude change is amongst those surveyed. 
The individual respondents who acknowledged either a change or 
56 Correspondence with Citizens for Freedom. See Appendix C, 
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strengthening of opinion displayed both hostility towards and support 
for Communism. On the basis of the overall results, however, it would 
appear that fear of any possible teacher bias in this area is unfounded, 
THE STUDENTS' VIEWS OF DEMOCRACY 
R.W. Connell has observed that whereas younger children use 
ideological terms such as Communism and Democracy, they do not use them 
in their ideological sense to describe types of polities or systems of 
political belief. In adolescence, however, not only are these terms used 
more frequently but are also used to describe general characteristics of 
societies.^' Accordingly, the open-ended question 'In your own words 
what do you think is meant by Democracy?' was put to the students to see 
whether any of these societal characteristics of democracy included the 
notion of popular sovereignty. They responded as follows: 
Table 4:16. Meaning of Democracy. 





Role in Decision Making 
Individual Rights and Role in 
Decision Making 
Limits to Freedom 
A Cynical View 
Other 
Not certain/No reply 
Experimental Group 
13.7 ( 38) 
19.8 ( 55) 
37.1 (103) 
8.6 ( 24) 
1.8 ( 5) 
3.2 ( 9) 
1.8 ( 5) 
3.2 ( 9) 
10.8 ( 30) 
Control Group 
7.7 ( 21) 
19.6 ( 53) 
39.3 (106) 
10.0 ( 27) 
1.5 ( 4) 
3.7 ( 10) 
1.1 ( 3) 
4.1 ( 11) 
13.0 ( 35) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
57 Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p. 90. 
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The responses which produced nine categories were coded nominally. 
13.7 per cent of the Experimental Group and 7.7 per cent of the Control 
Group accepted the Classical view of Democracy, and with the standard 
kind of answer being 'a government which is elected by the people and 
for the people' there is just the hint that students were simply 
reiterating what for many years passed for a discussion of democracy in 
the schools.^® A fairly recent text, for example, looking very briefly 
and simplistical1y at the Australian system of government concluded that 
'this system very clearly allows for 'rule by the people' and Australians 
can proudly describe their system of 'government as a democratic one'.^^ 
Yet these students at least paid lip service to the idea of popular 
sovereignty. For most of the others, it did not receive even scant 
attention. Some offered what Davies has called handy 'dictionary' 
definitions.^" 
37.1 per cent of the Experimental Group and 39.3 per cent of the 
Control Group did mention individual rights and freedoms but these rights 
did not include the people's role in decision-making and the right to 
have the government responsible to the people. Answers such as 'free 
to do as you want' were not atypical of the responses which fell into 
this category. Indeed, with these types of responses the emphasis is 
apparently more on some kind of vague libertarian freedom than on any 
appreciation of popular sovereignty. Further, for 19.8 per cent of the 
Experimental Group and 19.6 per cent of the Control Group one inference 
that might be drawn from their responses is that for them their rights 
do not extend beyond the ballot box. Replies such as 'the right for the 
58 See above, pp. 62-63. 
^^  Shipstone, op. cit., p. 95. 
^° A.F. Davies, Children's Politics, M.S., University of Melbourne, 
1969, p. 61. These include free vote, people have rights, parties 
compete, majority rule, Four Freedoms. 
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people t o v o t e ' and 'Democracy is when the people have a vote t o say who 
they would l i k e as a leader ' are cases in p o i n t . 
Only 8.6 per cent o f the Exper imenta l Group and 10.0 per cent o f 
the Cont ro l Group were prepared t o put fo rward the p r o p o s i t i o n t h a t 
sove re ign ty should res ide w i t h the people and t h a t t h e i r r o l e in 
dec is ion-mak ing should be a d e c i s i v e one. A very smal l percentage o f 
the respondents f rom each group went even f u r t h e r and s t ressed not on ly 
the p a r t people should p lay in d e c i s i o n - m a k i n g , but a l so freedom o f 
speech and assembly. Small percentages o f s tudents from both groups 
e i t h e r suggested t h a t , in a Democracy there are l i m i t a t i o n s p laced on 
one's freedom, t h a t the re i s ' f reedom o f speech, t hough t , and a c t i o n t o 
a c e r t a i n d e g r e e ' , or q u i t e b a l d l y s t a t e d t h a t Democracy is a myth, ' i t 
doesn ' t e x i s t ' . Jus t over 10 per cent in each group e i t h e r d i d not 
rep ly or were not c e r t a i n . 
To t e s t tho rough ly f o r s t a t i s t i c a l s i g n i f i c a n c e recoding was done 
by grouping the ' v o t i n g r i g h t s ' and ' c l a s s i c a l t heo ry ' c a t e g o r i e s , and 
the two ca tego r i es which gave some a t t e n t i o n t o the i n d i v i d u a l ' s r o l e in 
dec i s ion -mak ing . The 'no r e p l y / n o t c e r t a i n ' ca tegory was r e t a i n e d , and 
the o the r th ree ca tego r i es where the response ra tes had been very low 
were o m i t t e d . A s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t r e s u l t was s t i l l not ob ta ined 
and HQ cannot be r e j e c t e d . There is no d i f f e r e n c e between the two 
groups in t h e i r views o f Democracy. 
Th is u n i t was, o f cou rse , not s p e c i f i c a l l y concerned w i t h the concept 
o f Democracy and the responses t h e r e f o r e are by no means unexpected. 
What they do show is t h a t i f s tudents are t o come to any a p p r e c i a t i o n o f 
popular s o v e r e i g n t y then a u n i t which roams around th pe r i phe ry w i t h o u t 
r e a l l y coming t o g r i p s w i t h the concept is no t s u f f i c i e n t . 
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The question on decision-making at the school level provided an 
opportunity of assessing whether in real, political terms, the students 
supported the notion of popular sovereignty. They were asked if there 
should be student involvement in school decision-making. 
Table 4:17. Student Participation in the Running of a School. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Strongly Agree 45.7 (127) 48.1 (130) 
Agree 41.0 (114) 37.0 (100) 
Disagree 8.6 ( 24) 6.7 ( 18) 
Strongly Disagree 1.8 ( 5) 3.0 ( 8) 
Not certain/No reply 2.9 ( 8) 5.2 ( 14) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
Only about 10 per cent from each group were opposed to the idea of 
student participation in decision-making in the schools, and an over-
whelming 86.7 per cent of the Experimental Group and 85.1 per cent of 
the Control Group supported it. Recoding was done by combining, each 
into a separate category, the responses of those who agreed and those 
who disagreed with the statement. A statistically significant result 
was still not obtained and Ho cannot be rejected. The views of the 
Experimental Group towards some sort of participatory Democracy in the 
schools are the same as those of the Control Group. 
A recent article^^ argues that high school students are becoming 
61 S. D'Urso, "Student Alienation : The Gathering Crisis in Secondary 
Schools", Forum, the Journal of the Social Science Teachers' 
Association of Queensland, July, 1976, pp. 5-16. 
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increasingly alienated from the experience of the secondary school, and 
that this alienation is the result of a growing student feeling of 
powerlessness. 'Students do not generally enjoy the means of defining 
the purposes of their schooling nor of exerting any significant influence 
on the organizational settings through which these purposes are 
pursued.' Moreover, because the consciousness of the young differs 
from that of the older generation a desire to correct this situation of 
powerlessness is engendered. Most modern youth '... believe individuals 
should be consulted on policies which affect them directly or indirectly, 
on matters of clothing, school discipline, curriculum requirements, 
ceremonial occasions ... and the rest.'^^ 
W.F. Connell and his colleagues have also produced findings which 
reveal a degree of disenchantment amongst students in secondary schools. 
They too found that, although as teenagers grow up and acquire an 
interest in directing their own development, at school they are 
confronted with an Institution, any responsibility for adminstering of 
which, is denied them. They do not, however, dislike school. They 
simply tolerate it. However, because of its apparent lack of relevance 
to them, with the exception of a few students, they are not interested 
in sharing its management.^** 
There is then some agreement on the question of student powerlessness 
^2 ibid. 
^3 ibid. 
6 k W.F. Connell et al.3 12 to 20 : Studies of City Youth, p. 296. 
Earlier, see p. 226, it is suggested that there Is a desire for some 
devolution of power to students, but this apparently is more evident 
at the upper level of the school. 
Certainly, when the writer was teaching In secondary schools during 
the 1960s, the "Decade of Dissent", he was not aware of any grass-
roots movement amongst the mass of students. 
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and this probably helps to explain the substantial 'agree' response from 
both groups. A course in Study of Society is not necessary to make 
students aware of the one-way communication system which is the present 
vital component of school decision-making. Connell's findings, however, 
would suggest that the great mass of students may not necessarily want 
it otherwise. These conflicting conclusions make a definitive 
interpretation of the data of the present study somewhat difficult. 
On the basis of the raw data the weight of evidence does support 
D'Urso's contention that those who learn need to have some say in how 
schools are to be run. Indeed, included in the large majority from both 
groups who support the proposition is almost half of the total number of 
respondents who feel strongly about it. 
Yet at the same time there is just the nagging feeling that the 
result may be simply a sign of youthful exuberance, a chance for students 
to get some of their resentments off their chests without necessarily 
having to involve themselves. As a consequence it was decided to test 
the strength of student feeling towards the issue by considering again 
their views on Democracy. This would reveal if any relationship existed 
between an appreciation of popular sovereignty and its operation in 
practice in the schools. A Cross Tabulation Analysis of the meaning of 
Democracy and views towards student participation in decision-making in 
the schools was therefore carried out. 
Table 4:l8. Cross Tabulation of Meaning of Democracy 
by Views on School Decision-Making. 
Experimental Group (Percentages). 
(Recoded and Missing Values). 
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Admittedly, the results need to be treated with some caution,^^ but 
the table shows that only 9.8 per cent of the Social Science students both 
stress the role of the individual in the democratic process and student 
involvement in school decision-making. Put another way, only 11.3 per 
cent of those who agree with student participation in the school also 
believe that Democracy should cater for the citizen's participation. 
It should further be added that the question was a rather impersonal 
one. It did not ask the students whether they would like to be a part of 
the school decision-making team. Thus it is possible that, like Connell's 
students, they also may not be personally interested in playing an active 
role. 
65 p > .05 (.16) 
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PERCEPTIONS OF CLASS 
The unit The Consumer Society and the Individual does not look 
exclusively at the issue of consumerism. It is concerned also with a 
study of some of the socio-economic aspects of the Consumer Society. In 
this regard, one of the Planning Questions of the unit is 'What rewards 
and status are accorded different occupations?'^^ Now, because occupation 
is an Index of social class,^' the question was really considering both 
the possible material benefits, or relative absence of them, and the 
social prestige or relative lack of it, which accrue to people of certain 
classes. If, however, the students were to examine the possible effects 
of a class structure, they would have needed, first of all, to have 
discussed at school whether such a structure existed in Australia. To 
see if this kind of analysis had altered the class perceptions of the 
Social Science students, a question 'Do you think there are any social 
classes in Australia?'^® was put to both groups. The responses, coded 
nominally, were as follows: 
Table 4:19. Existence of Social Classes in Australia. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Yes 85.2 (236) 79.2 (214) 
No 11.9 ( 33) 10.4 ( 28) 
Not certain/No reply 2.9 ( 8) 10.4 ( 28) 
Total 100.0 (277)^^ 100.0 (270)'° 
^^  Study of Society Syllabus, p. 32. 
^' S. Encel, Equality and Authority, Melbourne, Cheshire, 1972, p. 116. 
®^ Question 13, Appendix A. 
^^  One missing case. 
'" p < .05 
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Connell has suggested that '... there is a consciousness of class 
that exists long before a person enters any work situation, that the 
roots of class consciousness go far back into childhood.''^ Although at 
the time children start school they have no conception of an all-embracing 
class structure, they are nonetheless aware of social differences. This 
awareness stems from the dramatic contrast between wealth and poverty, 
and it Is one which children perceive in fairy tales and Bible stories. 
These highlight the distinction between rich and poor. But this is not 
sufficient to explain the large affirmative response from the two groups 
in this study; for, by adolescence, there Is an awareness of a gradation 
of occupations, which by determining whether people have more money or 
less money, produces social and economic differences. It is this 
realization that leads to the development of a class scheme, one which 
is firmly imbedded in the students' conception of an occupational scale. 
The overwhelming 'yes' response from both groups is therefore not 
surpris ing. 
Yet, an even greater percentage from the Experimental Group than 
from the Control Group responded In this manner, and with the acceptance 
of the Alternative Hypothesis H^, this is a result of exposure to the 
course. With the small percentage who deny the existence of social 
classes being approximately the same,^2 the difference between the two 
groups is due to the drift of Experimental Group respondents away from 
the 'not certain/no reply' category. Only 2.9 per cent of this group, 
compared with 10.4 per cent of the Control Group were either not certain. 
71 
72 
R.W. Connell, "Class Consciousness in Childhood", The Australian 
and New Zealand Journal of Sociology, Vol. 6, No. 2, October, 1970, 
pp. 87-99. 
Cox also found that, amongst her respondents, only a small number 
(13 per cent) did not believe there were social classes in Australia. 
Cox, op. cit., p. 74. 
But see below, footnote 91, p. IO6, for further comments on her 
findings. 
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or did not reply. 
The reason for this can probably be explained by the nature of the 
Planning Question. It really Implies that both the quantity and the 
quality of the rewards and status do in fact differ. In effect, the 
question is a loaded one, and because the factor producing this unequal 
distribution is a person's occupation which adolescents already regard 
as a major determinant of class, students in discussing this question 
were, overall, presented with information which more than likely did not 
conflict with views already held. The result, apparently for some 
students, was to turn doubt into certainty. 
Whether teachers, in pursuing the question of class, encouraged 
students to consider their own class position is not known. The Progress 
Report on Study of Society does show, however, that students are of the 
opinion that a number of the units hold an intrinsic interest for them.'^ 
One of these could well have been The Consumer Society and the Individual. 
If this is so, many of the students might have moved beyond an objective 
appraisal of the results of the class system, in terms of reward and 
status, and thought about their own socio-economic position within the 
system. This potential facet of the course was explored more closely by 
asking those students who had acknowledged the presence of social classes 
in Australia to place both their parents and themselves in a social 
class. Accordingly, the respondents were first asked, 'Which social 
class do you think your parents belong to?'"* 
'^  Progress Report on Study of Society, p. 1. 
** Question 14, Appendix A. 
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Table 4:20. Parents' Social Class. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages) . 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Upper 4.3 ( 10) 3.8 ( 8) 
Middle 80.2 (187) 70.0 (147) 
Working 15.5 ( 36) 26.2 ( 55) 
Total 100.0 (233) 100.0 (210)'^ 
Nominal coding was adopted and the use of Missing Values allowed for 
the exclusion of those who had not accepted that there are social classes 
in Australia, and also the small percentage of students who, although 
previously acknowledging the existence of social classes, now declined 
to answer. 
A few of the respondents chose to put their parents in the upper 
class, but by far the greatest percentage from each group located their 
parents in the middle class. 26.2 per cent of the Experimental Group and 
15.5 per cent of the Control Group said they belonged to the working 
class. The Alternative Hypothesis Hi can be accepted, and there is a 
difference between the two groups. 
At first glance the explanation for this apparently baffling result 
seems to lie in the Progress Report on Study of Society on this subject. 
In his discussion of the degree of interest of students and teachers in 
the course the advisory teacher has found that '... in general students 
are very favourably inclined towards Study of Society* .''^ One of the 
'^ p < .05 
76 Progress Report on Study of Society, p . 1 
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reasons for this is 'scope for greater overall class involvement and 
feeling of achievement because: 1) the cleavage between 'success' and 
'failure' is not so clearly delineated, and 2) most members of the class 
feel that they can contribute in some way.'" In this sense the course 
has a kind of levelling effect. 
Furthermore, it might be said that many of the issues discussed by 
the students are those supported by what might be termed the 'thinking', 
or perhaps more skeptically, the 'trendy' middle class.'° This is not 
to say that the students take this type of middle class stand on the 
issues,'* but it 1s to suggest that in some vaguely esoteric way the 
discussions are conducted in a kind of middle class, respectable 
atmosphere. It might therefore be conjectured that the overall result 
is to produce amongst the Social Science students a greater middle class 
outlook than prevails amongst the non-Social Science students. 
If this were so, however, one would legitimately have expected the 
course to have exerted precisely the same influence on the students' 
perceptions of their own class as it appears to have done on that of 
their parents. Yet the results of the question asking the students to 




The Australia Party regarded by some as the party of the thinking 
middle class, in its Resources and Conservation policy presses for 
"the setting of limits on the utlization of natural resources...'. 
Its Roads and Road Safety Platform includes the banning of private 
motor vehicles from the central areas of major cities and the 
introduction of free public transport from suburban terminals. It 
advocates also the abolition of all forms of censorship (except 
material prepared for minors) and equal rights for women. Australia 
Party - Principles and Policies, n.d. 
As stated, the issues of conservation, freeway construction, 
censorship and the role of women were discussed in the course. 
'* For full discussion of the attitudes of the Social Science students 
towards these social issues, see below. Chapter Six. 
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different response pattern. 
Table 4:21. Student's Social Class. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Upper 2.6 ( 6 ) 1.9 ( 4) 
Middle 80.2 (187) 72.9 (153) 
Working 17.2 ( 40) 25.2 ( 53) 
Total 100.0 (233) 100.0 (210) 
Here the Null Hypothesis cannot be rejected although, of those 
surveyed, the middle class placing by the Experimental Group respondents 
is again more marked than that of the Control Group. In addition, this 
trend towards a middle class positioning by the Social Science students 
is apparent at the .10 level of significance. Exactly the same percentage 
of Experimental Group respondents put both themselves and their parents 
in the middle class. Indeed, failure to obtain a statistically significant 
result by comparison with the responses in Table 4:20, is due only to a 
small drift into the middle class by a very few Control Group respondents, 
and to a relocation into the working class by an equally small percentage 
of Experimental Group respondents who put their parents in the upper class. 
Because of this lack of consistency some doubt must be cast on the 
validity of this small percentage of responses. For those few respondents 
In the Experimental Group who have alternated between the upper class and 
the working class in the selection of their own class and their parents' 
class it is fairly clear that they are not really able to Identify 
correctly their appropriate classes. There is really no justifiable socio-
economic reason why this kind of fluctuation should take place. They 
80 Question 15, Appendix A. 
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simply do not know where they or their parents should be placed. 
This explicit defection of a few respondents may also mean that some 
of the other respondents who have placed both themselves and their 
parents In the middle class may have little idea of the reality of social 
class. A consistent response may not necessarily mean that it is an 
accurate one. Furthermore, there is some evidence to suggest that this 
may be the case. 
The students were asked 'What is your father's occupation?'°^ The 
types of occupations named produced nine categories which were coded 
nominally. Occupations like labourer, railway worker, storeman were 
placed in the 'unskilled-semi-skilled' category. Trades were coded as 
'skilled', and occupations such as foreman and supervisor were also put 
into this category. The 'white collar' category included clerks, public 
servants and also technical workers, salesmen, policemen and managers.^^ 
Self-employed workers were coded as 'small businessmen', whilst 
accountants, senior clerks, senior public servants were categorized as 
'business executives'. Lawyers, officers in the armed forces, doctors, 
teachers, engineers®^ were coded as 'professional'. A 'farmer/grazier' 
category was also adopted, and provision, too, was made for those who 
did not answer, and for replies like 'pensioner' and 'father deceased'. 
In the case of the latter where the mother was working, her job, when 




Question 19, Appendix A. 
It was difficult to tell what the precise function of these 
'managers' was. Because the name appeared quite frequently, it was 
judged that in the main, the 'managers' were probably white collar 
workers In charge, possibly, of a small office. They were therefore 
placed In the same category as clerks and public servants. 
A similar difficulty can arise with the classification of 'engineer' 
which to some people is anyone involved with machinery. Because 
the term was sparingly used, it was decided that these 'engineers' 
were really professional people. 
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The most common distinction in this occupational scale is that 
between white collar (non-manual) and blue collar (manual) workers. 
Further, because it is the only estimate of prestige and wealth aval lable,®** 
albeit a crude one, then the unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled workers 
belong to the working class, the others range across the middle with some 
members of the professional class, perhaps placed in the upper class. 
After recoding by which the 'unskilled' and 'semi-skilled' and 
'skilled' occupations were placed in a single category, while a further 
single category was reserved for 'business executive' and 'professional', 
and Missing Values were used to eliminate the 'deceased' and 'no answer' 
categories, a Cross Tabulation Analysis of Parents' Social Class by 
Father's Occupation was performed. 
Table 4:22. Cross Tabulation of Parents' Class 
by Fa the r ' s Occupat ion. 
Experimental Group (Percentages) . 
Blue 

























































'^* R.W. Connell, "Class Structure and Personal Socialisation" in Hunt, 
op. cit., p. 43. 
85 
P < -.05 
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It can be seen that regardless of the father's occupation the trend 
amongst the respondents of the Experimental Group is to locate their 
parents in the middle class. For non-manual occupations this probably 
is to be expected. Thus, 87.5 per cent of those whose fathers were 
farmers or graziers placed their parents in the middle class,^^ as did 
86.5 per cent of those whose fathers were In white collar occupations, 
and 88.2 per cent and 83.3 per cent whose fathers were small businessmen 
or business executives/professionals respectively. Significantly, 
however, a high 64.5 per cent of those respondents whose fathers were in 
unskilled, semi-skilled or skilled manual jobs put their parents into 
the middle class. A minority of 33.9 per cent placed them in the working 
class. There is,too,a systematic relationship between parent's social 
class and father's occupation. 
Similar findings resulted from a Cross Tabulation Analysis of 
Student's Social Class by Father's Occupation. 
^^  A prestige hierarchy constructed in 1965 placed graziers, sheep and 
wheat farmers in the same occupational group as professional men. 
S. Encel, "Class and Status", in A.F. Davies and S. Encel, 






Table 4:23. Cross Tabulation of Student's Class 
by Father's Occupation. 

























































Most of the respondents have put themselves in the middle class. 
For those whose fathers have white collar jobs, the percentages are of 
course extremely high. In addition, 75-0 per cent of the respondents 
whose fathers were farmers or graziers said they were middle class, and 
once more a sizeable majority of 69.4 per cent whose fathers were in blue 
collar jobs claimed to be middle class. 88 
Of real Interest is Connell's contention that children and 
adolescents are not really able to class themselves.^^ Arguably this 
would apply also to the classing of their parents. This of course 
conflicts with Davies' findings. From a 1962 survey amongst Melbourne 
87 
88 
P < .05 
See also Davies, op. cit., p. 27- He too found that there was a 
trend amongst working-class children to claim middle class, rather 
than to remain loyal to their own class. 
89 Conne l l , "Class Consciousness in C h i l d h o o d " , pp. 87-99. 
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school children aged about thirteen he found that 95 per cent could say 
which class they belonged to.^" Connell, however, maintains that many 
adolescents select 'can't tell' and 'none' options when they are included 
In surveys of social class.^^ When, however, as in this present study, 
and Indeed in Davies', they are provided with a list of class names and 
not given an opportunity to opt out, they usually select the middle 
class. 'Very few of them have a firm consciousness of their own class 
position. The constant 'middle' self-classing among the older children 
and adolescents — Is much less a claim to membership of a middle class 
than it is a denial of being either rich or poor.'^^ This may be due to 
the fact that they have not yet entered the work force.^^ 
Now, an objective appraisal of social class position based on 
occupation would suggest that more of the present Experimental Group 
respondents should have placed both themselves and their parents In the 
working class. If this is so, then Connell's conclusions may explain why 
many with working class backgrounds have rejected a working class position 
and selected the middle class. If, when given the chance, many students 
disclaim class membership, but if, when required to identify one, they 
choose the middle class, then it may well be that the course has not 





A.F. Davies, "The Child's Discovery of Social Class", The Australian 
and New Zealand Journal of Sociology, Vol. 1, No. 1, April, 1965, 
pp. 21-37. 
Only 40 per cent of the students in Cox's survey felt that there 
were social classes in Australia, but 48 per cent did not know. 
Cox, op. cit., p. 74. 
Presumably then, this latter group of students would find it difficult 
to class themselves. 
Connell, "Class Consciousness in Childhood", pp. 87-99. 
From a synoptic version of Connell's "Class Consciousness in Child-
hood", Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociology, Vol. 6, 
No. 2, October, 1970, p. 85. 
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percentage of Social Science students than non-Social Science students 
may have named the middle class for their parents, but they may not 
necessarily know this to be the case. It is possible that they, also, 
have little conception of class position. 
POLITICAL PARTY CHOICE 
The respondents were given the names of the current political 
parties, and were asked which one they would vote for when they reached 
the voting age of eighteen years.^'* A 'not certain' option was provided 
and the distribution of responses was as follows: 
Table 4:24. Student's Party Choice. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Party Choice Experimental Group Control Group 
DLP 
Liberal Party 













































Question 18, Appendix A. 
One missing case. 
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The potential vote for the Liberal and National parties is 
substantial, with 49.8 per cent of the Experimental Group and a little 
more than half of the Control Group expressing their support. The ALP 
vote is extremely low with fewer than 20 per cent of the respondents 
Indicating their future support for the party. The 'not certain' 
response rate for the two groups is quite high. Davies in his 1962 
survey of Melbourne school children found that one-third were undecided 
in the choice of parties.^^ This difficulty in making a choice seems to 
continue through to adolescence.^' 
It might have been that in discussing some of the issues in the 
course that the question of the policies of the political parties 
towards those issues was also examined. Whether this was done is 
uncertain, but even if it were, it has not had any overall effect on the 
Experimental Group's choice of political parties. Even after recoding 
which was done by grouping the small DLP vote, the Australia Party vote, 
and the 'no answer' percentage into the 'other' category, the Null 
Hypothesis can still not be rejected and there is no difference between 
the two groups in their party choices. The reason lies beyond the 
influence of the school, and initially, it appears, is to be found in 
the state of the ALP In Queensland. 
Electoral support for Labor in Queensland over the last twenty years 
has been generally at a low ebb. At the state level it has been in 




Davies, "The Child's Discovery of Social Class", pp. 21-37. 
Cox in her survey which included Grade IX and XI students found 
that 21 per cent of her respondents had no Idea of their voting 
intention. Cox, op. cit., p. 137. 
The swing to the National/Liberal Party Government was 16.5 per 
cent, the biggest swing in Australia's political history. 
The Australian, 6th August, 1977. 
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in an eighty-two member l e g i s l a t u r e i t could muster only eleven members. 
After reaching a high-water mark in the Federal sphere in 1961,^^ i t f e l l 
away and up un t i l the 1972 e l e c t i o n s i t held only seven of the e ighteen 
s e a t s in the s t a t e . This was reduced to s ix in the 1974 e l e c t i o n . With 
Tasmania, Queensland led the way in the Labor debacle of 1975,^°° when 
only the sea t of Oxley was re ta ined for Labor. 
The r e s u l t s in t h i s stunning defeat are re f lec ted in the par ty 
choices of the respondents ' paren ts .^"^ When asked for t h e i r f a t h e r ' s 
par ty choice 53-9 per cent of the Experimental Group named e i t h e r the 
Liberal or National Par ty , 28.7 per cent nominated the ALP- Similar 
responses were made to the question asking for t h e i r mother 's party 
choice. The coa l i t i on p a r t i e s received 58.6 per cent of the vo te , and 
the ALP 23.4 per cent . 
Of importance for t h i s present ana lys is is the s i m i l a r i t y in the 
party choice of the Experimental Group respondents and tha t of t h e i r 
pa ren t s . There i s , too, a strong assoc ia t ion which is confirmed by 
Cross Tabulation Analyses of S tuden t ' s Party Choice and Fa the r ' s Party 
Choice and S tuden t ' s Party Choice and Mother's Party Choice. 
^^ For example, Mr Kill en j u s t re ta ined Moreton. I t is Joan Rydon's 
contention tha t if the ALP cand ida te ' s name had been ahead of 
Mr K i l i e n ' s on the b a l l o t paper, Mr Kil len would have been 
defeated. See J . Rydon, "Mr K i l i e n ' s Preferences - 1961", 
Politics, Vol. VI, No. 2 , November, 1971, pp. 222-223. 
Mr Hayden f i r s t entered Federal Parliament by defeat ing the then 
Liberal Minister for Health, Dr Cameron, in the sea t of Oxley. 
^°° An ant i -Labor swing of 3.2 per cent f i r s t came in 1974, and was 
followed by a 5.3 per cent swing in 1975. Paul Kelly, The Unmaking 
of Gough, Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1976, p . 316. 
101 For the party choice of the respondents' parents, see Appendix B. 
no. 
Table 4:25. Cross Tabulation of Student's Party Choice 
by Father's Party Choice. 













































































Table 4:26. Cross Tabulation of Student's Party Choice 
by Mother's Party Choice. 















































































One missing case, 
p < .05 
10t» 
105 
One missing case. 
P < .05 
I l l 
In the two tables there is a direct systematic relationship between 
Student's Party Choice and Father's Party Choice, and Student's Party 
Choice and Mother's Party Choice, and clearly the trend,overal 1, is for 
students, in nominating a party, to choose the one which they believe 
their parents vote for. 
80.6 per cent of those who said they would vote Liberal also said 
their father voted Liberal, and 88.3 per cent said their mother also 
voted for this party, 60.0 per cent of future National Party voters 
followed their father's party choice, and 62.9 per cent that of their 
mother. 83.7 per cent of potential Labor Party voters would support the 
same party as they believed their father did, and 79.6 per cent had the 
same party choice as that of their mother. 
This, of course, is not to say that the basis of the respondents' 
party preference is the result of identification^"^ with their parents. 
Rather, the explanation for parent-child correspondence in party 
preference is to be found in family loyalty and in the fact that 
information and discussion on political parties in the home are one-sided. 
The typical nuclear family is a political monopoly of one party.'^"' 
There is some evidence in this study which tends to support these 
conclusions. 
First, the reason why a majority of the respondents regarded their 
106 
107 
The tendency for the adolescent to accept his/her parents' party 
choice is not due to the taking on of the total pattern of the 
parental model. Indeed Connell would argue that the party 
preference of the adolescent is a tentative one which may change 
once he/she leaves the family nest. As such, a commitment to a 
party is not acquired with an emotional intensity which reflects 
the power of parental influence. Connell, The Child's Construction 
of Politics, pp. 78-79. 
ibid., pp. 81-82. 
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parents as the major s o c i a l i z i n g i n f l u e n c e ^ " " may be due t o a wish t o 
express s o l i d a r i t y w i t h the f a m i l y . Second, those respondents who had 
i n d i c a t e d t ha t they t a l k about p o l i t i c s were a lso asked w i t h whom in 
f a c t i t was most d i s c u s s e d . ^ " ^ They responded as f o l l o w s : 
Table 4:27- Discuss ion o f P o l i t i c s . 
Exper imenta l and Cont ro l Groups (Percentages) . 
P o l i t i c s Discussed Exper imental Group Contro l Group 
With f a t h e r 8.8 ( 23) 10.9 ( 28) 
Wi th mother 7.3 ( 19) 8.9 ( 23) 
With both parents 39.7 (104) 32.3 ( 83) 
With f r i e n d s 44.2 ( I I 6 ) 47.9 (123) 
Tota l 100.0 (262) 100,0 (257) 
There is no d i f f e r e n c e between the two groups. As is probably t o 
be expec ted , both Soc ia l Science and non-Soc ia l Science s t u d e n t s , when 
they d iscuss p o l i t i c s , do so w i t h the same k inds of peop le . 
I t needs t o be r e c a l l e d t h a t , i n g e n e r a l , most o f the s tudents are 
not g r e a t l y i n t e r e s t e d in p o l i t i c s . ^ ^ " I t should a l so be po in ted out 
t ha t 44.2 per cent o f the Exper imenta l Group c l a im t h a t t h e i r d i scuss ion 
about p o l i t i c s was mostly w i t h f r i e n d s . However, t h i s cou ld a l so mean 
t ha t some was w i t h pa ren t s . Moreover, a m a j o r i t y o f Exper imental Group 
respondents, 55 .8 per c e n t , does in f a c t d iscuss p o l i t i c s most ly w i t h a 
parent o r p a r e n t s , and i t would apoear then t h a t the bu lk o f the 
1 0 6 See above, p. 84. 
^°' Question 23, Appendix A. 
^^ " See above, pp. 76-77. 
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information which may assist in the determining of party choice comes 
from the home. 
Finally, it should also be remembered that the questionnaire was 
administered only a short time after the ALP's shattering defeat. This 
low level of support is therefore not surprising.^^^ Furthermore, the 
fact that the responses from the three sets of data show an even more 
abysmal result for Labor than at the Federal election, may be due to a 
kind of bandwaggon influence. By February, 1976 there may have been a 
desire to Identify with the winning political parties and not to be 
associated with the loser. Yet even at this low mark it has been shown 
that the student and parent vote for each of the three major parties is 
close. Student party choice, it appears, is due to parental influence 
and not to forces inside the school. 
FACTUAL POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE 
The political section of the survey was completed by examining 
whether the course had contributed to an increase in political knowledge. 
The respondents were presented with eleven factual political questions.^^^ 
From a range of alternatives they were asked to select the criterion 
necessary for a political party to be able to form a Cabinet. From a 
number of names of institutions they were asked which one was the 
Government of Australia. A number of questions considered the stages 
^^^ The National Party usually receives a little more than 20 per cent 
of the vote in Queensland State elections. Given that it has not 
as yet succeeded in penetrating the metropolitan area, its low vote 
in this study is probably due to the fact that only two rural 
schools were included in the sample. 
112 Questions 1 to 11, Appendix A. 
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through which proposed legislation passes, and hence the institutions 
which play a part in the decision-making process. The students therefore 
were asked who has the task of introducing a Bill into Parliament, the 
kind of procedures which have to be followed for a Bill to make its 
passage through Parliament, and who has to sign a Bill before it becomes 
law. By way of introduction to this examination of the legislative-
executive functions of Government the respondents were also asked how a 
political party obtains a majority in Parliament. 
In addition, a number of questions was asked to find out the 
students' knowledge of the current political scene: the party which at 
present has a majority in the House of Representatives, the party which 
at present Is in opposition, the name of the Australian Prime Minister 
and the party he belongs to. One question also asked the students to 
identify the position which the Prime Minister holds in his own political 
party. 
It was felt that the forced multiple-choice question was a most 
reliable method of testing the extent of factual political knowledge; 
for the ability to recognize is a reliable indication of the ability to 
recall. 'While multiple-choice tests do not require students to recall 
and supply correct responses, they do identify the students who could 
do so.'^^^ The results of the political knowledge 'test' are contained 
in Table 4:28. 
^^^ Piper, op. cit., p. 115. 
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Table 4:28. Political Knowledge of Students. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Question Experimental Group Control Group 
How does a political party 
get a majority in Parliament? 
a) It is the one most 0.0 0.0 
favoured by the Queen. 
b) More of its members turn 0.0 0.0 
up when Parliament meets. 
c) A majority of people have 98.2 98.8 
usually voted for it at 
the last election. 
d) Not certain. 1.8 1.2 
Which political party at present 
has a majority in the Federal 
House of Representatives? 
a) National Country Party. 
b) Liberal Party. 
c) Australian Labor Party. 
d) Not certain. 
Total 
3. From the following list tick 
the political party which at 
present is in opposition in 
the Federal House of 
Representatives. 
a) Austra l ian Labor Party. 
b) National Country Party. 
c) Liberal Party. 
d) Not ce r ta in . 
Total 






















Question Experimental Group Control Group 
The Cabinet is the group of 
Ministers 
a) selected from the party 44.7 43.6 
with the majority in the 
House of Representatives. 
b) selected from both the 25.5 24.9 
party with the majority 
and the opposition 
party in the House of 
Representatives. 
c) selected from the party 9.7 9.4 
which has a majority 
only in the Senate. 
d) Not certain. 20.1 22.1 
Which of the following is 
actually the Government of 
A Bill Is a document which 
later becomes a law. Who 
usually introduces a Bill 
into Parliament for 
discussion? 




c) High Court of Australia. 
















The Prime Minister. 















Question Experimental Group Control Group 
7. In order for a Bill to 
become law it must 
a) be passed by the House of 3.9 4.5 
Representatives alone. 
b) be passed by the Senate 8.8 10.0 
alone. 
c) be passed by both the House 79.6 77.7 
of Representatives and the 
Senate. 
d) Not certain. 7.7 7.8 
9. From which political party does 
the present Prime Minister come? 
a) Liberal Party. 
b) Austra l ian Labor Party. 
c) National Country Party. 
d) Not ce r ta in . 
Total 
Total 100.0 100.0 
8. Who has to sign a Bill before 
it finally becomes a law? 
a) The Chief Justice of the 12.2 11.5 




The Prime Min is ter . 
The Gove rnor- Gene ra 1. 





















Question Experimental Group Control Group 
10. Which position in his 
parliamentary party does 
the Prime Minister hold? 
a) Secretary. 
b) Leader. 
c) Ordinary Cabinet Minister. 
d) Not certain. 
Total 
11. Who is the Australian Prime 
Minister? 
a) Mr B je l ke -Pe te r sen . 
b) Mr Whi t lam. 
c) Mr Anthony. 
d) Mr Eraser . 
e) Not c e r t a i n . 























There was virtually no confusion over the correct response to be 
made in Question 1. Indeed, children from the age of seven are familiar 
with the idea of the vote as decision-maker.^^'* There was, too, little 
doubt, as the results of Questions 2 and 3 show, in the minds of the 
students of both groups as to which party at present has a majority in 
the House of Representatives and consequently as to which party is in 
Opposition, although a few respondents, by naming both the Liberal Party 
and the National Party, were obviously not aware that since the election 
of December, 1975, the Liberal Party has held an absolute majority in 
-^^'* Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p. 55. 
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the House of Representatives. In terms of strict detail, this dual 
response revealed a gap in their political knowledge, but arguably. In 
historical terms, it pointed to a fairly substantial awareness of the 
state of the non-Labor parties. Despite this absolute majority of the 
Liberals, the coalition did not cease after the elections. 
A majority of the respondents in both groups apparently know that 
the selection of the Cabinet is dependent upon a party's having a 
majority. However, this majority included approximately 10 per cent from 
each group who felt that the Cabinet Is chosen from the majority party 
in the Senate. Only a minority of students, 44.7 per cent from the 
Experimental Group and 43.7 per cent from the Control Group, knew that 
the Cabinet is selected from the party with a majority in the House of 
Representatives. Very few students were able to say which institution 
is actually the government.^^^ 
The responses to the three questions considering the introduction 
of a Bill into parliament, its passage through the legislature to the 
stage where it is enacted Into law, revealed a quite reasonable knowledge 
of the machinery of legislation. Almost half of the respondents from 
the two groups knew that a Cabinet Minister usually introduces a Bill 
into Parliament, and if the Prime Minister, who was named by almost 10 
per cent from each group, holds a portfolio, then he would, on the 
appropriate occasion, also have this responsibility. 
Possibly because the students were conversant with the obstructionist 
role of the Senate in the events leading up to November the 11th, 1975, 
a high 79.6 per cent of the Experimental Group and 77.7 per cent from 
^^^ For a full analysis of the responses to this question, see above, 
p. 63. 
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the Control Group knew that a Bill has to pass through both Houses.^^^ 
A similar reason can well be advanced to explain the substantial response, 
approximately two-thirds from each group, naming the Governor-General as 
the person who gives the Royal Assent. Again, students were undoubtedly 
aware of the role of the Governor-General in the events surrounding the 
1975 constitutional crisis.^^' 
The respondents had little difficulty in identifying that Mr Eraser 
is Prime Minister and leads the Parliamentary Liberal Party. Even from 
the age of ten children become aware of the relationship between parties 
and party leaders and begin to speak of the 'leader' or 'head' of the 
party.^^° Further, given that the Prime Minister has both power and 
prestige and is reported extensively in the media, the ability to 
recognize both the incumbent and his position is probably easy. 
The distribution of the respondents' score was then obtained. 
^^^ See above, pp. 61-62, for the views of some students on the role of 
the Senate in the decision-making process. 
^^' The views of some students on the role of the Governor-General in 
the decision-making process are discussed above, pp. 61-62. 
^^ ° Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p. 41. 
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Table 4:29. Distribution of Respondents' Scores for 
Factual Political Knowledge. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 








































0.0 ( 0) 
0.0 ( 0) 
0.0 ( 0) 
1.5 ( 4) 
0.4 ( 1) 








The Null Hypothesis cannot be rejected. Neither Experimental nor 
Control Group has emerged as being demonstrably more knowledgeable than 
the other. This was confirmed by the construction of a Factual Political 
Knowledge Scale. The results were recoded by grouping those with scores 
from zero to 5 In the 'Low Knowledge' category, those from 6 to 8 in the 
'Mid Knowledge' category, and those from 9 to 11 in the category of 
'High Knowledge'. 
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Table 4:30. Factual Political Knowledge Scale. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages), 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Low Knowledge (0-5) 3.2 ( 9) 4,1 ( 11) 
Mid Knowledge (6-8) 48.6 (135) 48.1 (130) 
High Knowledge (9-11) 48.2 (134) 47.8 (129) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100,0 (270) 
The proportion of respondents from both groups in each category 
was similar. Only a small percentage from each group with somewhat 
sketchy political knowledge failed the 'test'. 48.6 per cent of the 
Experimental Group and 48.1 per cent of the Control Group were in the 
medium range, while 48.2 per cent of the former, and 47.8 per cent of 
the latter scored in the upper regions of the scale. The result, 
generally, is an impressive one. It would seem that accurate political 
knowledge is not lacking among Grade XI high school students as a whole. 
Given this general and widespread knowledge Study of Society cannot be 
held to have increased the incidence of factual political knowledge. 
This analysis of political issues has revealed that there is now, 
amongst Study of Society students, a greater awareness of pressure 
groups and their function, and a greater acceptance of the existence of 
social classes in Australia,^^^ In the other areas examined, however, 
at the 0.5 level of significance, it is possible to substantiate 
attitudinal changes only amongst those who participated in the survey. 
On balance, then, it would seem that the political attitudes of those 
^^* See above, pp. 106-107, for the discussion of the implications 
arising from the students' classing of their parents. 
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who d i d the course are no d i f f e r e n t from those who had not done i t . 
The e x t e n t t o which the r a c i a l a t t i t u d e s o f Study of Society s tudents 
may d i f f e r from t h e i r non-Soc ia l Science coun te rpa r t s is d iscussed in 
the nex t chap te r . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
RACE RELATIONS : THE IMPACT OF STUDY OF SOCIETY 
In examining attitudes towards peoples of other races and/or cultures 
a confusion sometimes arises in the use of terminology. Some writers 
claim that there is a distinction between racism and racialism, that "... 
the ideology of racial inferiority is appropriately called racism, while 
the term racialism should be reserved for the practice of discrimination 
and repression against particular racial groups.'^ In this sense. South 
Africa Is both racist and racialist, whilst Australia, because of its 
treatment of Aborigines which is not based on racist ideology, practises 
racialism. On the other hand, Colin Tatz writes only of racism which has 
two forms, non-active and overt racism.^ 
Ethnocentrism has been defined as '... the attitude which attributes 
superior qualities to one's own culture group and is, to a large extent, 
a natural reaction of people who are committed to the values of their 
own culture.'^ It is concerned with the identification with the In-
group and hostility towards the Out-group.** It has, however, been 
argued that ethnocentrism is not necessarily racism, that racism has a 
preoccupation with organic, genetically transmitted differences between 
human groups, for example, colour of skin. '... Many, indeed most, 
^ Encel, In Stevens, Vol. 1, op. cit., p. 31-
^ C. Tatz, Four Kinds of Dominion, written version of an Inaugural 
Public Lecture delivered at Armidale, New South Wales, on the 
17th July, 1972, p. 5. 
^ Lippmann, The Aim is Understanding, p. 16. 
** A. Hughes, Psychology and the Political Experience, London, Cambridge 
University Press, 1975, p. 58. 
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societies have exhibited ethnocentrism without racism.'^ By contrast 
M.C. Frame states that the idea of the superiority of a particular race 
is termed ethnocentrism, and manifests itself in places like the Deep 
South of the United States.^ 
There are two terms, however, which do embrace attitudes towards 
people both of different races and of the same race, but of different 
cultures, namely, prejudice and discrimination. 'Prejudice is thinking 
ill of others without sufficient warrant.'' 'Discrimination is the 
denial of equality of treatment.'® Furthermore, as a compromise, Lorna 
Lippmann implies that the terms racism and racialism are used interchange-
ably, and states that 'In practice, [they] have been broadened to include 
not only racial but ethnic ... groups.'^ 
Now,the questions in this study, in probing students' attitudes 
towards people of other races and/or cultures. Included one which sought 
their opinion on peoples of a traditional or non-western type society, 
one which asked them whether Papua New Guinea, a society in transition, 
should have been granted independence in 1975, a battery of three 
questions to assess their attitudes towards Aborigines, one question to 
obtain their views on Asian migration to Australia, and, finally, one 
seeking their opinion on whether European migrants should be required to 
adopt 'the Australian way of life'. 
^ P.L. Van den Berghe, Race and Racism, New York, John Wiley and Sons, 
1967, p. 12. 
^ M.C. Frame, in Stevens, Vol. 1, op. cit., p. 29. 
Tatz, op. ci t., p. 2. 
® Lippmann, The Aim is Understanding, p . 15. 
^ i b i d . , p. 17. 
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Since they were designed to ascertain how the respondents felt 
towards Europeans and non-Europeans, and how they would act towards non-
Europeans^" they were exploring the extent of prejudice and discrimination. 
Simultaneously, in Lippmann's terms, they were also surveying the extent 
of student racism or racialism. The questions, therefore, were examining 
the degree of student racialism or racial prejudice and discrimination 
and, of course, the influence of Study of Society in changing these 
attitudes if they existed. 
Similar objectives were in mind with the Investigation Into the 
Impact of the unit Socialization in Our Society on student attitudes. 
The Social Science students had studied this unit in Grade IX, and had 
consequently enquired into some of the attitudes that supposedly make up 
the Australian character. Thus, an opportunity was provided to determine 
not only whether the course had had an effect on the respondents' racial 
attitudes, but also whether it had contributed to altering their 
perceptions of the possibly prejudiced outlooks of most Australians. In 
this way, it could be seen whether students of Study of Society, as they 
interpreted the Australian character, saw themselves as part of, or 
divorced from, what they took to be the mainstream of Australian thinking 
on the question of attitudes to other peoples. 
For each of the questions, a system of ordinal coding was adopted. 
The response corresponding to the lowest degree of prejudice, or 
conversely, the highest degree of acceptance of other peoples, was coded 
as zero, with those responses indicating a more intolerant attitude 
being given a progressively higher score. For questions with an odd 
"^ In one question the respondents were asked if they would mind having 
an Aboriginal family as a next door neighbour. This question, in 
effect, asked the respondents if they would discriminate against 
Aborigines. 
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number of options a 'not certain/no reply' response was coded with the 
middle number. 
Approximately 50 per cent of the Experimental Group in their study 
of A Traditional Small Scale Society had looked at a traditional 
Aboriginal society, about 25 per cent had studied a tribal society in 
Papua New Guinea, whilst the remainder had examined the Bushmen of the 
Kalahari. In the question which asked all respondents for their opinions 
of traditional people,^^ three alternatives were provided. The results 
were as follows: 
Table 5:1. Attitude towards people of a Traditional Society. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
As good as we are 73.7 (205) 81.5 (220) 
Not as good as we are 5.8 ( 16) 4.4 ( 12) 
Not certain/No reply 20.5 ( 57) 14.1 ( 38) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
A very substantial percentage in both groups claimed that they 
regarded people of traditional societies as their equals. Only a small 
minority stated that 'they are not as good as we are', and a not 
insignificant percentage from the two groups, 20.5 per cent of the 
Experimental Group, and 14.1 per cent of the Control Group, were either 
not certain or did not reply. 
Recoding was not carried out and the Null Hypothesis cannot be 
11 Question 24, Appendix A. 
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rejected. There is no difference in the attitudes of the two groups. A 
three year course in Study of Society has not led to a greater belief 
among Social Science students in the equality of non-Western traditional 
people. 
Why this is so need not include a discussion of the role of the 
Parsonian Model. As indicated elsewhere,^^ few teachers structured the 
units of Study of Society within the Parsonian framework. Most teachers 
did, however, incorporate Role Playing or Sociodrama into programmes 
which are geared towards developing a tolerance and an empathy for people 
of other races and cultures. Now, it is possible that some of the Social 
Science students may have been influenced either positively or negatively 
by the course. This kind of information as to the possible effect of the 
course on each individual Study of Society student is not readily 
available from the data,'^ ^ but, certainly in overall terms, the employment 
of teaching techniques like Role Playing has not resulted in any greater 
empathy for traditional peoples. 
Indeed, amongst those actually surveyed. It would seem that the use 
of this kind of teaching method has provided a learning experience 
different from that which was undoubtedly intended. The reason why a 
smaller percentage of Social Science students than non-Social Science 
students rejects traditional peoples as their equals appears to be due to 
the higher 'not certain/no reply' response. The difference is quite 
marked. A study of the unit on a Traditional Society has perhaps caused 
doubt amongst some Study of Society students as to whether traditional 
peoples are their equals. This might well be due to the influence of 
^ See above, p. 86. 
^^  But see below for a discussion of the responses to Questions 45 and 
46, pp. 153-154. 
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Role Playing which, in this instance, would have involved acting out an 
aspect of life in a traditional society.^ ** 
The second question asked the respondents whether, after many years 
of Australian control, the decision to grant independence to Papua New 
Guinea was a sound one.^^ 
Table 5:2. View of a Transitional Society (Papua New Guinea). 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Coloured people are quite 52.9 (147) 57-0 (154) 
capable of governing themselves 
Coloured people are not capable 4.7 ( 13) 7.0 ( 19) 
of governing themselves 
Papua New Guinea is still a 27.7 ( 77) 20.4 ( 55) 
traditional society and is there-
fore not capable of governing itself 
Not certain/No reply 14.7 ( 41) 15.6 ( 42) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
The most favourable response, namely, that 'the coloured people of 
Papua New Guinea are quite capable of looking after their own affairs' 
was coded as zero. A 'not certain/no reply' response was coded as 1. 
The responses to the two options considered to be the least favourable 
Ht 
15 
A photo of Role Playing in the classroom appears in the Queensland 
Teachers'Journal, Vol. 77, No. 4, May, 1972, p. 145. It depicts 
a teacher and students from a Brisbane high school interviewing 
the 'witch doctor' to discover the reasons for certain religious 
beliefs and practices in traditional Papua New Guinean village 
life. Since only the one student gets into the shoes of the 'witch 
doctor' the end result, arguably, is not to develop empathy amongst 
the other students, but rather to reinforce attitudes that these 
traditional people are different and, therefore, to create some 
uncertainty as to whether they are equal. 
Question 25, Appendix A. 
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towards the people of Papua New Guinea were coded with progressively 
higher scores. Thus, the statement that 'coloured people simply aren't 
capable of looking after their own affairs' was considered to be more 
racialist than that which suggested that 'Papua New Guinea is still a 
traditional type society and therefore cannot be left to look after its 
own affairs'. It was coded therefore as 3 whilst the latter statement 
was coded as 2. 
Here, as with the attitudes towards a traditional society, the 
majority of responses again claimed what approaches a different but equal 
outlook, although, with the inclusion of the option which allowed the 
respondents to reject the idea of independence on implicitly non-racialist 
grounds, the percentage in both Experimental and Control Groups has 
dropped to slightly above half of the total responses. Of the other 
responses, solid percentages in both groups were again uncertain or did 
not reply, and only a small percentage from each group rejected indepen-
dence for Papua New Guinea because its people are coloured. Furthermore, 
the choice which evoked this response deliberately included the word 
'coloured' (as in fact did the one which suggested that Papua New Guinea 
could govern itself). The emphasis on the second of the statements 
opposing independence was based on the proposition that Papua New Guinea 
is a traditional type society, and, implicitly therefore, not a 
modernised one. Arguably then, 27.7 per cent of the Experimental Group 
and 20.4 per cent of the Control Group, who did not display an overtly 
racialist attitude might well have been guided more by pragmatic consider-
ations than by racial prejudice, that is, their skepticism and, hence, 
their failure to support independence for Papua New Guinea, might have 
stemmed not so much from a feeling that coloured peoples are Inferior, 
but rather from a doubt as to whether independence with its associated 
programmes of modernization could be thrust on to a traditional society. 
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For recoding purposes, the pragmatic/racialist responses were 
combined. But once more HQ cannot be rejected and there is still no 
difference in the attitudes of the two groups on the question of Indepen-
dence for Papua New Guinea. 
Table 5:3. View of a Transitional Society (Papua New Guinea) (Recoded). 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Capable of independence 52.9 (147) 57.0 (154) 
Not capable 32.4 ( 90) 27.4 ( 74) 
Not certain/No reply 14.7 ( 4l) 15.6 ( 42) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
Similar reasons, as discussed above,^^ for the failure of the 
course, overall, to have an impact on the attitudes of Study of Society 
students can probably be advanced. Plainly, the value of Role Playing 
as a strategy to assist in breaking down racial and cultural barriers 
appears to be questionable. Once more, of the students surveyed, the 
responses of those who have not done the course are slightly more 
favourable to the question of independence for Papua New Guinea. Also, 
although the percentage of Social Science students, 4.7 per cent, who, 
on the grounds of colour, did not accept the proposition that Australia 
was right in granting independence, is smaller than the non-Social 
Science's 7.0 per cent, a larger percentage of Social Science students, 
27.7 per cent, opposed independence on pragmatic grounds. The problem 
which has apparently arisen is that in Role Playing, the emphasis has 
been on depicting life in a traditional, and not necessarily a 
16 See above, pp. 128-129. 
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transitional society.^' It would perhaps have been more to the point 
for students to have enacted a meeting of the House of Assembly in Port 
Moresby. 
The general impression, nevertheless, is that there seems to be a 
fairly high degree of tolerance towards non-Western, non-industrialized 
societies. In addition, evidence of a similarity of opinion in the two 
groups is confirmed by the construction and analysis of a Global Racial 
Attitude Scale. Any attempt at a breakdown in this scale Is necessarily 
arbitrary, but in order to obtain a gradation of racial attitudes within 
a range of zero to 5, which was the highest possible score a respondent 
could be given for the two questions, it was deemed appropriate to place 
the scores of zero and 1 in the category of 'Low Prejudice', those of 2 
and 3 in a middle range, and 4 and 5 in the category of 'High Prejudice'. 
Table 5:4. View of non-Western societies - Global Racial Attitude Scale, 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Low Prejudice (O-l) 63-3 (176) 68.5 (185) 
Mid Prejudice (2-3) 32.0 ( 89) 27.8 ( 75) 
High Prejudice (4-5) 4.7 ( 13) 3.7 ( 10) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
Within this categorization, a sizeable 63.6 per cent of the 
Experimental Group and 68.5 per cent of the Control Group, could be 
acknowledged as being tolerant of people in traditional and transitional 
societies, although, for those who studied a tribal society in Papua New 
17 See above, footnote 14, p. 129. 
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Guinea or the Bushmen of the Kalahari, the tolerance engendered towards 
these people may be more apparent than real. To many students they are 
undoubtedly a remote people, and therefore a greater Social Distance 
separates them.^® Almost one-third from each group revealed some degree 
of tolerance, and 4.7 per cent of the Experimental Group and 3.7 per cent 
of the Control Group are obviously in the category of racially prejudiced. 
There is no difference in the two groups in their attitudes towards the 
peoples of these two types of societies. 
These questions formed only part of the battery directed towards 
enquiring into the impact of Study of Society on student attitudes to 
peoples of other races and/or cultures, and any final comment on the 
effect of the course must await an analysis of the responses to other 
questions in this field. 
As discussed above,^^ NCSST has addressed itself to the question of 
breaking down racialist barriers through its teaching unit Handling of 
Controversial Issues in Secondary Schools3 'Should Aborigines Live in 
White Residential Areas?' Because this unit had been incorporated into 
Social Issues the respondents were asked if they would mind if an 
Aboriginal family became their next door neighbour.^" 
°^ "Everyone it seems is capable of getting on with everyone else 
provided each preserves his proper distance." Lippmann, Words or 
Blows, p. 155. 
^^  See above, p. 14. 
"^ Question 26, Appendix A. 
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Table 5^5. Attitude to Aboriginal Neighbours. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category 
Haven't met any Aborigines -
don't object 
Know some Aborigines - don't 
object 
Know some Aborigines - object 
Haven't met any Aborigines -
object 
Not certain/No reply 
Experimental Group Control Group 
33.0 ( 91) 28.0 ( 76) 
39.5 (109) 
7.2 ( 20) 
10.9 ( 30) 
9.4 ( 26) 
39.3 (106) 
11.9 ( 32) 
11.5 ( 31) 
9.3 ( 25) 
Total 100.0 (276)21 100.0 (270) 
An exhaustive and mutually exclusive range of options was provided. 
Those who had never met any Aborigines and yet were still able to make 
a decision in their favour were judged to be the most tolerant and coded 
as zero. Those who had come into contact with Aborigines and did not 
object to their living next door were coded as 1. The 'not certain/no 
reply' response was coded as 2. It was felt that a respondent who had 
never met any Aboriginal people, an occurence which might have helped him 
or her to formulate an opinion of them, but was still prepared to reject 
them out of hand, was more blindly prejudiced than one, who, although not 
prepared to accept them as neighbours, had at least met some and might 
thus have been basing a judgement on some first hand impressions. These 
two kinds of responses were therefore coded as 4 and 3 respectively. The 
responses were recoded by placing in two groups those who expressed no 
objection to Aborigines as next door neighbours and those who were 
opposed to the idea. 
21 Two Missing Cases. 
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Table 5:6. Attitude to Aboriginal Neighbours (Recoded). 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
No objection 72.5 (200) 67.3 (182) 
Objection 18.1 ( 50) 23.4 ( 63) 
Not certain/No reply 9.4 ( 26) 9.3 ( 25) 
Total 100.0 (276)22 100.0 (270) 
A high percentage from the two groups responded favourably to the 
notion of having an Aboriginal family living next door to them, approx-
imately one-fifth from each group opposed it, and almost 10 per cent from 
both groups would not or could not commit themselves. Amongst those 
surveyed,there is a greater percentage of Social Science students who 
have no objection to an Aboriginal neighbour, and conversely, a smaller 
percentage who do. But with the non-rejection of HQ, both before and 
after recoding, there is no difference between the two groups in their 
attitudes to this issue. Study of Society students, overall, are as 
prepared to discriminate against Aborigines as are non-Study of Society 
students. 
The fact that a study of this question during the course has not 
produced a greater empathy for Aborigines than already exists in non-
Social Science students is not surprising. A number of factors would 
mi 1 i tate against 11. 
In Queensland schools until 1970, no study of the Aborigine, his 
society, or his culture was undertaken. Before then, the Aborigine 
appeared in Australian History courses, but only in his relationship 
with the white man. Earlier primary texts do state that the Aborigines 
22 Two Missing Cases. 
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had been subjected to brutal ill-treatment at the hands of the white 
population. In Van Diemen's Land '... they were given poisoned rum to 
drink; they were tied to trees and used for target practice'.^^ •... ^hg 
brutal treatment of the blacks by the whites in Van Diemen's Land has its 
parallel on the mainland of Australia and especially in Queensland.' 2'* 
In the main, however, the Aborigine was portrayed as lazy and less 
intelligent than the white man. In the Grade V History text which was 
compiled to meet the requirements of the 1938 syllabus, students were 
told in bold type that the Aborigines are a Backward Race of People.'^^ 
As a result of contact with the white man 'the once free, healthy, happy 
and resourceful wanderers became half civilised, half starved, lazy, 
ragged groups of camp dwellers'.2^ Some,of course, through their contact 
with European society were able to find useful employment on the stations. 
'The boys developed into expert horsemen ..., and boundary riders; the 
girls learned to do fairly well the harder domestic work of the homesteads 
such as washing, house-cleaning and kitchen work.'2' 
At the secondary level, comments of a similar vein dotted the texts. 
The Aborigines were 'blackfellows'.2^ There was a tendency, too, simply 
to ignore them and any feats which they might have performed. There was, 
for example, the description of the trek in 1840 by Eyre and Wylie across 
the Nullarbor. 'Week after week. Eyre and Wylie toiled on.'2^ Ultimately, 
however, '... on the 7th of July he reached Albany. For fifteen hundred 
23 Shipstone, op. cit., p. 60. 
2** ibid. 
2^ ibid., p. 51. 
2^ ibid. 
2' ibid., p. 59. 
2® ibid., p. 61. 
2^ ibid., p. 62. 
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miles he had forced his way through the worst even of Australian 
deserts.'^" The writer had apparently forgotten that Wylie also 
completed the hazardous journey. A later writer pointed to the squalour 
of their existence. 'Entry into their adopted [white] community is 
blocked by two serious obstacles (a) their own unwillingness to l i f t 
themselves out of the substandard life they have chosen to follow, and 
(b) an unwillingness by the white community to extend to them a welcoming 
hand - not because of racial prejudice, but because of that very sub-
standard behaviour which seems to be a part of most fringe dwellers' 
manner of living.'^^ Finally, it was asserted that '... in school the 
native child is ... very slow with figures'.^2 
Partly as a consequence of this kind of treatment, and, in general, 
as a result of the awakening of the national conscience, some consider-
able attention has been directed in recent years towards redressing this 
situation. In 1970, a New Social Studies was introduced into Primary 
schools. In the lower grades, a fair emphasis is placed on the study of 
Aboriginal society and culture. In Grade III, one unit studied is The 
Way of Life of the Traditional Aborigines was closely related to their 
Immediate Environments.^^ In Grade IV children learn that People of 
Different Cultures may use the same Natural Environment in Different 
Ways.^** The inclusion of these kinds of units in the course is consistent 
with some of the objectives, for example, 'the ability to recognize and 
respect differing opinions and customs',^^ and 'a respect for cultural 
'" ibid. 
^^  ibid., pp. 65-66. 




Syllabus in Social Studies for Primary Schools, Book 2, Queensland 
Department of Education, Brisbane, 1970, pp. 12-17. 
ibid., pp. 63-68. 
ibid., p. i1. 
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traditions of the child's community and a recognition that opportunities 
are provided for the enrichment and refinement of these traditions'.^^ 
The 1973-75 Social Science students, however, would not have under-
taken a study of these units. In 1970, they would have been in Grade V 
and their only previous contact with Social Studies would have been in 
Grade IV under the 1964 Syllabus. There the Grade IV Social Studies 
Book^'' devoted a chapter on Aborigines to a story of their food, their 
houses, clothes and customs. But, perhaps, the general flavour of the 
chapter is captured in a comment from the text. 'We haven't spoken much 
about the aboriginal boys and girls, yet, have we? They were merry 
little people, full of fun and laughter, and very fond of games.'^® 
In the New Social Studies, from Grade V through to the final year 
of Primary school. Grade VIII, the Aborigines disappear from the Syllabus. 
Thus, the Study of Society students, like their contemporaries who had 
elected not to do Social Science in the secondary school, had only a 
minimal exposure to a study of Aboriginal society and culture, and the 
approach to that, arguably, had been a patronising one. In addition, as 
has already been observed,^^ there is some doubt that teachers of Study 
of Society are both professionally and academically equipped to handle 
this sort of issue. Given these circumstances, the failure of the 
course to influence students is probably a predictable one. 
The results of a comparative study merit some comment. Maranta's 
survey of Grade VIII, XI and XII students was conducted in one city and 
^^  ibid. 
^' Social Studies for Queensland Schools, Grade IV, Brisbane, n.d., p. 37-
®^ Shipstone, op. cit., p. 59. 
^^  See above, pp. 50-51. 
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one rural high school. He found that whereas the Grade VIM students 
were quite happy about having Aborigines as neighbours, one in every two 
of the Grade XI and XII students had reservations about welcoming 
Aborigines as neighbours.'*° The doubts of these students stemmed 
apparently from fears that the standard of appearance of the next door 
home would be lowered and that the values of their own homes might 
correspondingly suffer 
A final interesting result emerges from the data. Of the 46.7 per 
cent of the Experimental Group who claimed that they knew some Aboriginal 
people, 15.5 per cent (7.2 per cent of the total sample) were not 
prepared to accept them as neighbours. Of the 43.9 per cent of the 
Experimental Group who had never met any Aborigines, 24.8 per cent (10.9 
per cent of the total sample) rejected them as potential neighbours. A 
greater percentage of the students, therefore, who had had some associa-
tion with Aborigines answered affirmatively to the question on Aboriginal 
housing. Western has found that, contrary to popular belief, contact 
with Aboriginal people, to some extent, helps to reduce racial prejudice, 
and the data from this study point to a similar conclusion.**^ 
As part of the series of questions investigating student attitudes 
towards Aborigines and the impact of the course on those attitudes, the 
students were asked to respond to the propositions that most Aborigines 
are lazy and do not want to work, and most Aborigines are as intelligent 
as most white Australians.**^ 
**° Maranta, op. cit., p. 101. 
'*^  But see Milner, op. cit., p. 88. Milner refers to findings which 
suggest that it is not contact per se which reduces racial 
prejudice, but rather the type of contact. That is, inter-racial 
contact helps to reduce racial prejudice only in equal status 
situations. 
if2 Questions 27 and 28, Appendix A. 
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A discussion of these two issues was not explicitly provided for in 
the Syllabus although, as part of the unit on Aboriginals living in white 
residential areas,students were asked to examine the conflict between such 
values as All human beings are equal and Some ethnic groups are inferior 
to others.^"^ Also, for about half of the Social Science students, there 
might have been an incidental flow-on into these questions as a result of 
their study of a traditional Aboriginal society.'*'* Additionally, because 
the stereotype of the lazy, unintelligent Aborigine has some acceptance in 
the Australian community,"*^  it was desirable that student reaction be gauged. 
The results of the question asking students whether they believed 
that Aborigines are lazy and do not want to work were as follows: 
Table 5:7. Most Aborigines are lazy. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Highly Disagree 15.1 ( 42) 14.8 ( 40) 
Disagree 40.6 (113) 41.9 (113) 
Agree 22.7 (63) 17.8 ( 48) 
Highly Agree 4.3 (12) 11.8 ( 32) 
Not certain/No reply 17.3 ( 48) 13.7 ( 37) 





NCSST Teaching Unit, Should Aborigines Live in White Residential 
Areas?, p. 2. 
See above, p. 127. 
A survey conducted In two Victorian towns and two towns in New South 
Wales showed that the four attributes most frequently ascribed to 
Aborigines were 'dirty', 'drunken', 'irresponsible', and 'inferior'. 
The term 'irresponsible' included such traits as lazy, unreliable 
and thriftless. See Lippmann, Words or Blows, p. 164. 
P < .05 
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22.7 per cent of the Experimental Group agreed that most Aborigines 
are lazy and do not want to work, with a further 4.3 per cent strongly 
supporting the statement. A higher 29.6 per cent of the Control Group, 
including 11.8 per cent who responded with a firm conviction, similarly 
accepted the stereotype. Moreover, the Alternative Hypothesis Hi can be 
accepted. There is a difference in the attitudes of the two groups on 
the question of Aboriginal industriousness. Recoding, therefore, was 
not necessary. 
The results in the table are puzzling. The percentage of the 
Experimental Group rejecting the stereotype is only marginally lower 
than that of the Control Group. At the same time, the percentage from 
this group compared with the Control Group who have accepted it is also 
only slightly smaller. The source of the attitudinal difference in the 
population appears to lie with the 'not certain/no reply' response rate. 
Here 17.3 per cent of the Experimental Group and 13.7 per cent of the 
Control Group responded this way. 
The reason for this difference could lie in the Grade VIII unit 
A Traditional Small Scale Society. The Planning Questions of this unit 
include 'What processes are gone through in utilizing available resources? 
What uses are made of the responses obtained? What are they made of? 
How are they made? What are they used for?'**' These questions have the 
positive inference that traditional peoples do in fact work and research 
into them might have led some students, who, without taking the course 
might have accepted the stereotype, to remain uncommitted. But it is 
difficult to sustain this argument in seeking a reason for the course 
impact. After all, only the 50 per cent of the Social Science students 
h7 Study of Society, p. 19. 
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who had studied traditional Aborigines were exposed to this possibility. 
There is also the fact that any new information on this issue which 
might have been in conflict with previously held opinions might have had 
only a negligible attitudinal effect.**® Thus, although the course has 
Influenced students on this issue, the reason for this is not clear. 
On the question of the Aborginal level of intelligence, the 
students responded as follows: 
Table 5:8. Most Aborigines are as intelligent as most White Australians. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Highly Agree 15.5 ( 43) 17.8 ( 48) 
Agree 50.7 (l4l) 47.8 (129) 
Disagree 13-3 ( 37) 19.3 ( 52) 
Strongly Disagree 4.3 ( 12) 4.4 ( 12) 
Not certain/No reply 16.2 ( 45) 10.7 ( 29) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
Close to two-thirds of the respondents from both groups agreed 
that most Aborigines are as intelligent as most white Australians. The 
proposition is not accepted by 17.6 per cent of the Experimental Group 
and 23.7 per cent of the Control Group. Although the responses were 
recoded by grouping into two separate categories, the 'agree' and 
'disagree' responses, HQ can still not be rejected, and there is no 
difference between the two groups. 
'*® See above, p. 55. 
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Amongst those who actually took part in the study, there is of 
course,a difference in the distribution of the responses. This, it 
seems, is due to the greater percentage of Experimental Group respondents 
who were either not certain or who chose not to reply. 16.2 per cent 
of the Experimental Group, compared with 10.7 per cent of the Control 
Group fell into this category. Again, however, no substantive reason 
for this can be offered. 
What can probably be asserted with greater surety is that the 
comparative trend of the results of these two questions is similar to 
that which has appeared in surveys of adult populations. A greater 
percentage of Experimental Group respondents accept the stereotype of 
the lazy Aborigine than accept the view that Aborigines are of inferior 
intelligence to white Australians. Western's study, which was 
originally conducted in Canberra and Condobolin, a small country town 
in New South Wales, and which was later extended to other selected urban 
and rural areas in Queensland and New South Wales, contained, amongst 
selected attitude items, two which seemed to be probing the same kind 
of attitudinal stance as that at present under discussion. One state-
ment which sought the respondents' views on Aboriginal intelligence was 
'Given the same opportunities Aboriginal children will do as well at 
school as white children'. In the first survey, 85 per cent of the 
respondents in Canberra and 79 per cent of those in Condobolin agreed 
with the statement. To the other proposition 'Aborigines expect to get 
more out of life for nothing than white people', which has the inference 
that Aborigines are not really prepared to work, 21 per cent in Canberra 
and 47 per cent in Condobolin agreed. In Brisbane and Laidley 30 per 
cent and 22 per cent, respectively, supported the latter statement.**® 
••9 Western in Tugby, op. cit., pp. 56-57 and pp. 64-65. 
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Closely identical findings to a similar question were reported by 
Beswick and Hills.^" Their sample was drawn from metropolitan, other 
urban, and rural areas in New South Wales and Queensland. 69 per cent 
of their respondents agreed that 'Given equal pay, aborigines will work 
as hard as white men'. Why then is the trend of student responses 
along similar 1Ines? 
More adults in Western's survey accept the lazy Aboriginal stereo-
type than accept the dull Aboriginal one. It should also be remembered 
that a majority of respondents from both groups nominated their parents 
as having the most influence on their general attitudes to life.^^ 
If it can be assumed that in the homes of the students the Aboriginal 
question Is raised, then it is more than likely that the more widely 
accepted feature of the Aboriginal make-up would be discussed. 
On the basis of the three questions relating to attitudes to 
Aborigines, a Global Aboriginal Attitude Scale was constructed. The 
scale ranged from zero, representing the lowest degree of prejudice, 
to 9, the highest possible score over the three questions, and also, 
therefore, representing the highest degree of intolerance. Again, to 
make the result more conducive to data analysis, the table was 
collapsed to provide a distribution ranging over 'Low Prejudice' (0-3), 
'Mid Prejudice' (4-7), and 'High Prejudice' (8-9). 
^" Beswick and Hills, op. cit., pp. 153-163. 
^^  See above, p. 84. 
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Table 5 :9 . Global A b o r i g i n a l A t t i t u d e Scale . 
Exper imental and Cont ro l Groups (Percentages) . 
Category Exper imenta l Group Contro l Group 
Low P re jud i ce (0-3) 48.6 (135) 45.2 (122) 
Mid P re jud i ce (4-7) 43 .8 (122) 41.5 (112) 
High P r e j u d i c e (8-9) 7-6 ( 21) 13.3 ( 36) 
To ta l 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
The sca le shows almost h a l f f rom each group as being t o l e r a n t o f 
Abo r i g i nes . 7.6 per cent o f the Exper imenta l Group and 13-3 per cent 
o f the Cont ro l Group f a l l i n t o the category o f h i g h l y p r e j u d i c e d . These 
percentages, p lus the s u b s t a n t i a l m i n o r i t y percentages of 43,8 per cent 
and 41.5 per c e n t , some o f whom might be i d e n t i f i e d as waverers , reveals 
the absence o f a t o t a l l y u n c r i t i c a l acceptance o f A b o r i g i n a l people. 
Indeed, on the issues o f A b o r i g i n a l i n t e l l i g e n c e and l a z i n e s s , the 
responses o f the s tudents are less favourab le than those o f the a d u l t 
surveys. The format o f the ques t ions was, o f course , d i f f e r e n t , but i t 
does seem t h a t Western 's f i n d i n g t h a t young, educated people are l i k e l y 
to have a more favou rab le image o f Abor ig ines than those who are o lde r 
and less educated^2 has not been s u b s t a n t i a t e d . 
In terms o f the p o s s i b l e i n f l u e n c e o f the course Ho cannot be 
r e j e c t e d . The responses t o the th ree issues on Abor ig ines show t h a t , 
o v e r a l l , the a t t i t u d e s o f the Study of Society s tudents are s i m i l a r to 
those who d i d no t do the course . 
W i t h i n the range o f ques t ions e x p l o r i n g a t t i t u d e s t o o the r peop les , 
the respondents were ques t ioned on Asian m i g r a t i o n to A u s t r a l i a and the 
52 Western In Tugby, op. c i t , , p. 70. 
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position of European migrants in Australian society.^® These two 
questions, together with those which had sought the students' views on 
traditional and transitional societies, and Aborigines, made possible an 
intensive foray into their attitudes towards peoples of other races and/ 
or cultures. 
Table 5:10. Should Asian people be allowed to migrate to Australia? 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Yes - they are equal to us 35.6 ( 99) 35.2 ( 95) 
Yes - they have skills we need 18.0 ( 50) 21.9 ( 59) 
No - they do not have the 26.3 ( 73) 26.3 ( 71) 
necessary ski 1 Is 
No - they are not equal to us 5.4 ( 15) 4.8 ( 13) 
Not certain/No reply 14.7 ( 4l) 11.8 ( 32) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
With the options geared for racialist or pragmatic responses, the 
coding for this question followed that adopted in the question on Papua 
New Guinea. Those who regarded Asians as equal were coded as zero, 
those who on functional grounds would allow Asian migration as 1, those 
who for the same reason would not let them in were coded as 3, whilst 
those who regarded Asians as unequal were given the highest code of 4. 
The 'not certain/no reply' response was coded as 3. 
A slight majority of students in both groups indicated support for 
Asian migration. This majority contained 35.6 per cent of the 
53 Questions 29 and 30, Appendix A. 
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Experimental Group and 35.2 per cent of the Control Group who expressed 
implicitly no objection on the basis of colour. Almost a third from 
each group were opposed. Of these, only 5-4 per cent of the Experimental 
Group and 4.8 per cent of the Control Group indicated that it was because 
of their colour. Although recoding was carried out, and the responses of 
those opposed to Asian migration were combined, as were those supporting 
it, there is still no difference in the attitudes of the two groups. 
Once more Ho cannot be rejected. 
Hostility to Asian migration had of course gathered in Intensity at 
the time of the Gold Rushes and received legislative sanction with the 
passing of the Immigration Restriction Act in 1901. It Is now fairly 
clear that the linchpin of this White Australia Policy was not an 
economic one, but a racialist one. Edmund Barton, the first Australian 
Prime Minister, stated 'I do not think that the doctrine of the equality 
of man was really ever intended to include racial equality.'^'* The 
Labor Party leader of the day, J.C. Watson, claimed that the major reason 
for opposition to coloured migration '... lies in the main in the 
possibility and probability of racial contamination'.^^ Such racialist 
sentiments found expression in textbooks used in Queensland schools. 
Walter Murdoch in his The Australian Citizen wrote '... we believe in 
racial purity, JandJ ... the mingling of two races so utterly alien to 
one another as we are to the Chinese or Japanese is a bad thing. Such a 
mingling always leads to the creation of a mongrel people, inferior to 
both the parent races'.^® Moreover, he argued that if Asiatics were 
permitted to enter Australia freely, they would come in vast numbers, 
'^* A.C. Palfreeman in Stevens, op. cit., p. 137. 
" Ibid. 
^^  Shipstone, op. cit., p. 74. 
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'... the trickle would become a resistless tide.'^' 
In this context of attitudes to Asian migration, Connell's views on 
the influence of political traditions are of interest. '...a tradition 
can serve as a pool from which single attitudes or concepts may be 
drawn'.^® In the same way as past generations' hostility to Communism 
is reflected In the attitudes of the contemporary students, and the 
origins of the fear of the Yellow Peril are rooted in nineteenth century 
Australia, so, too, was the desire to keep the floodgates closed a part 
of the racialist tradition. 
Now, this legacy of a White Australia has in recent years been 
weakened to some extent. 60 per cent of those interviewed In a nationwide 
survey conducted by Aitken and Kohan in 1967 thought that some Asians 
should be allowed to migrate to Australia.^® In a poll taken In 1972 In 
Sydney and Melbourne by the Fairfax-Syme newspapers, 71 per cent of the 
respondents expressed agreement with the statement 'Coloured migrants are 
as acceptable as any other migrants'.^" Beswick and Hills found that 60 
per cent of their respondents agreed with the statement 'Asians should 
be allowed to migrate to Australia'.®^ It is, however, this very erosion 
of the tradition that explains both why a majority of students are prepared 
to accept Asians as migrants and why the course has had little effect. 
If the results of the above surveys can be accepted as an index of 
" ibid. 
®^ Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p . 113. 
®^ Cited in K. Rivett ( ed . ) , Australia and the Non-White Migrant, 
Melbourne University Press , Melbourne, 1975, p. 36. 
^" i b i d . , p. 38. 
®^  Beswick and H i l l s , op. c i t . , pp. 153-163. 
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the way most adult Australians feel on this issue, and certainly the 
Beswick/HilIs sample appears to be a representative one, then, possibly, 
the parents of the present respondents would hold approximately similar 
views. It would then follow that because a majority of respondents have 
acknowledged their parents as the major source of their attitudes, a 
similar majority of them would also support Asian migration to Australia. 
This powerful extra-curricular force would thereby negate any influence 
that a discussion in the classroom on this issue might have had. 
Because of the similarity of the populations sampled, the results 
of Maranta's survey should also be noted. Maranta, in fact, found that 
67 per cent of Grade XI and XII students favoured a restrictive Asian 
immigration policy.^2 clearly, the extent of opposition to Asian 
migration shown in this present study nowhere approximates the extent of 
that opposition. 
To complete the race relations component of the study, the 
respondents were asked whether migrants from Europe should have to give 
up the customs of their own countries and live the way most Australians 
live. Once again options searching for tolerant, pragmatic and 
prejudiced attitudes were included in the questions. 
62 Maranta, op. cit., p. 107-
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Table 5:11. Should European Migrants have to give up their customs? 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category 
No - Keep customs 
Yes - Must accept our ways 
although our ways are not 
necessarily the best 
Yes - Our way of life is the 
best and therefore Europeans 
should adopt it 
Not certain/No reply 
Experimental Group Control Group 
27.7 ( 77) 33.0 ( 89) 
56.1 (156) 56.7 (153) 
9.0 ( 25) 
7.2 ( 20) 
4.4 ( 12) 
5.9 ( 16) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
The responses indicating that Europeans should be encouraged to 
retain their customs were the most tolerant and coded as zero. A 'not 
certain/no reply' response was coded as 1. Those which supported the 
proposition that European migrants would need to adopt the Australian 
way of life if they were not to remain on the periphery of the 
Australian community were judged to be pragmatic responses and coded as 
2. The responses accepting the idea that the Australian way of life is 
the best and that European migrants should be prepared to adopt it were 
the most intolerant and coded as 3-
Only a small minority, 9.0 per cent of the Experimental Group, and 
4.4 per cent of the Control Group fell into the last category. Almost 
a third from each group accepted that Australian society would be 
improved by encouraging migrants to retain their customs. Just over 50 
per cent from each group agreed that if Europeans did not move into the 
mainstream of Australian society, they would find themselves as virtual 
outcasts. With the non-rejection of Ho there is no difference between 
the two groups, a result which did not change when recoding was carried 
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out by combining the pragmatic and tolerant responses. 
No reason for this is apparent. A little more might be said, 
however, about the nature and distribution of the responses. The majority 
of the respondents who supported the pragmatic option automatically 
accepted that the Australian way of life is not necessarily the best. 
Because of the wording of the question, there is the possibility that at 
least some who chose this alternative might have been tacitly conceding 
that, if European migrants were not prepared to conform, then many 
Australians, regardless of the quality of the Australian way of life, 
would reject them. There is in fact some evidence which points to this 
being precisely the case. In 1958 the Queensland State Secretary of the 
Australian Workers' Union, in his criticism of migrant workers, stated 
that 'it is time they learned our ways'.®® In 1969, the Manly Rugby 
League Club demanded that migrants speak English whilst at the club.®'* 
There is a greater number of Social Science students actually 
surveyed who would probably endorse those sentiments, and, in that sense, 
the objectives of the course encouraging tolerance and empathy have not 
been universally achieved. Yet this slightly greater number comes from 
only a small nucleus of respondents. Connell's survey of Sydney youth 
showed a greater hostility towards European migrants.®^ In a battery of 
six forced-choice options dealing with migrants, four were concerned 
specifically with attitudes towards Greeks and Italians, two dealt with 
migrants in general. In their responses to these two questions, 43 per 
cent of the boys and 31 per cent of the girls agreed that 'migrants are 
®® Encel in Stevens, op. cit., p. 37. 
®'* Lippmann, Words or Blows, p. 51. 
®^  R.W. Connell, "Attitudes towards Migrants among Sydney Teenagers", 
pp. 193-202. 
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a bad thing for the country'. To the statement that 'Migrants might take 
over' 39 per cent of the boys and 27 per cent of the girls responded in 
the aff1rmative. 
This apparently greater hostility might, of course, be due to the fact 
that a greater percentage of non-British migrants is to be found in 
Sydney than in Brisbane and most other parts of Queensland. In other 
words, the seemingly more encouraging result attained from the present 
survey might again be due to a greater Social Distance gap.®® Queensland 
does possess enclaves of migrants concentrated in urban areas and in 
certain industries,®' but generally the chances of contact with non-
British migrants in Brisbane and in the rural areas where the study was 
conducted are probably less than they are in Sydney. 
After an examination of attitudes towards peoples of other races and 
cultures through the series of discrete questions, a Global Tolerance/ 
Prejudice Scale was devised. On the basis of the coding for each of the 
questions by which the absence of prejudice was coded zero and the most 
pronounced level of intolerance coded with the number which corresponded 
to the number of alternatives in each question, a scale running from zero 
to 24, the highest possible score for the seven questions, was constructed. 
It was decided that a breakdown producing a range distribution of zero 
to 3 would allow for four degrees of racial prejudice to be shown. 
66 
67 
In 1971, 5.4 per cent of Brisbane's population were born either in 
Europe or Asia. 4.6 per cent were born in Europe. In Queensland, 
3.86 per cent of the population were born in Europe, 4.52 per cent 
in either Europe or Asia. 
Queensland Year Book 1976 No. 36. Queensland Office, Australia. 
Bureau of Statistics, p. 119. 
By contrast in 1971, 10.6 per cent of the population of Sydney were 
born in Europe, and 2.4 per cent in Asia. 
Official Year Book N.S.W. No. 653 1974. Sydney, Bureau of Census 
and Statistics, p. 84. 
In Brisbane, sizeable Greek and Italian communities live in the 
inner suburbs of West End and New Farm respectively. In the North 
Queensland town of Ingham, many Italians are engaged in the growing 
of sugar. 
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Table 5:12. Global Tolerance/Prejudice Scale. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category 
Low Prejudice (0-6) 
Fairly Low Prejudice (7-12) 
Fairly Prejudiced (13-18) 
Highly Prejudiced (19-24) 
Experimental Group Control Group 
38.0 (106) 41.5 (112) 
43.9 (122) 41.9 (113) 
15.9 ( 44) 14.0 ( 38) 
2.2 ( 6) 2.6 ( 7) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
The results seem to verify what has been constantly emerging in the 
analysis of the discrete questions. A high percentage of the respondents 
display a low degree of racialism. A much smaller 15.9 per cent of the 
Experimental Group and 14.0 per cent of the Control Group can be regarded 
as fairly prejudiced, whilst 2.2 per cent of the Experimental Group and 
2.6 per cent of the Control Group are plainly highly prejudiced. 
The responses to the two questions which sought explicitly to 
ascertain whether through Study of Society any opinions have been altered 
or strengthened®® revealed that the course had influenced at least some 
of the students. In the question asking which opinion or opinions had 
been altered, one girl stated that 'Aborigines are not lazy people and 
my view about this has changed'. One boy claimed that 'I now don't like 
Aborigines'. All told, 7.2 per cent of the Experimental Group wrote that 
they were now less racially prejudiced, .7 per cent stated that they now 
disliked coloured people. 
Responses to the question asking which opinion or opinions had been 
68 Questions 45 and 46, Appendix A. 
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strengthened included comments such as 'That the Black race have just as 
much equal rights as us', 'The fact that coloured people are the same as 
white people', 'It has strengthened my opinion that all people - no 
matter what nationality or religion are equal'. The replies of a few 
other students were less generous. One student wrote 'That most of Asia 
is a pigsty and the Aborigines are lazy'. Another answer was 'Keeping 
foreigners out of Australia'. Overall, 8.7 per cent of the Experimental 
Group felt that the course had reinforced tolerant attitudes they claimed 
previously to have possessed, and 1.8 per cent now felt even more hostile 
towards other peoples. Still, it seems clear that the course in the area 
of race relations has not been a big socializing force; for, on the 
Global Scale, with the non-rejection of Ho, there is no difference, on 
the average, in the attitudes of the two groups. 
One final important observation, therefore, remains to be made. The 
only two objectives of Study of Society which are concerned with Values 
Encouragement are those which are directed towards encouraging tolerance 
and empathy for other peoples, their values and cultures. Most teachers, 
moreover, have Indicated that they considered these objectives to be 
admirable ones, and thus more than likely, would have worked consciously 
to achieve them.®^ Consequently, the presence of a fairly prejudiced 
15.9 per cent of the Experimental Group and a highly intolerant 2.2 per 
cent persists as a reminder that a course directed towards the removal of 
such attitudes has not, as yet, been totally successful. 
Indeed, on a more pessimistic note, it needs to be stressed that 
the study has obviously been restricted to an assessment of verbal 
attitudes. Behavioural attitudes are not known. It is just possible 
69 Progress Report on Study of Society, p. 2. 
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that students who do despise Aborigines, who regard peoples of 
traditional and transitional societies as inferior, who are opposed to 
Asian migration, and, who, because of a culturally acquired acceptance 
of the Australian way of life, feel that a policy of assimilation of 
migrants is best, did not respond along these lines. This could be so 
in the case of those who did not reply to the questions. Bebbington, 
for example, suggests that refusers tend to be more authoritarian and 
therefore more ethnocentric than those who do respond.'" 
The first question, based on the unit Socialization in Our Society, 
asked students whether most Australians are tolerant and easy-going or 
whether most Australians resent those people who do not believe and 
accept the things which most Australians believe and accept. A 'not 
certain' option was provided. Responses indicating an acceptance of a 
general open-mindedness were coded as zero, 'not certain/no reply' as 1, 
and a belief in a generally intolerant attitude as 2. In the second 
question, students were asked to tick which of the two statements they 
believed to be the appropriate one - 'Most Australians believe that the 
Australian way of life is no better and no worse than the way of life in 
other countries', or 'Most Australians believe that the Australian way 
of life is better than the way of life in other countries'. A 'not 
certain' alternative was also included. The coding ranged from zero, a 
belief that most Australians are tolerant, through to 2, indicating 
support for the proposition that Australians, in general, are an 
intolerant people. The third question, which was coded in a similar way, 
was concerned with the extent to which students thought most Australians 
'" A.C. Bebbington, "The Effect of Non-Response in the Sample Survey 
with an Example", Human Relations, Vol. 23, pp. I69-I8O. 
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displayed racialist attitudes towards Aborigines.'^ With a 'not certain' 
possibility again offered, they were asked whether or not most Australians 
regard Aborigines as their equals. The results were as follows: 
Table 5:13. Opinion of Australian Tolerance. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages) 
Category 
Most Australians are tolerant 
of others 
Australians are intolerant of 
others 
Not certain/No reply 
Experimental Group Control Group 
40.6 (113) 41.5 (112) 
35.3 ( 98) 
24.1 ( 67) 
44.1 (119) 
14.4 ( 39) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270)'2 
Table 5:14. Views on Australian Attitude to the Australian Way of Life. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category 
Most Australians think the 
Australian way of life is 
better 
The Australian way of life 
is no better 
Not certain/No reply 
Experimental Group Control Group 
60.8 (169) 71.4 (192) 
21.2 ( 59) 
18.0 ( 50) 
18.6 ( 50) 
10.0 ( 27) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (269) 73 7H 
'^  Questions 31 a, b, c, Appendix A. 
Included in the battery of questions examining the impact of the 
unit Socialization in Our Society was also one which asked the 
respondents whether most Australians still followed the tradition 
of mateship. The results are to be found in Appendix B. 
72 
73 
7 i t 
P < .05 
One Missing Case. 
P < .05 
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Table 5:15. Opinion of Australian Attitudes to Aborigines. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category 
Most Australians regard 
Aborigines as equal 
Most Australians regard 
Aborigines as inferior 
Not certain/No reply 
Experimental Group Control Group 
6.8 ( 19) 9.2 ( 25) 
73.8 (205) 
19.4 ( 54) 
80.4 (217) 
10.4 ( 28) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270)'® 
A general consistency appeared in the results. There was a slightly 
greater tendency for those who had done Study of Society to accept that 
most Australians are less prejudiced than those who had not done the 
course. 40.6 per cent of the Experimental Group compared with 41.5 per 
cent in the Control Group believed most Australians are tolerant, and 
35.3 per cent of the Experimental Group, a percentage lower than the 44.1 
per cent of the Control Group, felt that most Australians resent those 
who do not conform to the Australian norm. 60.8 per cent of the 
Experimental Group and a higher 71.4 per cent of the Control Group stated 
that most Australians believe the Australian way of life is a superior 
one. Although a considerable percentage in both groups believed that 
most Australians regard Aborigines as inferior to them, a smaller 
percentage of the Experimental Group, 73.7 per cent, compared with 80.4 
per cent of the Control Group,were of this opinion. 
In each of the three tables, the Alternative Hypothesis can be 
accepted. There is, in fact, a difference in the attitudes of the two 
groups on these issues. 
75 p < .05 
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Quantitatively, the reason for this apparently more favourable 
position taken by the Social Science students may be due to the 
percentage of 'not certain/no reply' responses. The difference in the 
percentages in the two groups which fall into this category is quite 
substantial. The variation in this response in each question ranges 
from 8 per cent to 10 per cent. In qualitative terms, it appears that a 
consideration of the Planning Question 'What values and beliefs are part 
of Australian Culture?''® has created some doubts in the minds of the 
students as to what precisely these might be. 
For these three questions also, a Global Prejudice Attitude Scale 
was constructed along a continuum from zero to 6, with 6 representing 
the highest possible score from the three questions. A zero score 
represented student acceptance of an absence of Australian intolerance 
and 6 a belief that most Australians are highly prejudiced. A breakdown 
Into three levels of 'Low Prejudice' (0-2), 'Mid Prejudice' (3-4), and 
'High Prejudice' (5-6) was made. 
Table 5:16. Global Prejudice Attitude Scale. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Low Prejudice (0-2) 16.6 ( 46) 16.2 ( 44) 
Mid Prejudice (3-4) 50.0 (139) 40.4 (109) 
High Prejudice (5-6) 33-4 ( 93) 43.4 (117) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 77 
Slightly fewer than 20 per cent of the respondents from both groups 
76 Study of Society, p. 31 
'^ P < .05 
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regard A u s t r a l i a n s as a t o l e r a n t peop le . Seemingly, 50 per cent o f the 
Exper imenta l Group and 43,4 per cent o f the Cont ro l Group have 
r e s e r v a t i o n s , w h i l s t a t h i r d o f the Exper imental Group and almost one-
h a l f o f the Cont ro l Group ho ld t o the presence o f cons iderab le i n t o l e r -
ance in A u s t r a l i a . Wi th the acceptance o f the A l t e r n a t i v e Hypothes is , 
I t seems t h a t a c o n s i d e r a t i o n o f the u n i t Socialization in Our Society 
has had an i n f l u e n c e on Study of Society s t uden t s . 
The s tudy has f a i l e d t o suppor t the r e s u l t s o f p rev ious research 
wh.ich have suggested t h a t a combinat ion o f youth and h igher educat ion 
leads t o a d e c l i n e in r a c i a l i s t a t t i t u d e s . ' ® I t has a lso revealed t h a t , 
w i t h the v a r i a t i o n in the response d i s t r i b u t i o n b e i n g , in the main , 
a p p l i c a b l e on ly t o the respondents o f the s t u d y , and w i t h on ly a smal l 
percentage o f Soc ia l Science s tudents s t a t i n g p r e c i s e l y t h a t t h e i r 
op in ions had been a l t e r e d and /o r s t r eng thened , the d i f f e r e n c e in the 
r a c i a l a t t i t u d e s o f the two groups i s on ly m a r g i n a l . 
7 8 See above, p. 145. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
SOCIAL ISSUES : THE INFLUENCE OF STUDY OF SOCIETY 
Thus far, the account of this research has concentrated on the 
political and race components of Study of Society. It has shown that, 
in those two areas, the influence of the course has been somewhat limited. 
To complete the study, the respondents were presented with a series of 
questions which sought their views on the social issues which were 
discussed in the course. 
Through the Planning Questions, 'What Is meant by the Quality of 
Life?' and 'Does [sic] 'change' and 'modern' always mean 'progress'?'^ 
students had examined the issues of sand-mining and freeway construction. 
Also, part of their study of The Consumer Society and the Individual 
included a consideration of the work role of women, whilst two of the 
issues discussed in Social Issues were poverty and censorship. 
The first of the questions looked at the issue of sand-mining.2 
Here the responses revealed some considerable opposition to this enterprise 
from both the Experimental and Control Groups. 
^ See above, p. 14. 
2 Question 33, Appendix A. 
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Table 6:1. Mining for Mineral Sands Should be Allowed? 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
No - Beaches are more important 62.6 (174) 73.4 (198) 
and cannot be restored after 
mining 
Yes - Beaches can be restored 21.9 ( 61) 17.0 ( 46) 
after mining 
Yes - Beaches are of no real 2.2 ( 6) 2.2 ( 6) 
value - sand-mining helps the 
economy 
Not certain/No reply 13.3 ( 37) 7.4 ( 20) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270)® 
Unqualified opposition to sand-mining was coded as zero, a 'not 
certain/no reply' response as 1, qualified support for sand-mining as 2, 
and complete approval as 3. 
62.6 per cent of the Experimental Group and a higher 73.4 per cent 
of the Control Group unreservedly expressed opposition to the mining of 
mineral sands. 21.9 per cent of the Experimental Group and a lower 17.0 
per cent of the Control Group were prepared to allow it as it does help 
the Australian economy, and, also, because successful restoration of the 
beaches can later be carried out. 13.3 per cent of the Experimental 
Group and 7.4 per cent of the Control Group were either not certain or 
did not respond. The same insignificant percentage from each group, 
namely 2.2 per cent, supported sand-mining as it does assist in economic 
development. 
Recoding was not carried out as a statistically significant result 
was produced. The Alternative Hypothesis Hi can be accepted and there is 
' P < .05 
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a difference between the two groups in their attitudes to the question 
of sand-mining. 
The reason why such a large percentage from the two groups regard 
the preservation of beaches as more important than economic growth may be 
similar to that found by Connell in his investigation 'Inside the 
Generation Gap'.'* Connell suggests there are several different processes 
by which the attitudes of the young are formed. One of these is the 
result of personal experience, to the extent, that even when the issues 
on which his respondents' attitudes were sought, were couched in general 
terms, they were often interpreted in a personal way. 
'Going up or down the coast' is a popular pastime with Brisbane 
teenagers.® There, In fact, some sand-mining has been carried out although 
successful opposition to it has strengthened over recent years. From the 
students' viewpoint, therefore, sand-mining could be seen to be an enter-
prise which represented some kind of personal threat to the freedom 
associated with sun and surf, and long, clean beaches. 
In addition, the results roughly parallel those emerging from 
Connell's survey.® To the question 'Would you support anti-pollution laws 
if they stopped pollution but as a result raised prices?', 82 of a sample 
of 104 (78.8 per cent) said Yes, 18 (17^3 per cent) said No, and 4 (3-9 
per cent) did not know. 
** Connell, "Inside the Generation Gap", pp. 31-36. 
5 There was also strong opposition to sand-mining from the rural 
schools on the Darling Downs. 68.1 per cent of the respondents 
were completely opposed, 14.9 per cent were prepared to allow it 
in the belief that successful restoration could later take place, 
and the same percentage was uncertain or failed to reply. Only 
2.1 per cent of the rural respondents gave unqualified approval. 
Connell, "Inside the Generation Gap", pp. 31-36. 
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Again the question differs to some extent from that asked in the 
present study, which helps to explain the differences in the response 
rates. Nevertheless, the underlying theme in the two questions is the 
same and so, too, is the trend of the responses. Each asks the students 
to weigh the non-material gains from conservation against the subsequent 
material disadvantages arising from anti-pollution laws. An impressive 
percentage in both surveys are prepared to accept the latter in return for 
the benefits flowing from the former. 
Within the present study, the interesting thing, of course, is that 
a smaller percentage of the Experimental Group than from the Control Group 
fall into this category. The data show that the reason for this is that 
greater percentages In the Experimental Group were either of the opinion 
that restoration of beaches is possible after sand-mining has taken place 
or were not certain or did not reply. 
Again, pinpointing the reasons for this with the availability of only 
the raw data is difficult, and only speculative comment can be offered. 
The course is directed towards an understanding of 'value conflicts within 
and among societies' and towards 'developing a capacity to identify value 
components in problem situations', and ultimately towards 'developing a 
capacity to relate one's own attitudes and values to specific Issues'.' 
It is possible, therefore, that, in class discussion of this particular 
issue, some students have moved beyond utilizing personal experience, 
activated, arguably, by emotive forces, as the factor determining their 
value position, and, considering their position more objectively and more 
impersonally, have either hesitantly moved to a position of uncertainty 
or have accepted the restoration argument of the sand-mining companies. 
In this respect, it needs to be noted that in recent times mining companies 
' See above, pp. 9-10. 
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have been quite active in the schools and in holding seminars for Social 
Science teachers, although in the absence of any firm evidence as to 
whether their public relations exercise has been a factor in influencing 
the respondents of this survey, no definitive inferences can be drawn.® 
That some students of Study of Society have adopted an attitude 
determined more by an objective appraisal of the issue at hand than by an 
emotive, subjective one seems to be further confirmed by the responses to 
the statement that freeways are essential in a large industrial clty.^ 
Table 6:2. Freeways Are Essential in a Large Industrial City. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category 
No - They help traffic but 
some people have lost their 
houses 
Yes - Some have lost their 
houses but they help traffic 
Not certain/No reply 
Experimental Group Control Group 
14.4 ( 40) 18.5 ( 50) 
72.9 (202) 
12.7 ( 35) 
55.9 (151) 
25.6 ( 69) 
Total 100.0 (277)^° 100.0 (270) 11 
® See, for example, "Mining in Society Seminar 1976", The Social Science 
Teachers' Association of Queensland Newsletter, Vol. 5, No. 4, 
November, 1976. In this article the unnamed writer discusses a 
seminar for teachers conducted by a number of mining companies in 
August, 1976. He also suggests that they are not only for those 
with a 'pro-mining' attitude. 
But see also, R. Simson, "Another Side of the Coin", Queensland 
Teachers' Journal, Vol. 82, No. 3, April, 1976, pp. 94-95. The writer 
is critical of the activities of the mining companies in the schools. 
It might also be noted that correspondence with the Queensland 
Conservation Council revealed that the Council was not aware of the 
existence of a Study of Society syllabus. See Appendix C. 
10 
Question 34, Appendix A. 
One Missing Case. 
11 P < .05 
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Coding followed the same procedure as in the previous question with 
zero representing a less materialistic stance, 2 a high one, and 1 taking 
account of the 'not certain/no reply' responses. 
Although a majority in both groups supported freeway construction 
substantially fewer in the Control Group than in the Experimental Group 
did so. A slightly greater percentage from the Control Group were opposed 
to them, and twice as many in the Control Group as in the Experimental 
Group were either unsure or failed to reply. With the acceptance of the 
Alternative Hypothesis Hi there is a difference between the two groups in 
their attitudes towards the building of freeways. 
In essence, almost half of the Control Group were not prepared to 
concede that freeways are essential in a large industrial city. Once 
again, for some, there might well have been an intrusion of the personal 
motive guiding the reason for the decision, not in the sense of the 
respondents themselves being personally involved to the extent that their 
homes had been uprooted, (given the localities of the schools in the 
survey, very few students, if any, would have been so affected), but 
rather in terms of emotive considerations. 
It is possible that many of the Control Group students, in answering 
this question, for the first time realized that, with freeway construction, 
a minority of people are disadvantaged (not necessarily financially, given 
government compensation) such that they have to move to another place of 
residence. Almost one-fifth of the Control Group might have been prompted 
to respond in support of these few. Similarly, a quarter of them might 
have been moved to withhold their support for freeways, in that, in the 
absence of any previous discussion of the issue, they were now confronted 
with the human problem. 
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With the Experimental Group, however, there would have been a prior 
class discussion of the issue. And, once more, as with the issue of 
conservation, the arguments for and against would have been raised. These 
have, it seems, led to a large drop in the 'not certain/no reply' response 
and to a decision taken by almost three quarters of them that, on balance, 
that which is presumably of greater benefit to a greater number Is the 
more desirable. 
It needs, however, to be reiterated that the use of the Experimental 
and Control Groups does not reveal how each individual student has reacted 
throughout the course. As such this conclusion, and indeed that drawn 
from the data on sand-mining, do not necessarily negate the argument that 
new information on an issue need not result in an attitudinal change 
towards that issue. ^ 2 -|-p,g purpose of the two groups is to show the 
overall end result of exposure to the course. This it has done. Moreover, 
that the course has had an impact on student attitudes to sand-mining and 
freeway construction is further confirmed by the construction of a 
Materialistic Attitude Scale. 
The procedure used in devising the other Global Scales was followed, 
with a continuum ranging from 0 to 6, which was the highest possible 
score from the two questions and which represented the most materialistic 
outlook. Once more, also, for ease of analysis an arbitrary breakdown 
was made, with scores of 0 and 1 indicating a virtually non-materialistic 
viewpoint, 2 to 4 a fairly materialistic outlook and a score of 5 or 6 
suggesting an attitude where materialistic considerations overrode those 
which were less tangible. 
2^ See above, p. 55. 
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Table 6:3. Materialistic Attitude Scale. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category 
Non-Materialistic (O-l) 
Fairly Materialistic (2-4) 
Highly Materialistic (5-6) 
Total 
Experimental Group Control Group 
11.9 ( 33) 16.3 ( 44) 
69.4 (193) 72.2 (195) 
18.7 ( 52) 11.5 ( 31) 
100.0 (278) 100.0 (270)1® 
There is a difference in the attitudes of the two groups. Hi can be 
accepted, and generally, those who have done the course have taken a 
stronger materialistic stance than those who have not done Study of 
Society. The bulk of the students from both groups fall into the middle 
category. They therefore have some appreciation of, and belief in the 
Quality of Life, but with fewer of the Study of Society students than 
non-Social Science students falling into the Non-Materialistic category, 
and more of them into the Highly Materialistic one, it is plain that, as 
a result of class contact with the issues of sand-mining and freeways, 
there is a greater tendency, on the average, to accept that 'change' and 
'modern' always do mean progress. 
Within the context of social issues, students were then asked to 
respond to the statements that 'A woman's role should be only that of 
wife and mother', and 'Restrictions should be placed on some books which 
adult people may wish to read'.^ ** 
^^  P '<.05 
It "•—,tions 41 and 42, Appendix A. Quesi 
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Table 6:4. Woman's Only Role : Wife and Mother. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Strongly Disagree 31-3 ( 87) 32.2 ( 87) 
Disagree 39.6 (110) 45.2 (122) 
Agree 16.9 ( 47) 13.4 ( 36) 
Strongly Agree 7.2 ( 20) 4.8 ( 13) 
Not certain/No reply 5.0 ( 14) 4.4 ( 12) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
24.1 per cent of the Experimental Group and 18.2 per cent of the 
Control Group believed that a woman's place is in the home, although most 
students, with almost one-third from each group expressing a strong view, 
rejected this role long regarded as the only proper one for women. 
Recoding which was carried out by again combining Into two separate 
categories the responses of those who agreed with the statement, and 
those who did not, did not produce a statistically significant result. 
Ho cannot be rejected. There is no difference between the two groups on 
the question of the role of women. 
The socialization of the sexes in which sex roles are learnt begins 
in the home. Although very young children of both sexes identify most 
strongly with the mother the boy soon switches his main identification to 
the father so that he may learn his sex role. Traditionally then, girls 
play with dolls and learn to be gentle, whilst boys play cowboys and 
become tough.^® Furthermore, the education system had for long contributed 
to the socialization of the sexes into their particular roles to the extent 
®^ P.W. Musgrave in Hunt, op. cit., p. 152. 
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that parts of the curriculum paralleled family learning. Industrial 
courses were available only to boys. Girls took Home Science courses. 
The vast majority in Commercial classes were girls. In Queensland State 
Schools, a course in Mothercraft which extends over a term of thirteen 
weeks with one lesson a week is still compulsory for all Grade IX girls. 
Moreover, in terms of traditional sex typing for future adult roles, which 
took place both In the home and at school, there is evidence to suggest 
that this anticipatory socialization has operated quite effectively. This 
has been particularly so for girls upon whom pressures have been greater 
to conform with the conventional morality and fit into the traditional 
mould. As recently as 1969-1970 it was revealed in a Sydney survey of 
adolescents that whereas 35 per cent of boys still at school did some work 
around the home almost every day, 59 per cent of girls at school do. For 
those who have left school, the percentage of boys who still do this kind 
of work drops to 20 per cent, but remains at a high 52 per cent for glrls.^® 
Why then has such a large percentage from both groups rejected this time-
honoured role for women? 
It is possible that the attitude of some teachers who believe that 
women have a role to perform outside the home was conveyed to and inter-
nalized by some students of Study of Society. Amongst Queensland teachers 
there is, for example, within the Queensland Teachers' Union, an 
organization called the Status of Women Committee. It asserts that the 
sexist nature of education contributes to a loss of individual female 
identity. Girls can see themselves only as persons in a relationship - as 
mothers to their children and as wives to their husbands. In an endeavour 
to eliminate this sexist bias the Committee urges, among other things, 
that girls be encouraged to look beyond marriage and motherhood and to 
16 W.F. Connell et al.3 12 to 20 : Studies of City Youth, p. 150. 
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widen their options when planning careers.^' The total membership of 
this organization and the extent of its influence is, however, not known. 
There is, too, a high school student organization called the Feminist 
Education Collective which seeks the self realization of women. Again, 
membership figures are not available, but. If it is recalled^® that 
students display a general lack of interest in anything political and are 
reluctant to become involved in anything which might be seen to be radical, 
then one would suspect that the influence of this group would be extremely 
limited. Indeed, this large scale rejection of a situation which ties the 
woman exclusively to the home is probably, from the viewpoint of the 
students, due to factors much more obvious and meaningful to them. 
Many of them, whether or not they have done Study of Society, undoubt-
edly come from homes where there are two breadwinners.^® Many of them are 
likely to be or have been taught by married women teachers.2° In the 
schools, too, there are signs that the traditional sex-typing of adolescents 






See the Queensland Teachers' Journal, V o l . 8 1 , No. 6 , Ju l y 1976, 
pp. 196-197, f o r a b r i e f d i scuss ion o f t h i s commit tee 's o b j e c t i v e s . 
See above, pp. 76-77. 
In 1973, 37.5 per cent of married women in Australia were members of 
the Civilian Labour Force. This increased to 39-8 per cent in 1975 
and 41.0 per cent in 1976. Official Year Book of Australia, No. 61, 
1975 and 1976, Canberra, Australian Bureau of Statistics, p. 692. 
The records of both the State Education Department and the Queensland 
Teachers' Union of the marital status of female teachers in Queensland 
State Schools are incomplete. 
However, of the 18,612 teachers employed in state schools as at the 
1st August, 1976, 10,642 were females. Of the 10,064 primary teachers, 
6,112 were females. There were 7,186 secondary teachers. Of these 
3,458 were females. Information Statement, Information and 
Publications Branch, No. 13, November, 1976. Undoubtedly many of 
these female teachers were married. 
See, for example. Nexus, Vol. 3, No. 2, September 1977- This 
publication of The Schools Commission advises that an Innovations 
Grant has been given to the Brisbane Independent School to allow it 
to initiate a Manual Arts programme for girls which is designed to 
break down the barriers of traditional sex-role stereotyping. 
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In other words, all high school students regardless of whether the 
reasons for this state of affairs are due to the economic pressures of 
modern society, or, less likely, to factors more ideologically based, are 
being increasingly confronted with a social change of some considerable 
magnitude, such that its impact swamps any influence that a formal study 
of the role of women in a Social Science course might have. 
Amongst the participants in the survey, of course, the Experimental 
Group by comparison with the Control Group is less willing to allow women 
to perform other roles. No Immediate reason for this is apparent, although 
there is again the possibility that the overall relatively greater firming 
of attitudes in support of the domestic role of women is again the result 
of examining 'value conflicts within and among societies'. 
What is devoid of speculation, and perhaps even more interesting are 
the views of Study of Society male students towards this issue. 
Table 6:5. Cross Tabulation of Sex by Home Role of Women. 
Experimental Group (Percentages). 
Sex 
Male 
Fema 1 e 
Total 





























There is a systematic relationship between the sex of the students and 
their attitudes to the role of women. The Alternative Hypothesis Hi can 
22 p < .05 
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be accepted. Plainly, a greater percentage of male students than female 
students still regard the woman's place as being in the home, with almost 
twice the percentage of boys, 15.8 per cent of the Experimental Group, 
than that of girls, 8.3 per cent of the Experimental Group, expressing 
this view, and a smaller percentage of boys than of girls disagreeing 
with the statement. The tradition (if not the reality) of a male dominated 
society as some of these future adult males see it should continue. 
The responses to the statement that restrictions should be placed on 
some books which adult people may wish to read produced the following 
results: 
Table 6:6. Attitudes Towards Censorship : 
There Should be Restrictions on Books Available to Adults. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Strongly Disagree 36.0 (lOO) 30.0 ( 8l) 
Disagree 37-4 (104) 48.9 (132) 
Agree 12.2 ( 34) 13.0 ( 35) 
Strongly Agree 6.1 ( 17) 1.9 ( 5) 
Not certain/No reply 8.2 ( 23) 6.2 ( 17) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270)2® 
Coding followed the usual pattern with those who were strongly 
opposed to censorship being given a score of zero, those who strongly 
supported It a score of 5. The responses of those who were not certain 
or failed to reply were coded as 2. 
^^  P < .05 
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The results correspond closely with those from the question on the 
role of women. More than 70 per cent in each group were both opposed 
to literary censorship of what adults may wish to read and to the 
assigning of an exclusively domestic and maternal role to women. Indeed, 
this similarity in the results is made more significant by virtue of the 
fact that of those who took this kind of position more than 30 per cent 
from each group, and on each question, felt quite strongly about it. 
Recoding was not necessary. Hi can be accepted, and there is a 
difference in the attitudes of the two groups, again due possibly to an 
examination of value conflicts within society, and to the apparent 
capacity to relate one's own attitudes and values to the kinds of issues 
raised in the course. 
The questions on the role of women and the issue of censorship had 
a common theme. Each Implicitly sought to establish to what extent 
students regarded the rights of the individual as paramount, and whether 
discussions In a Social Science course had created a greater acceptance 
that such rights should prevail over what convention2'* and authority2^ 
might determine. On these grounds, it was considered appropriate to 
construct a Liberal Outlook Scale, one which would reflect generally the 
degree of support for individual rights. 
2** Certainly, up until the mid 1960s, a woman's place was thought to be 
in the home. See McGregor, op. cit., p. 63. 
2® ibid., p. 72. McGregor also noted that Australia has one of the 
most repressive systems of censorship in the world. 
In Queensland, the Literary Board of Review determines which 
publications shall not be made available for public consumption. 
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Table 6:7. Liberal Outlook Scale. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category 
Liberal, open-minded (0-2) 
Relatively liberal and 
open-minded (3-5) 
Closed mind (6-8) 
Experimental Group Control Group 
57.5 (160) 63.0 (170) 
35.3 ( 98) 35.5 ( 96) 
7.2 ( 20) 1.5 ( 4) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270)26 
Scores of zero to 2 were judged to be indicative of a liberal stance, 
3 to 5 as pointing to a relatively liberal attitude, and 6 to 8 as 
revealing a closed mind. Hi can be accepted and there is a difference 
in the attitudes of the two groups. 
More than 50 per cent from each group reveal a high degree of 
liberal thought on the two issues, although the percentage of the 
Experimental Group is smaller than that of the Control Group. Slightly 
more than one third from each group are relatively liberal whilst a small 
1.5 per cent of the Control Group and a higher 7.2 per cent of the 
Experimental Group are strongly opposed to freeing women from the home 
and to a relaxation of censorship. 
The Society to Outlaw Pornography (STOP) and the Committee Against 
Regressive Education (CARE) have expressed concern that the social fabric 
is threatened by the kind of education experienced by today's adolescents. 
If their claim is a valid one, the results of this Liberal Outlook Scale 
reveal that Study of Society has not, it seems, been a contributing factor. 
2® p < .05 
2' Correspondence with STOP and CARE. See Appendix C. 
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The options provided in the question on poverty2® allowed for a wide 
range of attitudes to this issue to be investigated. Basically, in an 
attempt to assess the impact of the course, they were concerned with 
finding whether the respondents felt that those who lived in poverty were 
themselves reponsible for this predicament or whether forces outside their 
control had put them in that situation. A 'not certain' option was 
provided. 
Table 6:8. Reason for People Living in Poverty. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category 
They are lazy and not 
prepared to work 
Reward for their work is 
not appropriate 
Poverty is due to 
circumstances beyond their 
control 
Not certain/No reply 
Experimental Group Control Group 
10.8 ( 30) 13.0 ( 35) 
10.1 ( 28) 
62.6 (174) 
16.5 ( 46) 
10.4 ( 28) 
59.6 (161) 
17.0 ( 46) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
Only 10.8 per cent of the Experimental Group and 13.0 per cent of 
the Control Group agreed that poverty is the result of people's not being 
prepared to work, 10.1 per cent of the Experimental Group and 10.4 per 
cent felt that, although they were prepared to work, they did not receive 
the appropriate reward. A high 62.6 per cent of the Experimental Group 
and 59.6 per cent of the Control Group accepted that outside circumstances 
were the cause of poverty, and not insignificant percentages from both 
groups either did not or could not respond. Recoding which was done by 
combining the two response items placing the reasons for poverty on 
external factors did not produce a significant result. Ho cannot be 
28 Question 35, Appendix A. 
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rejected and the course has not influenced the students' attitudes towards 
the causes of poverty. 
In addition to serving the purpose of observing the possible effects 
of the course, two of the questions were designed to test the findings 
which had emerged from Connell's 'Class Consciousness in ChiIdhood'.2^ 
Although, as has been discussed above,®" an awareness of a class 
structure is developed by adolescence, Connell has concluded that not all 
young people accept the justice of this situation. A minority of them 
believe that reward should be commensurate to effort, and their conclusion 
is that, within the hierarchical class structure, this does not take 
place. Connell does not provide specific figures to show the size of 
this minority, but, in this study, it is only a small percentage who 
believe that insufficient reward is a cause of poverty, and is, to those 
students, the reason why poor people are at 'the bottom of the heap'. 
Connell further found that, for the majority of respondents, the 
differences in the class structure are just. They believe that reward 
should be proportionate to effort, but, in Australia, this is in fact the 
case. Explicitly, they express support for 'the gospel of work', the 
idea of putting in a fair day's work and getting out a fair day's wages.®^ 
Implicitly then, this majority would accept that those for whom the 
reward is small have not expanded sufficient effort. If this can be put 
more dramatically, the reason why people live in poverty and therefore 
find themselves at the base of the class hierarchy is to be found in 
2® Connell, "Class Consciousness in Childhood", pp. 87-99. 
®" See above, p. 97. 
®^ Connell, "Class Consciousness in Childhood", pp. 87-99. 
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thelr attitude to work. They are lazy and are not prepared to work. In 
the present study, only a small minority of respondents have accepted 
this proposition, and thus within the context of the question on poverty, 
only the first of Connell's findings can possibly be validated. 
One is indeed struck by the large percentage of respondents from 
both groups who place the causes of poverty beyond the control of those 
in that position. Amongst the survey participants, the Experimental 
Group percentage is, in fact, higher than that of the Control Group, and 
the percentage of those who believe that poverty is self-inflicted is 
lower. No reason for this or for the lack of impact of the course can 
be offered. Nonetheless, it does seem that the majority of both Social 
Science and non-Social Science students are not unsympathetic to the 




In the area of c o n t r o v e r s i a l s o c i a l i s sues , the r e s u l t s from the 
ques t ions seeking s tudent op i n i on on the cause o f pover ty and the ro le 
o f women suppor t the o r i g i n a l hypo thes i s . On these i ssues , the 
a t t i t u d e s o f the Study of Society s tudents are s i m i l a r to those held by 
the non-Soc ia l Science s t u d e n t s . Yet the responses to o ther quest ions 
on s o c i a l issues show t h a t Study of Society s tudents are more favourab ly 
d isposed t o the idea o f sand-min ing and t o freeway c o n s t r u c t i o n , and, 
as such , c e r t a i n l y in those two a reas , they are more m a t e r i a l i s t i c in 
t h e i r o u t l o o k than those who have not done the course. There i s , t o o , 
s l i g h t l y g r e a t e r suppor t amongst Study of Society s tudents f o r censor-
sh ip o f books f o r a d u l t s and (desp i t e the s i m i l a r i t y o f op in ion on the 
ques t i on o f the r o l e o f women), on those two i ssues , they reveal a less 
open-minded a t t i t u d e than do the non-Soc ia l Science s tuden ts . I t appears, 
t h e n , t h a t , o v e r a l l , in t h i s f i e l d o f c o n t r o v e r s i a l soc ia l i ssues , the 
a t t i t u d e s o f the Soc ia l Science s tudents d i f f e r from those who d i d not 
take the course . 
By c o n t r a s t , the p o l i t i c a l a t t i t u d e s o f the Study of Society 
s tuden ts p a r a l l e l those o f the non-Soc ia l Science s tuden ts . On the issue 
o f d e c i s i o n - m a k i n g , a t both the n a t i o n a l and school l e v e l , there is no 
d i f f e r e n c e between the Exper imenta l and Cont ro l Groups. The Soc ia l 
Science s tuden ts are no more mot i va ted t o take to the s t r e e t s than are 
the non-Soc ia l Science s t u d e n t s . They are not prepared t o g ran t t h i s 
r i g h t to o t h e r people any more than are those who have not done the 
course . They e x h i b i t the same degree o f p o l i t i c a l cyn ic i sm as s tudents 
who have no t done Study of Society b u t , l i k e them, g e n e r a l l y b e l i e v e 
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t h a t governments w i l l be responsive to p u b l i c o p i n i o n . The ex ten t o f 
t h e i r o p p o s i t i o n t o Communism i s the same as t h a t o f the non-Socia l 
Science s t u d e n t s , and t h e i r ideas as to what is meant by Democracy are 
s i m i l a r . The p o l i t i c a l p a r t y cho ice o f the respondents in the two 
groups i s the same, as is t h e i r l eve l o f i n t e r e s t in p o l i t i c s . The 
s tuden ts are no b e t t e r informed p o l i t i c a l l y than t h e i r non-Socia l 
Science c o u n t e r p a r t s . 
Contact w i t h Study of Society has , however, produced a g rea te r 
awareness o f the e x i s t e n c e and the r o l e o f pressure groups, a l t hough , as 
the r e s u l t s o f the ques t i on on dec is ion -mak ing show,^ on ly amongst those 
inc luded in the survey does a s l i g h t l y h ighe r percentage o f Socia l 
Science s tuden ts b e l i e v e t h a t pressure groups l i k e Trade Unions and Big 
Business p lay a v i t a l r o l e in dec i s i on -mak ing . More Soc ia l Science 
s tudents accept the ex i s t ence o f s o c i a l c lasses in A u s t r a l i a , b u t , given 
the design o f the ques t i ons seeking both t h e i r own and t h e i r pa ren ts ' 
c l a s s , i t i s d i f f i c u l t t o say t h a t the course has a l t e r e d t h e i r c lass 
p e r c e p t i o n s . 
In g e n e r a l , a l s o , there Is no d i f f e r e n c e in the personal r a c i a l 
a t t i t u d e s o f the s tuden ts f rom the two groups. There is a s i m i l a r w ide-
spread b e l i e f in the e q u a l i t y o f t r a d i t i o n a l peoples. Support f o r an 
independent Papua New Guinea is the same, as is suppor t f o r and oppos i t i on 
t o the p r o p o s i t i o n o f hav ing an A b o r i g i n a l f a m i l y as a nex t -door neighbour. 
S i m i l a r percentages f rom both groups accept t h a t most Abor ig ines are as 
i n t e l l i g e n t as most w h i t e A u s t r a l i a n s , and t h a t Asians should be a l lowed 
t o m ig ra te t o A u s t r a l i a . There i s no d i f f e r e n c e between the two groups 
in t h e i r responses t o the ques t i on on European m i g r a t i o n . 
^ See above, pp. 66-67 . 
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At the same time, in the area of race relations. Study of Society 
has had some influence. Although the responses on the Global Aboriginal 
Attitude Scale reveal no difference between the two groups, more Social 
Science students now appear to be in some doubt as to whether most 
Aborigines are lazy. This greater uncertainty, as reflected in the 
marked differences in the 'not certain/no reply' responses between the 
Experimental and Control Groups, is apparent also in the results of 
those questions seeking student opinion on the extent of prejudice 
amongst Australians in general. 
Thus, in none of the three areas explored is there a total 
attitudinal difference between the two groups, but neither is there 
complete similarity. Indeed, where the results reveal no overall 
difference between the two groups, there are differences in the attitudes 
of the actual Social Science and non-Social Science participants. In 
addition, on issues such as their attitudes to Communism and their 
personal racial attitudes, some students have explicitly acknowledged 
that the course has either strengthened or altered their opinions. In 
all, 39.6 per cent of the Social Science students said that some 
opinions had been altered by the course and 44.6 per cent indicated that 
some had been strengthened.^ Unfortunately, the vagueness of many of 
the answers prevented any clear delineation, and hence any examination, 
of the nature of the attitudes ostensibly changed or reinforced.^ 
It should also be noted that some of the Social Science students 
felt that their Social Science teacher had had an influence on their 
general attitudes to life. This was shown by the responses to a question 
along those 1 ines. ** 
See above, pp. 86-87-
See above, p. 88. 
Question 43, Appendix A. 
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Table 7:1. Influence of Social Science Teacher 
on General Attitudes to Life. 
Experimental Group (Percentages). 
Yes - A great deal 9.7 ( 27) 
Yes - A fair bit 18.3 ( 51) 
Yes - A little 42.5 (118) 
No - Not at all 24.5 ( 68) 
Not certain/No reply 5.0 ( 14) 
Total 100.0 (278) 
The question was cast in broad terms, but since the Social Science 
teacher is the key link between the course and the students, it implicitly 
investigated the extent, if any, of attitudinal change towards those 
political, racial and social issues connected, directly or indirectly, 
with the course. For approximately 70 per cent of the respondents, there-
fore, it would appear that, in varying degrees of impact, the course, 
through the teacher, has had some influence. 
The importance of these data needs, however, to be tempered by the 
realization that most Social Science students regard their parents as the 
major socializing force, and, as a result, the role of the teacher, when 
set against these other socializing agents, does not loom large. There-
fore, any attitudinal effect of the course, through the influence of the 
teacher, has, in effect, been modified by the greater strength of another 
socializing agent, in particular, the parents. 
Thus, from this thesis, three major findings have emerged. First, a 
® See above, p. 84. 
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quite substantial majority of Social Science students have recognized 
that their Social Science teacher, and therefore the course, has, to some 
extent, influenced them, but, at the same time, within the hierarchy of 
socializing influences, they do not feel that the Impact of the teacher 
has been very important. Second, some students claim explicitly to have 
been influenced in their attitudes towards Communism and peoples of other 
races, although, this possible impact does not appear In the overall 
results. Third, although amongst the Social Science students In the 
survey there Is evidence of differing attitudes, in all three areas under 
review, political, racial, and social, only In certain facets of each, is 
there, overall, a difference between the two groups. The Study of Society 
students are more aware of the presence and the function of pressure 
groups in the political system. They believe more than do the non-Social 
Science students that there are social classes in Australia. On the 
question of the Aboriginal capacity for work, their outlook is a less 
positive one. They feel that most Australians are racially prejudiced 
and intolerant, but are less critical than those who have not done the 
course. Finally, their support for such enterprises as sand-mining and 
freeway construction and their acceptance of adult censorship is greater 
than that of the other Grade XI students. 
Piper has stated that ' .. the findings of research . seem to 
suggest that, whatever their intentions, the schools have little Influence 
on the formation or transformation of children's attitudes and values. 
[However] the evidence is by no means conclusive' ^ The results from 
this thesis, also, do not allow for a definitive conclusion to be drawn. 
The general tendency of the research has been to show that students who 
have done Study of Society do not have significantly different attitudes 
from students who have not done the course, but since, on a few issues, 
there is an attitudinal difference, there can be no clear acceptance or 
rejection of the original hypothesis. 
Pioer. OD. cit.. D. 16. 
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The study in its coverage has embraced only Grade XI students of 
schools in three areas of Queensland. But because the sample was 
representative of a wide cross section of students and schools, it might 
be possible to conclude that similar results would have been obtained If 
the survey had been conducted amongst Grade X students on a state-wide 
basis. Indeed, it might also be argued that the same results would be 
obtained from a survey of future Study of Society students. 
In the field of political and social issues this should be of no 
concern to the Social Science sub-committee now planning a Study of 
Society course for Grades XI and XII.' It is not its task, nor indeed 
that of teachers, to promote certain political attitudes, although, given 
the cliche-like responses to questions on Democracy, there might well be 
a need for what Connell calls 'a strenuous indoctrination in the theory 
of Democracy'.® Nor should the sub-committee and teachers act to ensure 
that certain attitudes towards certain social issues should be adopted. 
There may well be a need, however, for a more concerted and perhaps 
better directed effort towards developing a tolerance for and an empathy 
with peoples of other races and cultures. In this connexion, the recent 
recommendations of the Citizenship Education sub-committee of the Board 
of Secondary Studies should probably be noted.® It has proposed that 
courses in Migrant Studies and Aboriginal Studies should be incorporated 
into the new Citizenship Education syllabus. It has also suggested that 
similar courses be offered in pre-service institutions in an attempt to 
ensure that secondary school teachers are equipped to teach them. 
7 
8 
See above, pp. 6 -7 . 
The Sta te Working Par ty which drew up the Study of Society Syllabus 
has been d isbanded. 
Connell, The Child's Construction of Politics, p. 59. 
Submission t o the Board o f Secondary Studies re Migrant Studies and/ 
or Black Studies, 28th October, 1977. 
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The sub-committee has recommended that Migrant Studies should 
extend over a semester and should possibly include a history of 
Australian immigration, the problems of assimilation and integration, the 
background of a home country, for example, Italy, contemporary migrant 
society, and the future of migrants. Here, the concern of the Modern 
Language Teachers' Association of Queensland (MLTAQ) might also be 
mentioned. Foreign languages in Queensland schools are in a state of 
decline,^" and it is the belief of the Association that their possible 
disappearance from the schools will have certain societal disadvantages. 
The MLTAQ argues that, since Australia is a multi-cultural society in 
which one in five of its population was born overseas and 40 per cent are 
the product of post-war immigration, and, indeed, because Australia lies 
in the Asian-Pacific region with which it has increasingly closer links,^^ 
there should be moves at the official Departmental level to foster 
second language teaching in schools. This would facilitate communication 
between individuals and groups for social and business purposes and would 
help to develop favourable, tolerant cross-cultural attitudes. 
In this respect the findings of Savignon are of some interest.^2 
In her study of the effects of foreign language teaching amongst a sample 
of three groups of college students in the United States she found. In 
'Before' and 'After' tests, a significant decrease in ethnocentrism 
amongst the participants. It should be stressed that her research 
^" In 1973, 33.5 per cent of Grade XII students in Queensland schools 
were studying foreign languages. This had dropped to 20.8 per cent 
in 1976. At the Grade IX level the decline over these three years 
was from 47-9 per cent to 31.7 per cent. Cited by D.E. Ingram, 
"Skills Required by Teachers of Foreign Languages", Phoenix, Journal 
of the Confederation of Teacher Educators of Queensland, Vol. 1, 
No. 1, 1977, pp. 22-33. 
^^  ibid. 
2^ S.J. Savignon, Communicative Competence : An Experiment in Foreign 
Language Teaching, Philadelphia, The Center for Curriculum 
Development, 1972, p. 58. 
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focussed mainly on the methodology of foreign language teaching, and 
hence all those taking part in the programme were, in fact, studying a 
foreign language. Some of the students made up the Control Group and 
concentrated on developing linguistic ability in a language laboratory, 
the others formed two Experimental Groups and were given an opportunity 
to develop their linguistic competence through simulated social situations. 
Savignon does concede that before a decrease In ethnocentrism can be 
attributed to a foreign language experience, further studies which would 
include a Control Group not studying a foreign language are needed. 
Still, there may be an argument for retaining and/or introducing 
foreign languages if there is a possibility that they will contribute to 
a broad and thorough understanding of peoples and their cultures. 
Certainly, Hall is of the opinion that language is a major element in 
forming thought and that it is impossible to bypass culture or language 
if we are to understand human beings.^® If this is so, then two further 
points might be made. 
First, the presence of even a small percentage of Study of Society 
students who have rejected Asian migration on racialist grounds^ ** may 
justify the expansion of the teaching of Asian languages in the schools. 
At present, Japanese and Chinese are taught in only a handful of high 
schools, Indonesian in only one, although it is hoped that a seminar on 
Indonesian Culture and Language to be held in April, 1978 will result in 
the introduction of that language into the primary schools. Second, 
because, after a three year course, a small percentage of Study of 
Society students still believe that migrants should be assimilated into 
®^ E.T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension, New York, Doubleday, I969, pp. 1-2. 
'^* See above, p. 147. 
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the Australian community,^® it might be desirable to incorporate Into 
the Migrant Studies programme the study of languages spoken by Australia's 
ethnic minorities. The MLTAQ has, for example, urged that Greek be 
introduced into the primary schools. 
Whether teachers capable of teaching Aboriginal languages would be 
available is debatable. Ihe Aboriginal Studies course may, however, be 
an adequate substitute. It will include a study of traditional Aboriginal 
life, the history of Aboriginal-European relations, an analysis of 
contemporary Aboriginal society, and an overview of the Aboriginal future 
in a predominantly white society. The course appears to provide a more 
comprehensive coverage of the Aboriginal issue than is presently offered 
in Study of Society where the approach is relatively piecemeal. Although 
in Study of Society the question of whether Aborigines should live in 
white residential areas is covered, not all students study Aborigines 
when examining A Traditional Small Scale Society.^^ Since a hard core of 
Study of Society students who are both prejudiced towards and prepared to 
discriminate against Aborigines^' remains after three years, the proposed 
new study may be a most appropriate one. 
Only then, in this sensitive area of race relations, do changes in 
school curricula appear necessary. The results of this thesis may give 
impetus to attempts in that direction by the Citizenship Education sub-
committee and the MLTAQ. 
®^ See above, p. 150. 
®^ See above, p. 127. 
^' See above, p. 145. 
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APPENDIX A 
The original questionnaire was on foolscap. No reference to Study 
of Society was made on the questionnaire which was answered by those 
students who had not done the course. Thus, the first of the 
instructions to non-Study of Society students stated: WE WOULD LIKE TO 
FIND OUT WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT POLITICS AND THE AUSTRALIAN POLITICAL 
SYSTEM. WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO KNOW WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT SOME OF THE 
ISSUES WHICH INTEREST MANY PEOPLE TODAY. FOR THESE REASONS WE HAVE 
ASKED YOU TO ANSWER A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS. 
The introduction to Question 24 was as follows: Australia ia 
regarded as a Western-type industrial society. There are also other 
kinds of societies. Some are non-Western, and are not as industrialized 
as Australia. These kinds of societies are sometimes called traditional 
societies. Examples of a traditional society would be an Australian 
Aboriginal society before the arrival of the white man, an Eskimo 
society, a tribal society in Papua New Guinea, the Bushmen people of the 
Kalahari desert in South Africa. 
What would your opinion of the people of these kinds of societies 
be? 
In Question 31 no mention was made of the unit Socialization in Our 
Society. The introductory sentence stated: It has been said that 
Australians have certain attitudes and that all these attitudes combine 
to make up the Australian character. We would like to know what you 
think about the Australian character by answering the following questions. 
Question 43 which sought the extent of Social Science teachers' 
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influence on the Study of Society students' general attitudes to life 
was omitted, as were Questions 45 and 46 which asked the Social Science 
students to indicate whether their opinions had been altered or 
strengthened by the course. 
The sex of the respondents was noted on the questionnaires 
submitted to the writer as they left the room after completing the 
questionnaire. 
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I) WE WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT 
POLITICS AND THE AUSTRALIAN POLITICAL SYSTEM. 
WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO KNOW WHAT YOU THINK 
ABOUT SOME OF THE TOPICS YOU STUDIED IN THE 
SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSE STUDY OF SOCIETY. 
FOR THESE REASONS WE HAVE ASKED YOU TO ANSWER 
A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS. 
II) MOST OF THE QUESTIONS CAN BE ANSWERED BY 
PLACING A TICK OR A CROSS ON THE LINE NEXT 
TO THE STATEMENT WHICH YOU THINK CORRECTLY 
ANSWERS THE QUESTION. FOR A FEW QUESTIONS 
YOU WILL HAVE TO ANSWER IN YOUR OWN WORDS. 
III) THERE MAY ALSO BE A FEW QUESTIONS WHICH IT 
MAY NOT BE NECESSARY FOR YOU TO ANSWER. IF 
YOU READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY AS YOU 
GO THROUGH THE QUESTIONNAIRE YOU WILL SEE 
WHICH ONES THESE MAY BE. 
(IV) WE WOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THAT THIS IS NOT 
A TEST. JUST ANSWER THE QUESTIONS AS 
ACCURATELY AS YOU CAN. 
V) THE ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS ARE OF COURSE 
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL AND WE DON'T REQUIRE 
YOUR NAME. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION 
PLEASE READ ALL QUESTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
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1. How does a political party get a majority in Parliament? 
a) It is the one most favoured by the Queen. 
b) More of Its members turn up when Parliament 
meets. 
c) A majority of people have usually voted for it 
at the last election. 
d) Not certain. 
Which political party at present has a majority in 
the Federal House of Representatives? 
a) National Country Party 
b) Liberal Party 
c) Australian Labor Party 
d) Not certain 
From the following list tick the political party 
which at present is in opposition in the Federal 
House of Representatives. 
a) Australian Labor Party 
b) National Country Party 
c) Liberal Party 
d) Not certain 
4. The Cabinet is the group of Ministers 
a) selected from the party with the majority in 
the House of Representatives 
b) selected from both the party with the majority 
and the opposition party in the House of 
Representatives 
c) selected from the party which has a majority 
only in the Senate 
d) Not certain 




c) High Court of Australia 
d) Not certain 
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6. A Bill is a document which later becomes a law. 
Who usually introduces a Bill into Parliament 
for discussion? 
a) The Prime Minister 
b) A Cabinet Minister 
c) The Speaker 
d) Not certain 
In order for a Bill to become law it must 
a) be passed by the House of Representatives alone 
b) be passed by the Senate alone 
c) be passed by both the House of Representatives 
and the Senate 
d) Not certain 
Who has to sign a Bill before it finally becomes 
a law? 
a) The Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia 
b) The Prime Minister 
c) The Governor-General 
d) Not certain 
9. From which political party does the present Prime 
Minister come? 
a) Liberal Party 
b) Australian Labor Party 
c) National Country Party 
d) Not certain 
10. Which position in his parliamentary party does the 
Prime Minister hold? 
a) Secretary 
b) Leader 
c) Ordinary Cabinet Minister 








i s the A u s t r a l i a n Prime M i n i s t e r ? 
Mr. B je l ke -Pe te rsen 
Mr. Whit lam 
Mr. Anthony 
Mr. Eraser 
Not c e r t a i n 




c) Not certain 
IF THE ANSWER IS 'YES 
(11) What is the main function of a pressure (or 
interest) group? 
a) To try to have some of its ideas adopted 
by political parties 
b) To help out at polling booths during an 
election 
c) To show an interest in how Parliament 
operates 
13. Do you think there are any social classes in Australia? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Not certain 
ONLY THOSE WHO ANSWERED 'YES' TO QUESTION 13 SHOULD ANSWER 
THESE NEXT 2 QUESTIONS, NUMBERS 14 AND 15 
14. Which social class do you think your parents belong to? 
a) Upper class 
b) Middle class 
c) Working class 
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15. Which social class do you think you belong to? 
a) Upper class 
b) Middle class 
c) Working class 
EVERYONE NOW ANSWERS QUESTIONS l6, 17, l8. 
16. Which one of these political parties does your 
father vote for? 
a) Democratic Labor Party 
b) Liberal Party 
c) Australia Party 
d) National Country Party 
e) Australian Labor Party 
f) Not certain 
17. Which one of these political parties does your 
mother vote for? 
a) Australian Labor Party 
b) Australia Party 
c) National Country Party 
d) Liberal Party 
e) Democratic Labor Party 
f) Not certain 
18. When you reach the voting age of 18 years which one 
of these political parties will _)^ou^  vote for? 
a) Australia Party 
b) Australian Labor Party 
c) Liberal Party 
d) National Country Party 
e) Democratic Labor Party 
f) Not certain 
19. What is your father's occupati on I 
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20. In your own words what do you think is meant by Democracy? 
21- In your own words what do you think is meant by Communism? 
22. Do you talk about politics? 
a) A great deal 
b) A fair bit 
c) Sometimes 
d) Not very often 
e) Never 
f) Not certain 
23. ANSWER THIS QUESTION ONLY IF YOU DO TALK ABOUT POLITICS, 
If you do talk about politics with whom do you most 
discuss it? 
a) Your father 
b) Your mother 
c) Both your parents 
d) Your friends 
24. In Grade 8 you studied a traditional small scale society. 
It might have been a traditional Aboriginal society, an 
Eskimo society, a tribal society in Papua New Guinea, or 
perhaps the Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert. 
(i) Which society did you study? 
(ii) What is your opinion of the people of this society? 
a) Their beliefs and customs are different 
from Australian beliefs and customs and 
therefore they are not as good as we are. 
b) Their beliefs and customs are different 
from Australian beliefs and customs but 
they are still as good as we are. 
c) Not certain. 
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25. For many years Australia governed the people of Papua 
New Guinea. On September 16th, 1975, Australia decided 
that the people of Papua New Guinea could look after 
their own affairs. 
Was this the right thing to do? 
a) YES - because the coloured people of Papua New 
Guinea are quite capable of looking after their 
own affairs. 
b) NO - because coloured people simply aren't 
capable of looking after their own affairs. 
c) NO - because Papua New Guinea is still a 
traditional type society and therefore cannot 
be left to look after its own affairs. 
d) Not certain. 
26. Would you mind if an Aboriginal family became your 
next door neighbour? 
a) NO - I have never met any Aboriginal people but 
I wouldn't object to them because of their race 
and colour. 
b) YES - I know some Aboriginal people and I would 
not like to have any living next door to me. 
c) NO - I know some Aboriginal people and I would 
not mind any living next door to me. 
d) YES - I don't know any Aboriginal people and 
have nothing against them personally but I 
wouldn't want them living next door to me. 
e) Not certain. 
27. Most Aborigines are lazy and don't want to work. 
a) Strongly agree 
b) Agree 
c) Disagree 
d) Strongly disagree 
e) Not certain 
28. Most Aborigines are as intelligent as most white 
Australians. 
a) Strongly agree 
b) Agree 
c) Disagree 
d) Strongly disagree 
e) Not certain 
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29. Should Asian people be allowed to migrate to Australia? 
a) NO - I don't object to Asian people because of 
their colour but they could not make any 
contribution to the development of Australia. 
b) NO - because Asian people are not as good as 
Australians and therefore it would be 
impossible for us to live happily together in 
the same society. 
c) YES - because they may possess skills which 
will contribute to the development of Australia. 
d) YES - because I think that all human beings are 
equal and that therefore Australians and Asians 
could live happily together in the same society. 
e) Not certain. 
30. Should migrants from Europe who settle in Australia 
have to give up the customs of their own countries 
and live the way most Australians live? 
a) YES - because the Australian way of life is the 
best way and Europeans migrating to Australia 
should be prepared to adopt this way of life. 
b) YES - the Australian way of life is not 
necessarily the best way but if Europeans 
coming to Australia don't accept it they will 
remain as strangers in a foreign land. 
c) NO - they should be encouraged to keep their 
customs because we can then improve the 
Australian society by adopting some of them. 
d) Not certain. 
31. In Grade 9 you probably studied Socialization in Our 
Society. 
For each of these following questions (a), (b) , (c) , 
(d) place a tick against what you think is the 
appropriate answer. 
a) Most Australians are tolerant and easy-going 
Most Australians resent those people who do 
not believe and accept the things which most 
Australians believe and accept. 
Not certain. 
b) Most Australians believe that the Australian 
way of life is no better and no worse than the 
way of life in other countries 
Most Australians believe that the Australian 





c) Most Australians regard Aborigines as their 
equals. 
Most Australians do not think Aborigines are 
as good as they are. 
Not certain. 
d) Most Australians will stick to their mates 
through thick and thin. 
Most Australians are too busy trying to be 
successful to worry about their mates. 
Not certain. 
32. What do you think is the main reason why people buy 
colour TV? 
a) Because many other people are buying it. 
b) Because it makes TV shows more entertaining. 
c) Not certain. 
33. Mining for mineral sands should be allowed. 
a) YES - as just preserving beaches is of no real 
value but sand mining helps to develop the 
Australian economy. 
b) NO - as developing the Australian economy is 
not everything; we need to preserve some of 
our beaches and sand mining can't do this. 
c) YES - as sand mining does help the Australian 
economy, and anyway beaches can be restored 
after mining. 
d) Not certain. 
34. Freeways are essential in a large industrial city. 
a) NO - they help traffic to move more quickly 
and smoothly, but a small number of people have 
had their houses pulled down as a result. 
b) YES - a small number of people may have lost 
their houses as a result of freeway construction, 
but freeways help traffic to move more quickly 
and smoothly. 
c) Not certain. 
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35. If people live in poverty, is it because 
a) They are lazy and are not prepared to work. 
b) They are prepared to work but do not receive 
the appropriate reward for their work. 
c) Circumstances beyond their control have put 
them in a position of poverty. 
d) Not certain. 
36. Who, in your opinion, has most power in Australia 
today, that is, who makes most of the decisions which 
affect Australians? 
37- If you had some idea which you were very anxious to 
get taken up by the government, what in fact would 
you do? 
a) Write a letter to the newspaper. 
b) Hold a street demonstration to draw attention 
to the way you feel. 
c) Nothing at all. 
d) Write a letter to your local member of 
Pari lament. 
e) Ask people to sign a petition and present it 
to your local member of Parliament. 
f) Not certain. 
38. People have the right to hold street demonstrations 
to put forward their point of view. 
a) YES - We live in a democracy and people there-
fore have the right to assemble and protest in 
public. 
b) NO - Street demonstrations cause too much 
inconvenience to business and traffic. 
c) NO - If people wish to protest they should do 
so by contacting their member of Parliament. 
d) YES - It Is a waste of time people writing to 
their member of Parliament and street 
demonstrations are the best way of making the 
public aware of your point of view. 
e) Not certain. 
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39- There should be student participation in deciding 
how a school is going to be run. 
a) Strongly agree 
b) Agree 
c) Disagree 
d) Strongly diagree 
e) Not certain 
40. Do you think that after you have reached the voting 
age of 18 years you will be able to have any say, 
once a government is elected, in its decisions which 
will affect you and other Australians? 
a) YES - Australia is a democracy and the 
government therefore will be responsive to 
public opinion. 
b) NO - Once a government is elected it is its 
responsibility to run the country and it will 
not worry about public opinion. 
c) Not certain. 
41. A woman's role should be only that of wife and mother. 
a) Strongly agree 
b) Agree 
c) Disagree 
d) Strongly disagree 
e) Not certain 
42. Restrictions should be placed on some books which 











43. Would you say that your Social Science teacher has 
had an influence on your general attitudes to life? 
a) YES - a great deal 
b) YES - a fair bit 
c) YES - a little 
d) NO - not at all 
e) Not certain 
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44. Which ONE of the following has influenced you MOST 















45. (i) Has the social science course Study of Society 




c) Not certain 
(ii) ONLY FOR THOSE WHO HAVE ANSWERED 'YES' TO THE 
PREVIOUS QUESTION. 
Which opinion or opinions have been altered? 
46. (1) Has the social science course Study of Society 
helped to strengthen any opinions you have? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Not certain 
(ii) ONLY FOR THOSE WHO HAVE ANSWERED 'YES' TO THE 
PREVIOUS QUESTION. 
Which opinion or opinions have been strengthened? 
***»*»**** 
THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION 
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APPENDIX B 
The questions asking for Father's Party Choice, Mother's Party 
Choice, Father's Occupation, and the Students' Views on Mateship 
constitute Questions 16, 17, 19, 31 (d), respectively, of the 
questionnai re. 
Table 1:1. Father's Party Choice. 
Experimental 
Par ty Choice 
Democratic Labor 
L i b e r a l Par ty 
A u s t r a l i a Par ty 
Nat iona l Par ty 
Aus t ra l Ian Labor 
Not c e r t a i n 
No answer 
Other 
To ta l 
Pa 
Pa 
r t y 
r t y 










































Recoding which was done by grouping the small Democratic Labor 
Party vote, the Australia Party vote and the 'no answer' percentage 
into the 'other' category did not produce a significant difference 
between the two groups. 
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Party Choice 
Table 1:2. Mother's Party Choice. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
















































Recoding similar to that above was carried out. There is still 
no difference between the two groups. 


























































The responses were recoded by placing in one category the 
unskilled/semi-skilled and skilled occupations, by grouping together 
the business executive and professional occupations, and by recoding 
the 'deceased' and 'no answer' responses as Missing Values. This did 
not result in a significant difference between the two groups. 
Table 1:4. The Mateship Tradition. 
Experimental and Control Groups (Percentages). 
Category Experimental Group Control Group 
Most Australians will stick 64.0 (178) 65.6 (177) 
to their mates 
Most Australians are too busy 11.2 ( 31) 14.8 ( 4o) 
trying to be successful 
Not certain/No reply 24.8 ( 69) 19.6 ( 53) 
Total 100.0 (278) 100.0 (270) 
There is no difference between the two groups. What is 
interesting is that, although the 'not certain/no reply' is quite 
high, only a little more than one-tenth from each group reject the 
perpetuation of the mateship tradition. 
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APPENDIX C 
CITIZENS FOR FREEDOM (QUEENSLAND) 
(In Defence of the Free Society) 
44 Long St East, Graceville, Queensland, 4075 
12th October, 1975 
Mr G. Shipstone, 
Department of Social Studies, 
Mount Gravatt College of Advanced Education, 
Messines Ridge Rd, 
Mount Gravatt, 
4122. 
Dear Mr Shipstone, 
Social Science Syllabus - Study of Society 
I refer to your letter dated 7th of August 1975. 
The Citizens For Freedom was not aware of the Social Science Syllabus 
untill [sic] July of this year, when one of our members raised the matter 
at a meeting complaining of a left wing bias in the course. I obtained a 
copy of the syllabus and found that it was the course that I would be 
commencing with you in History Method. 
An examination of the syllabus did take place and it was decided that 
although the course was open to manipulation by left wing groups, no 
great bias existed. Any bias that came out in its teaching was more 
likely to be the result of a teacher bias than of bias in the Man and 
Society syllabus. 
The Citizens For Freedom have been concerned about bias and will be 
staying alert to any future changes in the syllabus. 
your faithfully. 




STOP "'"^  & AGAINST 
OUTLAW REGRESSIVE 
PORNOGRAPHY EDUCATION 
11th August, 1975 
RJ:E 
Mr. G. Shipstone, 
Dept. of Social Studies, 
Mt. Gravatt College of Advanced 
Education, 
P.O. Box 82, 
MT. GRAVATT Q. 4122 
Dear Mr. Shipstone, 
Social Science Syllabus - Study of Society 
In reply to your letter dated 7th August, 1975, I confirm 
oxir telephone conversation today, in which I advised you that C.A.R.E. 
did not know of the deliberations of the State Working Party and the 
introduction of Study of Society into the schools. 
As mentioned I shall appreciate receiving a copy of the above 
syllabus and also the questionnaire you intend to prepare to distribute 






QUEENSLAND CONSERVATION COUNCIL 
P.O. Box 59, 
TOOWONG, 
Q. 4066 
9th September, 1975 
Dear i^r Shipstone, 
Social Science Syllabus - Study of Society 
With reference to your letter of the 7th August, 1975, I 
wish to advise that the Queensland Conservation Council was not 
aware of the deliberations of the State Working Party and of the 
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